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Abstract 
Having long established themselves as the prime instrument of scientific and market 

research, surveys are increasingly hosted on websites and accessed from web-enabled devices 

like desktop computers, tablets, and smartphones via web browsers. Today, an increasing 

number of commercial tools are available to support users in the creation of such web-based 

surveys. These solutions often implement WYSIWYG interfaces, hiding the underlying code from 

their mainly non-programming target group under a graphical layer. Unfortunately, this also 

hides the semantics of the questionnaires, which can make it harder to gain valuable results 

from analyses of the acquired data. The alternative employment of professional programmers 

implementing questionnaires from scratch has the disadvantage that domain experts and 

programmers may find it hard to communicate since there is no common understanding of the 

domain. This thesis introduces SurveMe, a domain-specific language for the creation of web-

based questionnaires, as a new approach to web survey design. Representing an alternative or 

possible addition to commercial survey tools, the DSL aims to support programming and non-

programming users alike. Providing a simple textual interface that utilizes adequate abstractions 

of the survey design domain, the language strives for simplicity, consistency, homogeneity, and 

flexibility. 

Keywords 

survey design, questionnaires, domain-specific languages, DSLs, domain-specific modeling, DSM 

 

 

Befragungen gelten als das Hauptinstrument wissenschaftlicher wie marktbezogener Forschung 

und werden mit zunehmender Häufigkeit auf Webseiten gehostet, welche über Browser von 

webfähigen Endgeräten wie Computern, Tablet PCs und Smartphones aus zugänglich sind. Eine 

steigende Anzahl kommerzieller Werkzeuge unterstützt Nutzer bei der Erstellung solcher 

webbasierter Umfragen. Diese Tools nutzen häufig sogenannte WYSIWYG-Oberflächen, welche 

dem Nutzer eine direkte Manipulation der späteren Bildschirmdarstellung ermöglichen und den 

zugrundeliegenden Quelltext hinter einer grafischen Ansicht verbergen. Leider liegen 

typischerweise auch die Semantiken der Fragebögen unter dieser Abstraktionsebene verborgen, 

was den Gewinn nützlicher Informationen aus den Analysen der gewonnenen Daten erschweren 

kann. Die alternative Beauftragung professioneller Programmierer zur manuellen 

Implementierung von Fragebögen hat hingegen den Nachteil, dass die Kommunikation zwischen 

Domänenexperten und Programmierern mangels eines gemeinsamen Domänenverständnisses 

erschwert wird. Diese Arbeit präsentiert mit SurveMe, einer domänenspezifischen Sprache zur 

Erstellung webbasierter Fragebögen, einen neuen Ansatz zur Gestaltung von Online-Umfragen. 

Die DSL zielt in erster Linie darauf ab, Nutzer mit wie auch ohne Programmierkenntnissen zu 

unterstützen, indem sie eine Alternative oder auch mögliche Ergänzung zu kommerziellen 

Befragungstools darstellt. Neben einem textuellen Interface, welches sich angemessener 

Abstraktionen der Domäne „Umfragegestaltung“ bedient, zeichnet sich die Sprache durch ein 

Streben nach Einfachheit, Konsistenz, Homogenität und Flexibilität aus. 
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Linguistic and Typographic Conventions 
When speaking of a single person such as “the respondent” or “the user”, while trying to 

maintain a gender-neutral style, English sentences tend to become bulky and sometimes hard to 

read. Especially in a context like this, it is undesirable and unpractical to try and avoid using 

genders altogether. For the sake of readability and uniformity, the generic masculine pronoun 

will be used instead, which is to be understood as a neutral form rather than gender bias. 

Furthermore, the following typographic conventions are used in this thesis: 

 Italics are used to denote names of products or companies; and to convey emphasis. 

“Italics in double quotes” mark literal quotations. 

 A monospaced font is used for code excerpts.  
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1| Introduction 
 

In one form or another, surveys have been used for thousands of years for systematically 

“collecting information from or about people to describe, compare, or explain their knowledge, 

attitudes, and behavior” [Fi03b]. From censuses first carried out by ancient governments to the 

study of social phenomena and their relationships to public opinion polling to customer 

feedback inquiries and user experience (UX) sampling (cf. [Gr09]), surveys have long established 

themselves as the prime instrument of scientific and market research. Over time, a number of 

different survey modes have evolved, most noticeably face-to-face interviews, paper 

questionnaires, telephone surveys, computer-based surveys and, most recently, web-based 

surveys1. With the quick rise and ever-increasing worldwide penetration of the Internet, 

especially the World Wide Web, Couper notes that “Internet or Web surveys have rapidly 

emerged as a major form of data collection” [Co08]. Citing Inside Research2 (2007), he states that 

online research made up around 40% of all commercial research in the United States in 2006, 

with the US online market research spending increasing from $4 million in 1996 to $1.6 billion in 

2007. Moreover, with the advent of smartphones, tablet PCs, and mobile web technology in 

general, the importance of web-based surveying can only be expected to increase in years to 

come. 

The general trend towards web-based survey solutions can be at least partly attributed to 

some obvious advantages of online research: web-based surveys are comparatively cheap to 

replicate and distribute, and can have faster response times as well as the potential to reach the 

respective target audience more quickly and effectively than other surveying means. In contrast 

to paper questionnaires, they can be interactive and are equipped to present their contents 

dynamically, potentially adapting to the individual respondent and his answers on the fly. The 

data can automatically be stored, analyzed and otherwise processed, and applied to aid in future 

research endeavors. However, there are also downsides to the use of web-based surveys: Most 

typically, they are associated with a higher initial cost than their offline counterparts as they take 

longer to produce. Aside from the contents and overall layout of the questionnaire, it also needs 

to be implemented in a format that can be displayed in a web browser. In most cases, similar to 

offline computer-assisted interviewing (CAI) solutions, this requires the work of professional 

programmers, sample3 or other service providers who can set up and host the survey and 

develop mechanics for data processing, editing, and analysis [BSW04][Po10]. While the 

possibilities for customization and the implementation of interactive features may be greater in 

web-based surveys than in other, more traditional survey modes, the more complexity is added 

to the survey, the more difficult it becomes to create and test [Co08]. The likelihood for errors 

and inconsistencies within the code increases exponentially with the amount of features. 

Especially in the context of professional research, be it for scientific or commercial reasons, it is 

                                                 
1
 Note: The terms survey and questionnaire are often used synonymously in survey literature. In the context of this 

thesis, surveys are understood as research endeavors, in which a number of people are interviewed on a specific 
subject. Questionnaires are one possible instrument of survey research, along with telephone or face-to-face 
interviews, for example. 
2
 Website: http://insideresearch.com/, last accessed: 15 February, 2013. 

3
 Sample providers offer online research-related services like respondent recruiting and panel management, but 

sometimes also web survey programming and hosting. 

http://insideresearch.com/
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not feasible to hand-code every single survey from scratch. On top of that, the creation of a 

questionnaire entails a number of design decisions with respect to its general layout, choice of 

question types, and wording, which may have a huge impact on how respondents handle the 

survey. While bigger companies and research agencies may have the funds to hire professionals 

with the required technical and statistical knowledge to realize their survey projects – market 

research, for instance, is often outsourced altogether – smaller businesses, agencies, and private 

persons are generally left to do the work themselves. On the other hand, third-party and in-

house developers may experience difficulties trying to meet the demands of their clients (or 

colleagues, respectively), most likely experienced researchers, while lacking a fundamental 

understanding of the survey design domain itself. Similarly, researchers do not necessarily have 

a background in programming and may lack the technical knowledge to truly comprehend the 

programmers’ working process. This may complicate communication between the two groups 

and lead to a longer, more tedious working process, possible disappointment with the results, 

and general frustration when instructions are seemingly ignored or misinterpreted, or when the 

data yield is not satisfactory. 

Due to the lack of domain expertise and/or non-programming background of many involved 

in the survey design process as well as the demand to cut down implementation costs and 

facilitate communication between researchers and programmers, there is an evident need for 

professional tool support for the easy and efficient design of surveys. 

1.1 Context and Problem Statement 
While, as Poynter describes, in the beginning stages of online surveying many researchers 

used to hand-code their questionnaires themselves, commercial solutions and in-house data 

collection systems soon started to emerge [Po10]. Today, an ever-increasing amount of both 

offline and online applications and services for the design of questionnaires is readily available4. 

Most so-called “web survey systems” are designed to support only a limited spectrum of users: 

amateurs lacking any kind of expertise in survey design or programming, more advanced users, 

or professional researchers. Typically equipped with point-and-click or drag-and-drop graphical 

user interfaces (GUIs), they allow an easy selection and arrangement of questionnaire elements 

and often provide basic features to add presentation logic, for example requirements for 

showing or hiding a certain question item. The required code for the questionnaire and its 

associated logic is automatically generated in the background, allowing users to preview and 

launch it as soon as they think it is ready. Many online services even present users with an 

overview and first analysis of the collected data. Only few solutions offer more advanced editing 

features that allow users to not only see but also tweak the generated code, enabling them to 

extend and customize the provided functionality. 

For most amateur users, the survey design software available today is certainly useful and 

presents them with most of the features required to quickly and easily create a simple web form 

without having to pay an expert to do the programming work or spending hours trying to 

implement the code themselves. However, for more advanced users or those interested in 

                                                 
4
 See Chapter2| for a review of tools specifically directed at web-based survey design. 
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comprehensive, sustainable data analysis and utilization, the functionality offered by those tools 

is not always sufficient or congruent with their specific needs. With regards to data processing 

and analysis, the support provided by most commercial survey solutions falls short. Most 

noticeably, while the collection and storage of response data is usually sufficiently supported, 

the individual question items and associated answer options frequently lack the semantics 

required to make good use of the data in the long run. Variables may be labeled with imprecise, 

non-speaking names or numbers, leaving their meaning and context unclear, which can 

ultimately lead to a lot of additional work of manual data processing in order to make the data 

usable and valuable in the first place. 

Regarding the cooperation between programmers and researchers, commercial solutions 

are typically targeted only at non-programming users, providing them with a sort of authoring 

environment that does not require any programming skills or extensive technical knowledge. 

While this may help replace the need for professional programmers in some cases, companies or 

research agencies usually cannot do completely without them. When it comes to creating a 

more tailored and customized survey solution, for example, professional companies have to rely 

on third-party service providers or in-house developers. Here, the use of commercially-available 

software may simply not be an option and the difficulties in communication between 

researchers and programmers remain unaddressed. Furthermore, a lot of common survey 

design services put great emphasis on visual appeal, trying to implement GUIs that are as clear 

and accessible as possible. However, oftentimes the GUI simply puts an extra layer of 

abstraction on otherwise useful features and functionality. In the worst case, this goes to the 

extent where the graphical layer actually gets into the way of users getting their job done rather 

than helping them. In order to sustain a clear and tidy interface, many tools hide even key 

features like different types of question items within the hierarchical structure of windows or 

menus, requiring users to first of all search for them, remember their location, and put in an 

extra effort every time they want to use them. Considering that most GUIs in survey design tools 

do not present a “what you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG) view of the questionnaire that is 

being created, it might be time to take a step back and question this approach altogether. 

1.2 Solution Approach 
In order to find a solution for survey design that addresses the needs of both domain-savvy 

non-programming users and programming users lacking domain expertise, the use of domain-

specific modeling (DSM) appears suitable to bring the two sides closer together. Compared to 

conventional code-driven development approaches, this software engineering methodology 

focuses on capturing domain knowledge rather than code by using domain abstractions and 

applying domain concepts and rules as modeling constructs [Me12]. Instead of trying to map the 

terms of a problem domain to the solution domain, DSM “raises the level of abstraction beyond 

current programming languages by specifying the solution directly using problem domain 

concepts.” [KT08] The respective models are written in a domain-specific language (DSL). As 

opposed to traditional model-driven development approaches, in which the model either serves 

as a rough sketch for the actual implementation or to visualize already existing code, here its 

role is more that of a blueprint used to abstractly represent the system’s design and 

functionality. The transformation from this higher-level abstract model to lower-level code is 
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typically automated through code generators, so there is no further slow and/or costly 

development step after the creation of the model. This means that, on the one hand, developers 

can focus their efforts on the problems of the one specific domain, becoming familiar with its 

terminology and possibly applying it to design a product within the boundaries of the domain. 

On the other hand, domain experts, for example researchers, do not need to learn a possibly 

very complex programming language but can rather make use of the concepts already known to 

them and commonly used in the domain to easily and directly generate their own output. The 

use of a common vocabulary between domain experts and programmers provides a basis for 

constructive discussion. 

1.2.1 Domain-Specific Languages 

A DSL, according to Fowler and Parsons [FP10], can be defined as “a computer programming 

language of limited expressiveness focused on a particular domain.” A domain, in turn, describes 

“an area of interest to a particular development effort” [KT08]. So, in essence, a DSL is a formal 

language of limited expressivity that makes use of the vocabulary of a specific problem area to 

describe the domain, including associated concepts and functionality, rather than trying to 

provide a solution to all kinds of software problems. DSLs can be textual, graphical, or a mix of 

both. Compared to general purpose languages (GPL) like Java5 or C#6, the domain focus of a DSL 

restricts the applicability and expressiveness of the language, but it also makes it a lot clearer, 

more precise, and easier to learn and use. The language’s syntax and semantics model the 

domain concepts on the same level of abstraction; therefore, the underlying implementations 

do not have to be known to the user [Gh11]. This allows especially users with no background in 

programming to write computer instructions in a way that may feel more natural and familiar to 

them. 

There are two types of DSLs that are commonly differentiated between, according to how 

the DSL is implemented: internal and external DSLs. The two types shall be briefly introduced, 

followed by a general overview of advantages and disadvantages of the use of DSLs. 

Internal vs. External DSLs 

Internal DSLs (also: Embedded DSLs) are embedded in another, general-purpose language, 

making use of the host language’s infrastructure and part of its features [FP10][Gh11]. Typically, 

an internal DSL is implemented as a library of the hosting GPL. Fowler further differentiates 

between internal DSLs as “minilanguages” (sic) using a subset of the host GPL, and the 

application of DSL techniques to seemingly add new features to the language via meta-

programming, for example custom keywords [Fo06]. Common examples for the use of internal 

DSLs are Lisp and the Ruby7 extension Rails8. As opposed to external DSLs, the disadvantage of 

an internal DSL is that it has to adhere to the restrictions of its host language, which does not 

necessarily always provide the most effective solution to a problem of the domain. Additionally, 

not all tools provided by the hosting language are needed for the DSL and in order to make good 

                                                 
5
 Reference: http://www.java.com/en/, last accessed: 30 January, 2013. 

6
 Reference: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/618ayhy6.aspx, last accessed: 16 February, 2013. 

7
 Reference: http://www.ruby-lang.org/, last accessed: 06 December, 2012. 

8
 Reference: http://rubyonrails.org/, last accessed: 06 December, 2012. 

http://www.java.com/en/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/618ayhy6.aspx
http://www.ruby-lang.org/
http://rubyonrails.org/
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use of what is available, a thorough knowledge of the host language is mandatory (cf. [Fo05]). 

On the other hand, internal DSLs do not require the creation of a custom infrastructure, for 

instance a special parser. They are most useful for modeling parts of a bigger system, in which 

traditional code must exist as well. 

External DSLs (also: Standalone DSLs) are typically developed from scratch as independent 

languages with their own respective infrastructure, syntax, and semantics [FP10][Gh11]. While 

they may work together with other languages in a common host application and sometimes 

even use another language’s syntax, external DSLs are clearly separate languages. Ghosh notes 

that they have their own separate infrastructure for lexical analysis, parsing, interpretation, 

compilation, and code generation [Gh11]. Typical examples for external DSLs are XML 

configuration files and SQL9. The main advantage of external DSLs is that the language engineer 

is free to tailor the DSL exactly to the specific demands of the domain, including custom syntax 

and semantics, while ignoring general purpose elements. This allows for a better fluency and 

finesse of the final language, enabling the user to express aspects of the domain as directly and 

clearly as possible. On the other hand, external DSLs require an additional development effort 

since not only the language itself but also the corresponding infrastructure needs to be built. 

Unlike internal DSLs, external DSLs are obviously not as tightly bound to the main language of 

the application. As Fowler calls it, they lack “symbolic integration” [Fo06], which may complicate 

communication between the base language and the DSL, although it is not entirely impossible. 

What is more, DSLs typically do not automatically come with a complete integrated development 

environment (IDE), often making standard development procedures such as debugging and code 

editing more tedious. 

Providing a specialized IDE for DSLs, language workbenches strive to balance out the flaws of 

external DSLs while maintaining their high level of flexibility in language design (cf. [Fo06]). To 

this end, not only do they provide the necessary support for defining DSLs, but also for editing 

models written in the DSL. Although they are arguably more of a DSL creation tool, Fowler and 

Parsons describe language workbenches as an additional type of DSL [FP10]. Xtext is such a 

language workbench and will be used in this work for the creation of a DSL for web-based 

surveys. 

Common Advantages and Disadvantages 

Apart from the concrete advantages and disadvantages of internal and external DSLs, there 

are also some general benefits and challenges associated with the use of DSLs. The 

disadvantages, based on Ghosh’s diagnosis, can be described as: 

 hard language design,  

 upfront cost,  

 performance concerns,  

 lacking tool support,  

 and language cacophony [Gh11]. 

                                                 
9
 Reference: http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=45498, last accessed: 06 December, 2012. 

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=45498
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Obviously, in order to use a DSL, it first needs to be designed. This takes time and requires the 

work of experienced programmers. Oftentimes, as described above, DSLs lack proper IDE 

integration and other forms of end-user support, which may lead to problems both with 

designing and later using the DSL. The implementation of additional tool support is possible, but 

presents an additional cost for the development project. Finally, although DSLs are a very 

concise form of programming languages, they are still often seen as “one more language that 

needs to be learned” before it can be used profitably. This is especially problematic when more 

than one DSL is used within a project. It is thus crucial to keep the language definition close to 

the domain semantics, decreasing the learning efforts especially for domain experts. 

On the other hand, DSLs of course also provide a number of advantages, which Ghosh lists 

as: 

 expressiveness,  

 conciseness,  

 higher level of abstraction,  

 higher payoff,  

 and scalability of development [Gh11]. 

Due to DSLs’ narrower focus and consequently smaller vocabulary in comparison with general-

purpose languages, they also provide very precise domain-specific semantics that make them 

more accessible. As Walter puts it, “DSLs abstract by making the relevant details of a domain 

explicit, while omitting the distracting ones” [Wa12]. DSLs are easy to understand and handle, 

which makes them perfectly fit to serve as a basis for presentation, discussion, and 

experimentation. No knowledge of lower-level language and data structures is required in order 

to work with a DSL, so it can serve as an interface within the development process for 

developers lacking a proper programming background. This, in turn, opens up resources for 

more expert programming tasks. 

1.2.2 An Engineering Workflow for DSLs 

The bottom-up language engineering workflow for the creation of DSLs introduced by Walter 

[WM11][Wa12] shall serve as a basis for the approach taken in this thesis. While his proposed 

strategy is targeted at the design of domain-specific languages in the context of digital game 

development, it can easily be applied to other contexts as well. Walter differentiates between 

two roles in the DSL engineering process: domain expert and language engineer. The domain 

expert has extensive knowledge and insights into the problem area and the associated syntax 

and semantics, contributing to an adequate reflection of the domain in the DSL. The language 

engineer, on the other hand, is responsible for developing the actual language and creating the 

tools to go with it. Therefore, he needs to be experienced in language design and tool 

development. In the context of this thesis, the two roles are unified in one with a close 

inspection of the survey design domain and related work being presented before providing 

details of the DSL implementation. 
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The language engineering process, according to Walter, is composed of three steps, as 

shown in Fig.  1|1:  

1) identification of DSL requirements,  

2) creation of reference artifacts,  

3) and language definition [Wa12]. 

In a first step, the domain needs to be deconstructed into its basic building blocks in order to 

determine suitable abstractions for the individual entities and domain-specific terminology and 

semantics. It is important to have an understanding of the domain characteristics in order to 

draft a basic outline of the domain, which is further enhanced through general language 

engineering criteria (cf. Chapter  3|). This step is closely intertwined with the second one, the 

deduction of reference artifacts (cf. Chapter  4|), and the two should best be carried out 

iteratively. The reference artifacts include, first of all, an output reference showing what the DSL 

should be capable of creating. Here, a prototypical website including an exemplary layout, 

different item types, and survey logic can serve to show what elements are required to create a 

web-based survey, and how they work together. The second reference artifact is a reference 

model of a domain-specific program (DSP): a sample program written in the DSL-to-be. This 

demonstrates the planned use of the domain vocabulary in the DSL as well as meaningful syntax 

and semantics. For instance, a DSL for web-based survey design should reflect the structure of a 

“real” survey and make use of common survey design terminology. Together, the two reference 

artifacts help define the scope of the DSL, identify critical aspects, and improve the overall 

language design. They should not be developed separately but rather iteratively as they 

determine each other.  

 

Fig. 1|1. A DSL engineering workflow [Wa12]. 

The reference artifacts also serve as a pattern to derive the actual language implementation 

from (cf. Chapter  5|). This is done in a third step, in which the DSL requirements are mapped to 

an adequate concrete syntax. The language definition does not have to be completely congruent 

with the reference model as modifications and adaptations may be necessary. In order to 
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process future DSPs written in the DSL with the help of code generators, processing rules need 

to be written that define how and what kind of output is generated for a program written in the 

DSL. If a language workbench is used to design the language, further work should be put into the 

creation of a useful editing environment for the user. This may include code completion, syntax 

highlighting, and input validation. 

1.3 Structure 
This thesis aims to develop a domain-specific language for web-based survey design realized 

through a combination of the Xtext framework for the development of programming languages 

and DSLs, the Xtend10 programming language, as well as a number of web technologies like 

HTML511, CSS312, and jQuery. 

To provide a basis for the DSL conceptualization, an extensive analysis of the survey design 

domain will first be carried out, introducing and critically evaluating exemplary commercially-

available software and services for the creation of web-based surveys (Chapter  2|). The survey 

design domain will then be inspected in further detail (Chapter  3|), describing the specific 

characteristics of web-based surveys as well as common structural and content-related elements 

and terminology of questionnaires. This shall help to indicate the domain characteristics and 

general criteria for the creation of a DSL for survey design. Subsequently, aspects of the DSL 

conceptualization will be discussed on the basis of the common domain vocabulary derived from 

the previously identified domain characteristics (Chapter  4|). Following Walter's language 

engineering workflow [WM11][Wa12], a model of the planned DSL as well as the intended HTML 

output shall be constructed for reference, and discussed in terms of completeness and 

feasibility. This will serve as the starting point for the actual DSL implementation (Chapter  5|), 

which will be described with a focus on the language’s grammar definition, the creation of the 

HTML Generator, and custom validation rules. The resulting DSL shall be critically evaluated in 

terms of usability, effectiveness, and overall power before the thesis is concluded with a final 

reflection on the working process and an outlook on possible future work (Chapter  6|). 

                                                 
10

 Reference: http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation.html, last accessed: 03 December, 2012. 
11

 Reference: http://www.whatwg.org/specs/web-apps/current-work/multipage/, last accessed: 03 December, 2012. 
12

 Reference: http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/, last accessed: 03 December, 2012. 
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2| An Overview of Web Survey Systems 
 

Just like the World Wide Web has gained a lot of momentum and relevance since it was first 

introduced to the public in the early 1990s, online surveying has seen a rapid and steady grow 

over the last twenty years. Especially in the field of market research, web technologies were 

quickly adopted and instrumentalized for online research. Academic and governmental research 

institutions were a bit more hesitant in the beginning and, for a long time, used to see web 

surveying as more of an additional survey mode rather than a new research paradigm 

(cf. [Po10]). Nowadays, however, web surveys have clearly established themselves as one of the 

main modes of data collection, surpassing other survey modes like paper questionnaires or 

telephone interviews in terms of costs and performance. Web surveys are also a common topic 

of research articles aiming to adapt and improve traditional survey methodology for the new 

medium (e.g. [CDS07][CTC04][VR10][CD04]). In the early days of web-based research, online 

questionnaires were often hand-coded in HTML by the respective research team. However, it 

did not take long until the first professional web survey software and services hit the market, 

and over time a huge amount of commercial systems like Qualtrics, SurveyMonkey, and SSI Web 

became available. In the past, small- to medium-sized research agencies commonly developed 

their own in-house systems, which had the advantage of being custom-tailored and adaptable to 

the developers’ individual needs, and were often cheaper in cost than outsourced solutions. For 

bigger agencies, on the other hand, it was often more feasible to outsource all survey design and 

development work in order to focus on the actual research and keep projects scalable 

(cf. [Po10]). 

Today, the development of in-house surveying solutions is becoming a rarity due to the 

overwhelming amount of commercially-available and increasingly adaptive solutions on the 

market. The WebSM database of online survey software13 currently lists 329 individual products 

ranging in terms of price, features, flexibility and adaptiveness, and platform. Most can be 

categorized as either software, i.e. a product that is purchased and installed on a computer or 

server and maintained by the purchaser, or software as a service (SaaS; sometimes also referred 

to as application service provider model or ASP). SaaS surveying solutions are often accessed 

online and the companies offering such a service also provide the technical set-up and 

maintenance of the surveys that are created with their system. This typically includes access to 

servers hosting the survey and storing answer data. These services are most often paid for on an 

annual or monthly basis and prices may fluctuate depending on the survey volume, anticipated 

number of responses, and bandwidth requirements. The choice of survey solution always 

depends on the individual kind of survey as well as the context in which it is to be carried out. 

There is no such thing as “the one perfect survey solution” as the criteria to judge the choice 

upon may differ vastly from one project to the next. 

This chapter will provide an overview of typical features and characteristics of commercially-

available survey design tools, which are commonly cited as playing a role in the decision for or 

against a particular solution (cf. [Po10]). This entails questionnaire design and testing support, 

                                                 
13

 Web: http://www.websm.org/c/1283/Software/, last accessed: 16 February, 2013. 
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project and panel management facilities, and data monitoring, analysis, and visualization 

environments. A select number of web-based survey solutions representing the range of 

software and services available today shall be subsequently introduced. Finally, implications for 

the design of the DSL shall be drawn from an evaluation of the presented approaches in terms of 

scope, usability, and user-friendliness. 

2.1 Essential System Features and Characteristics 

Considering the large number of commercially-available web survey solutions today, it is not 

surprising that there can be huge differences between individual products. While many SaaS 

solutions offer free trials or basic accounts with limited functionality or capacities, the use of 

full-blown professional solutions can cost tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars. Also, while 

the main building blocks of survey design can usually be found in all good web survey systems, 

the overall amount of features may vary greatly. When choosing the right solution for a specific 

research project, a number of criteria come into play, which can be of different importance in 

different projects. Poynter introduces a list of key features to look for when choosing a survey 

solution [Po10], which can be abstracted to the following categories: 

 Questionnaire Design and Testing,  

 Project and Panel Management,  

 Data Monitoring, Reporting, and Analysis,  

 and Additional Features. 

In the following, each category shall be briefly introduced and the associated features and 

characteristics described, providing a means of measurement for the subsequent evaluation of 

the tools introduced in this chapter. 

2.1.1 Questionnaire Design and Testing 

The amount and types of questionnaire design and testing features supported by a system is 

probably the first thing to look at when choosing a web survey solution for a project. Many 

systems offer a sleek and polished GUI, allowing users to enter or change one question at a time. 

Since these are rarely full-fledged WYSIWYG interfaces, a testing environment for new surveys 

including interactive questionnaire previews is generally provided. The support of dummy runs 

generating test data can further allow users to improve the quality of their surveys, but is far less 

common than simple preview options. For longer or more complex surveys, an import of existing 

survey documents, for example as Microsoft Word files or templates from a library, can be a 

useful addition and save a lot of time in the survey creation process. Furthermore, the support 

of embedded scripting or other languages becomes mandatory where more extraordinary and 

individual survey requirements need to be supported. Some systems specifically support 

marketing science modules such as discrete choice modeling (DCM) [Mc74] and conjoint 

analysis [GS78]. However, since these types of statistical techniques are not relevant for all fields 

of research, most tools do not include them, occasionally allowing the integration of third-party 

solutions as modules in case this functionality is required. 
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Users’ interactions with a survey design tool can be supported through a number of smaller 

design features like checking text entries for errors, enabling common paradigms of human-

computer interaction (HCI) like copy-and-paste or drag-and-drop, and allowing users to change 

the type of question items and other contents on the fly. Making the system feel more familiar 

and intuitive can help erase possible sources of technical problems. An important addition to 

standard questionnaire items, which helps to create more engaging questionnaires, is the 

support of multimedia contents, including first of all images, but possibly also audio and video 

storage and streaming. Advanced interface options like movable sliders or sortable lists may also 

lead to a more modern and entertaining feeling of user interaction with the questionnaire, 

which can positively affect the overall response rates. 

2.1.2 Project and Panel Management 

In order to successfully create and maintain web survey projects, a system needs to support 

mechanics that help to run and manage individual surveys. This entails the creation of new 

survey projects, questionnaires within these projects, and panels of respondents. Survey 

invitations are handled in very different ways depending on the system. Cheaper solutions often 

merely provide a link to the survey that has to be passed on manually to respondents via e-mail 

or social media services like Facebook and Twitter. High-end systems, on the other hand, may 

offer more advanced features and services like soft or phased survey launches, the recruitment 

of respondents and selection of samples based on background variables (e.g. by gender or age 

range), and sending out reminders to respondents who have not taken the survey after a certain 

amount of time. Information on response and completion rates, not only per survey but also per 

question item, may also be collected and processed by a system. Some also include so-called 

management information (MI) systems that keep track of who is in a panel and has completed 

which surveys in what time, provide information on average response rates, and help manage 

the calculation and payment of incentives.  

2.1.3 Data Monitoring, Reporting, and Analysis 

A lot of systems nowadays provide facilities that give researchers a first overview of the 

collected data, both while the survey is still running and after it has been completed, including 

current trends, predicted results, and key findings. Apart from on-screen representations of the 

results, it is important to have export options to different formats, including those supported by 

Excel and SPSS. Some high-end products contain their own statistical analysis tools; however, 

due to the available amount of high-quality third-party software specifically directed at that task, 

many systems do not include that option. 

2.1.4 Additional Features 

A general concern that web survey solutions need to address is security. This includes 

possible clients, researchers, and respondents. Especially in the context of web surveying, a 

number of security issues have to be taken into consideration, for instance, server stability and 

safety, data protection on all ends, and survey access control. The latter can be addressed 

through personalized access links or keys by means of unique tokens, or an IP check. On the 

front end, respondents’ data may be protected through the use of secure web protocols such as 
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HTTPS (HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure), while back-ups and high-reliability systems may 

help keep agency and client data safe on the back end. Scalability is also an issue as systems 

differ greatly in the amount of data transfer that their servers allow or can tolerate. In order to 

maintain stable access to a survey, there is often a restriction on the number of respondents or 

bandwidth to be used within a project, which can be increased by using a more expensive 

account type. Some systems have a flexible payment plan, which adjusts according to the 

capacities that are being used. Finally, due to the increasing spread of mobile devices with 

Internet access, the support of mobile surveying has become more important over recent years. 

The main issue is the presentation of web surveys in a format that works well with the smaller 

screen size of such devices, but does not lead respondents to have a drastically different 

experience with the questionnaire, which could in turn lead to a distortion of the data. Some 

tools approach this issue by offering additional modes for mobile surveying, for instance SMS-

based surveys. 

Overall, there is always a trade-off between power and simplicity that has to be made when 

creating a survey system (cf. [Po10]): the more features are added, the more complex the 

system becomes. It is therefore important to always consider the target group and specific field 

of application the tool needs to be able to support, and carefully weigh the advantages and 

disadvantages associated with the addition of each additional feature. 

2.2 Existing Solutions for Web Survey Design 

There exist a large number of professional tools and services for the creation of web-based 

surveys. SaaS solutions in particular have made web-based data collection a lot cheaper and 

more accessible both for professional research teams as well as private persons, but classic 

desktop software solutions are still common, too. Apart from the differing access methods, 

individual solutions also range in price, offered functionality, and capacity. In the following, a 

selection of tools shall be introduced to represent the diversity of products and feature sets 

available today. A tabular comparison of the tools listing their individual features in more detail 

can be found in Appendix  A| (p. 117 ff.). 

2.2.1 SSI Web 

SSI Web (Sawtooth Software, 2012) is a professional software platform, primarily aimed at 

computer- and web-based market research and data collection. Apart from offering support for 

the creation of standard questionnaire items, the software also provides specialized research 

techniques, such as maximum difference scaling (MaxDiff), and conjoint (trade-off) analysis. 

Sawtooth Software, founded by Rich Johnson in 1983, is one of the most successful companies in 

the field of survey and data analysis systems. In 2005, its products were found to be the 4th most 

widely used software amongst users of the American Marketing Association’s website, after 

SPSS, Excel, and SAS [Ar05]. The company states on its website that its products are being used 

by many Fortune 100014 companies, governmental as well as academic institutions, and market 

research firms. SSI Web and its modules are licensed, offering different types of subscriptions to 
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corporate and academic institutions. A free trial of the software is available for download on the 

company’s website. 

 

Fig. 2|1. SSI Web’s hierarchical window structure. 

Once the software is installed, users can create, save, and test their surveys offline. In order 

to launch a survey, they need to upload their project to a web server. Sawtooth provides users 

who do not have their own web server with a chargeable hosting service, but otherwise does 

not charge any fees per response or survey. Surveys are created within the application’s point-

and-click interface by first creating a new project (“Study”), in which all survey-related data is 

then locally stored. Users can save notes, questions, lists (related to questions), as well as 

questionnaire access and password information. The actual survey editor opens in a pop-up 

dialog window, presenting existing items as a list of question names and types and providing an 

overview of the general survey structure by indicating page breaks. Here, users can add new 

question items or page breaks, edit or delete existing items, add skip logic, randomize questions, 

and loop lists. Each option is accessible through corresponding buttons on the right side of the 

window, each opening another pop-up dialog. SSI Web provides ten pre-defined question types, 

including constant sum, numeric, and terminate/link in addition to standard types like “Open-

Ended” or “Select” (cf. Tab.  A|2, p. 119). Additionally, users can also create their own free 

format questions. Question texts are divided into four sections, namely “Header 1”, “Header 2”, 

“Question”, and “Footer”. Each section can be formatted individually via the respective buttons, 

and advanced users may also add HTML code for formatting purposes. Furthermore, there are 

also a number of conjoint analysis question types, which are only available as demo items in the 

trial version. Users can print out, preview, and test their surveys, manage lists and passwords, 

and change the general settings, including the survey theme, page format, progress bar, and 

browser settings. Once the survey has been uploaded to a web server and gone live, SSI Web 

saves all response data to a database, which users need to set up themselves. Data can be 

exported to different formats, including CSV (comma-separated values) and SPSS’s SAV formats. 

Data from conjoint analyses can be analyzed using SSI Web’s online market simulators, which 
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can be purchased on a monthly or quarterly basis, or with Sawtooth Software’s SMRT software 

package, available separately. 

Compared to the other solutions presented in this chapter, SSI Web is the only one that is 

used solely offline. This can be advantageous for implementation and testing purposes, but also 

means that the tool is a lot more static. Although specific market research-related statistical 

methods are not the focus of this work, it shall be noted that Sawtooth is one of the few 

companies in the survey design field offering tool support for these techniques. This is most 

likely part of the reason for SSI Web’s wide-spread use. The tool provides users with very high 

flexibility of design, allowing them to create their own question types and customizing the 

survey with their own CSS designs and HTML code. The application has a mostly clean and 

minimalistic point-and-click interface. However, its hierarchical window structure (cf. Fig.  2|1, 

p. 13) might make it difficult for users to find certain features that are not directly accessible 

from the main application window and can only be accessed through a series of dialogs. 

Similarly, to go back to the main screen, open dialogs have to be closed one after another, 

creating unnecessary efforts on part of the user. Additionally, some of the dialogs appear rather 

cluttered and confusing to inexperienced users. Altogether, while SSI Web offers high degrees of 

freedom in designing surveys, it is clearly targeted at more professional researchers and users 

with basic programming skills. The complete lack of a WYSIWYG interface makes the system less 

intuitive to use and may lead to a longer familiarization phase for novice users. 

2.2.2 SoSci Survey (oFb – der onlineFragebogen) 

SoSci Survey (also known as oFb – der onlineFragebogen) describes itself as “a professional 

software package for the easy and reliable creation of online surveys”. The web-based service 

originated from research carried out at the Department of Communication Science at the Ludwig 

Maximilian University (LMU), Munich, Germany, in 2003, and has since been gradually improved. 

The online software package is mainly targeted towards scientific surveys and completely free of 

charge for all scientific and non-commercial use. The interface is currently only available in 

German, but an English wiki explaining the necessary steps to create a survey is available. In 

addition to the creation of surveys, SoSci Survey optionally provides a server to host user-

created surveys. 

Upon registration, users can create projects, containing one or more questionnaires each. 

Providing a very basic visual interface and common questionnaire features, SoSci Survey guides 

users through a three-stage questionnaire creation process. General design decisions can be 

made when creating a new survey, including the display of a progress bar at the top and 

navigational buttons at the bottom of the page, and question numbering. Survey elements, 

including texts, images, and different types of questions, are created or imported separately. 

They can later be integrated into the actual questionnaire through a drag-and-drop interface (cf. 

Fig.  2|2, p. 15). 

SoSci Survey provides a broad variety of question types, including different kinds of choice 

and scale items as well as more uncommon variations like drag-and-drop order, extended choice 

and slider scale questions (cf. Tab.  A|3, p. 119). Each question item contains a request for an 

answer (i.e. question), possible further instructions as well as a number of settings depending on 
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the type of question. For example, the question type “Skala (Zwischenwerte beschriftet)”, which 

creates a scale with labels for each scale point, allows the user to set the number of scale points 

and the direction of the scale (ascending vs. descending), add an escape option for respondents 

that cannot identify with any of the scale points (N/A), decide on a general layout (e.g. 

dropdown menu or radio buttons), and more detailed characteristics of the question. 

Furthermore, once an item has been added to a questionnaire, further settings become 

available, for example hiding the question or instructions text, defining the distance between 

this question and the next, and toggling different options for numbering the question. 

Questions, texts, and images can be arranged to create the actual questionnaire in the 

designated survey creation environment. Here, users can create survey pages, which can then be 

filled by dragging and dropping the previously built content items into each page. Additional 

logic can be added with the help of HTML and PHP script elements, which users can individually 

implement and drag into the page. This can, for instance, be used to introduce display and skip 

logic to existing questions and answer choices. 

 

Fig. 2|2. View of the survey editor in SoSci Survey (available in German only). 

Overall, SoSci Survey provides users with very flexible design opportunities, offering a broad 

variety of question types and features typically used in survey design. The interface is fairly easy 

to use, and the creation and design of questionnaires requires little to no programming skills. 

Furthermore, users are supported through a comprehensive documentation, including a wiki 

and tutorials as well as a forum where users can communicate not only with each user, but also 

with the creator of the tool, who frequently answers questions. Apart from the actual 

questionnaire creation, SoSci Survey also offers functionality to carry out pre-tests, and to 

distribute and carry out the finished survey. Unfortunately, on the other hand, SoSci Survey is 
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not as intuitive as other, more commercial solutions. The user interface (UI) contains a lot of 

textual explanations and looks slightly convoluted and cluttered. The separate creation of 

question items and the actual questionnaire may also seem confusing and unnecessarily 

complicated to some users. Despite the high level of flexibility, many features are hard to find 

within the system’s hierarchical structure that is partly reminiscent of Windows-style dialog-

based interfaces. Similarly, there seems to be no consistent categorization of question types. For 

instance, one category called “Horizontale Auswahl” (horizontal choice) is described as a scale 

rather than a simple, horizontally arranged radio group, which some users might expect it to be. 

To make matters even more confusing, there are actually other categories explicitly labeled as 

some kind of scale. As opposed to similar services, SoSci Survey does not provide data analysis or 

visualization features. Altogether, the service succeeds in supporting its scientific target group, 

but fails to deliver the kind of usability and ease of use expected from commercial solutions. 

Since the system is only available in German, it might be difficult to use for non-speakers of the 

language, although it can still be used to create questionnaires in languages other than German. 

2.2.3 Qualtrics 

Qualtrics (Qualtrics Labs, 2002) is an online survey research for academic, corporate, non-

profit, and government surveying purposes. According to the company’s website, the software is 

used by more than 50% of the Fortune 100, more than 600 universities, as well as business 

schools, and government and non-profit organizations. The software enables users to create 

“regular” questionnaires as well as quizzes and forms, and provides advanced statistical analysis 

and data visualization features. A trial version is available for free, allowing users to create one 

active survey with a maximum of 250 responses. 

In order to use the system, users first need to log in with an existing Google or Facebook 

account (if available) or create a free Qualtrics account on the website. The UI (cf. Fig.  2|3, p. 17) 

is composed of several tabs allowing users to manage surveys, polls, and panels, view results, 

and even create reports. New surveys can be created by either using Qualtrics’s “Quick Survey 

Builder”, copying an existing survey, or choosing a template from the survey library. This global 

collection of templates contains not only surveys, but also other model documents like informed 

consent forms for use in scientific studies. While Qualtrics already provides a large template 

library, users may also create their own. If the user prefers to create a questionnaire from 

scratch, he can easily do so with the help of the integrated survey builder: The editor first of all 

provides a number of styles to help alter the overall look of the questionnaire, and adjust button 

texts, font styles, and colors. Optionally, users can integrate their own CSS. Furthermore, some 

general settings for the survey can be set, including the survey language, title, access type 

(e.g. open or by invitation), and the behavior of the survey when respondents start or finish the 

questionnaire, or leave it unfinished. Users are also able to run a spell check on their 

questionnaire, control its flow, as well as print, preview, and launch the questionnaire from the 

editor’s menu. The actual questionnaire creation takes place in a WYSIWYG-style interface, in 

which the questionnaire is divided into blocks, which may in turn contain one or more question 

items each. Existing items and blocks can be copied and new ones created easily. Creating a new 

item automatically adds a multiple choice question with dummy question text and answers to a 

block. This item can then be transformed into one of eighteen categories of questions, a lot of 
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which come with numerous pre-defined variations to choose from (cf. Tab.  A|4, p. 120). For 

example, the category “Multiple Choice” contains fifteen different specifications, including 

“Select Box”, “Dropdown List”, and multiple variations of single- and multi-select items. In 

addition to the standard question types, Qualtrics also offers a broad variety of categories that 

are not as commonly seen in survey design tools, for instance drill down, gap analysis, heat map, 

and hot spot items. Moreover, all types of questions are customizable, for instance with regards 

to their alignment and other presentation characteristics, number of answer categories, and 

validation. Text items can be edited either in a rich text or HTML editor. All items have their own 

context menu allowing users to carry out further survey construction tasks like moving items 

around, excluding them from analysis, piping text, or adding display logic. Once users have 

finished creating their survey, they can preview and finally activate it, receiving a link they can 

then distribute to their panel. Qualtrics’s built-in “Survey Mailer” allows users to track identifying 

information, making sure respondents do not complete the survey more than once. 

 

Fig. 2|3. Qualtrics’s survey editor has a clean and sleek UI. 

On Pace University’s website, the decision by staff and students to use Qualtrics is attributed 

to the fact that the system “combines exceptional ease of use with an advanced set of 

features”15, providing a very clean and intuitive UI that intelligently yet unobtrusively supports 

the user in creating web-based surveys. One example for the good design of the tool is its auto-

complete function. for example, when the user creates a matrix item and labels the first three 

options 1, 2, and 3 respectively, the software will automatically number the following labels 4, 5, 

and so on. Similarly, the tool recognizes similar items and imitates the labeling from previously 

created ones. Even complex display and skip logic can be added easily and without any 

programming skills. The tool’s accessibility and flexibility appear well-balanced, allowing for 

customization wherever possible. Finally, the amount of data analysis and visualization 
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 Web: http://www.pace.edu/qualtrics/, last accessed: 13 December, 2012. 
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supported by Qualtrics clearly exceeds that of other tools. As a commercial tool, Qualtrics is not 

entirely free to use, but grants non-paying users access to all features, restricting only the 

amount of surveys active at a time and the maximum number of respondents per survey. While 

Qualtrics, like many other systems, is designed to be usable by non-programmers, it does not 

allow a lot of coding altogether, restricting those users that actually have programming skills. 

Features that are not included can thus not be added manually. Apart from that, however, the 

tool appears well-rounded and -thought-out, easily qualifying it as one of the better survey 

design tools available today. 

2.2.4 SurveyMonkey 

SurveyMonkey, founded in 1999 by brothers Ryan and Chris Finley, claims to be the “world’s 

leading provider of web-based survey solutions” used by 100% of the Fortune 100. Since 2009 it 

has been part of a private equity consortium which also owns the survey services 

Precision Polling, Wufoo, and Zoomerang, and holds a stake in the UK-based Clicktools. The 

website offers the functionality to create and carry out surveys in the fields of market research, 

UX sampling, as well as for scientific purposes. In order to use the service, users have to register 

at the website. A basic account can be created for free and allows users to create an unlimited 

amount of questionnaires with up to ten questions and up to 100 responses each. Furthermore, 

they are provided with 24/7 support, and a number of basic questionnaire templates and 

themes to choose from. Premium memberships cost between €300 and €800 per year and grant 

users access to the system’s full functionality, including unlimited questions per questionnaire, 

and more templates and themes to pick from. 

 

Fig. 2|4. SurveyMonkey’s pop-up question editor. 
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When creating a new questionnaire, users can choose from the templates provided by 

SurveyMonkey, including some specifically designed for use in scientific, corporate, and market 

research-related contexts. Templates are typically comprised of a number of pre-defined items 

relating to the respective context. For instance, the “Bullying Survey” consists of ten open-ended 

questions like “During the last week, how many time s. . . has someone made fun of you, called 

you names, or insulted you?”, while the “Customer Satisfaction Template” consists of nine 

closed-ended requests, arranged as vertical 5-point scales. The templates are typically rather 

compact, providing largely superficial questions regarding the respective subject. Overall, they 

can be seen as technical demonstrations and examples of how to structure questionnaires 

rather than finished questionnaire instances to be used without alteration. Alternatively, users 

can create their own questionnaires from scratch. The integrated questionnaire editor allows 

them to customize the questionnaire, setting a color theme as well as adding and deleting pages 

and individual items, and preview it. General design settings, including the display of page 

numbers, a custom logo, and status bar, can be adjusted in an extra menu. In the editor, survey 

pages and questions per page are displayed underneath each other. When creating a new item, 

the question editor (see Fig.  2|4, p. 18) pops up and prompts users to enter a question text, and 

choose the type of question from a list, including both standard as well as more specific item 

types, for instance “Demographic Information”. Once the type of question is selected, type-

related settings become available. For instance, users can list row labels for rating scale items, 

essentially turning them into matrices. Each scale point can be associated with its own label and 

is automatically assigned a weight, which the user can change to his liking. Optionally, an “other” 

field can be added to the question, allowing respondents to type in their own answer. Some 

general characteristics of the question item can additionally be set, for instance, whether an 

answer is required or not. Once created, question items are presented in the editor in the same 

way as they would in the actual survey. This allows users to immediately spot mistakes and 

correct them by editing the item. Individual question items can be moved from page to page or 

to a different position within the same page. The interface does not support drag-and-drop, but 

premium users can add skip and randomization logic to question items and pages. Users can 

furthermore control how respondents may interact with the survey. This includes enabling or 

disabling multiple responses by the same person, allowing respondents to edit responses, and 

setting a maximum number of responses to be collected before closing the survey. As a paid 

service, SurveyMonkey also offers help in reaching the desired target audience, allowing users to 

set a preferred age range, gender, location, and other characteristics. Once the survey is fully 

created, it can be distributed through a web link, custom email invitations, or by embedding it 

into a website. As soon as results start coming in, the tool analyzes the data, summarizes 

important findings in an easy-to-read format, and presents a simple visualization of answer 

distributions. It is also possible to browse individual responses, and premium users can filter, 

crosstab, download, and share responses. 

One of SurveyMonkey’s biggest strengths is certainly its clean, sleek, highly adaptive, and 

intuitive UI, which supports users in a subtle yet intelligent way. Features presented to the user 

are context-dependent, making them available when needed and hiding them when not. For 

instance, if a user selects “multiple choice (only one answer)” as the question type, an additional 

drop-down menu appears, allowing him to specify the alignment and presentation of the item 

(i.e. vertically vs. horizontally, one or more columns, radio buttons vs. drop-down list). At the 
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same time, the tool provides users with medium to high flexibility, granting them a large number 

of options to tweak questions in order to get the desired result. Nevertheless, users do not need 

any programming skills at all in order to use even more advanced features like skip logic. In fact, 

SurveyMonkey only provides very few opportunities for manual coding. For instance, using 

simple HTML tags to format text is allowed, but no advanced scripts or HTML that might 

interfere with the generated code. While this might be a measure of security, the limited coding 

opportunities also restrict users in creating more customized question items. Features that are 

not innately supported by the tool cannot easily be added. For instance, there is no question 

type for rating scales that takes images instead of text labels, and users may not enter an HTML 

image reference instead of plain text to create the desired effect. SurveyMonkey basically 

regards images as individual question items and does not allow users to integrate them into 

other questions. Overall, considering that the system is primarily targeted at commercial market 

research, it provides a large feature palette, covering functionality required for this type of 

research to a large extent. Compared to other tools, it appears well-balanced, providing a useful 

mix of feature-diversity as well as ease of use for both novice and advanced users. While there 

may still be room for improvements, the tool can certainly be described as well-rounded and 

appropriately tailored to the task of survey creation. 

2.2.5 Google Consumer Surveys 

Launched in the spring of 2012, Google’s Consumer Surveys is a “market research tool that 

allows market researchers to easily create online surveys in order to help make more informed 

business decisions.”16 At the point of writing, the service is available in the US, Canada, and the 

UK only and addresses businesses interested in market research. As such, it aims to provide 

benefits to all parties involved in the process: While businesses can use the tool to quickly create 

simple online surveys in order to gain consumer insights, Google works with a network of 

publishers willing to display the surveys to visitors of their websites, who in turn gain access to 

restricted contents like news articles or videos. As visitors complete the surveys, the respective 

publishers get paid, while the business behind the survey receives the data and the respondent 

unlocks web contents he is interested in. The service implements a staggered payment plan, 

depending on the desired target audience and size of panel. Surveys targeted at the general US 

Internet population cost $0.10 per response (per question), while surveys targeting a certain 

demographic or custom audience (e.g. male, female, cat owners, parents, nurses) are priced at 

$0.50 per response or $250.00 for 500 responses. 

Upon creating or logging in with a Google account, users can launch their survey in four 

steps: create questionnaire, pick audience, write questions, and confirm survey. In the 

questionnaire creation step, users may choose from one of several provided templates, 

including “brand awareness”, “purchase behavior”, and “customer satisfaction”. Alternatively, 

they can create their own questionnaire from scratch by providing a title, and optionally adding 

a description and tags. Users are then asked to choose a target audience, upon which additional 

options become available. For instance, if users check “An audience based on gender, age, or 

geography”, they may then choose their preferred gender, age range, and geographical location 

(within the US, Canada, or UK, respectively). Once the target audience has been defined, one or 
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 Source: http://support.google.com/consumersurveys/answer/2530825?hl=en, last accessed: 16 February, 2013. 
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more questions can be added to the survey. Users can choose from twelve types of questions 

(cf. Tab.  A|6, p. 121), which can basically be divided into three categories: (plain) choice, rating 

scales, and images with a choice (cf. Fig.  2|5). Finally, users are asked to confirm their survey and 

pay for the number of responses they would like to collect per question. Incoming results for all 

individual questions can be accessed through users’ Consumer Surveys accounts, and can be 

exported as CSV or PNG image files. 

 

Fig. 2|5. Question types in Google Consumer Surveys appear rather restrictive  
and repetitive. 

Compared to established survey design solutions, Google’s approach appears fresh and 

innovative, especially with regards to stakeholder interests: Due to Google’s powerful position 

as one of today’s leading Internet service providers, the company has the influence and 

connections required to provide not only market researchers but also survey respondents and 

publishers with incentives that could possibly have a strong impact on their motivation to use 

Consumer Surveys. The tool allows for a comparatively cheap and easy retrieval of user 

feedback, and does not require any programming skills or experience in survey design as it 

provides users with a purely visual interface. Users are effectively guided through the survey 

design process, being provided with hints on effective survey design via “?” buttons and links to 

an FAQ section. For example, Google recommends ordering a minimum of 1,500 responses for 

general Internet audiences in order to receive statistically significant results [Go12]. 

On the downside, users are very limited when it comes to customization of their surveys. 

Most noticeably, Consumer Surveys does not support the creation of regular questionnaires 

asking several questions on one page. Instead, the service’s approach is to ask respondents only 

one question at a time, effectively distributing the individual questions of a survey amongst 

many different respondents. While this may reduce the likelihood of survey fatigue – the 

subjective feeling of being tired of doing a specific survey or surveys in general – and increase 

overall response rates, it also means that surveyors do not receive full sets of data from each 
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respondent, but simply a set of answers for each question. However, in a recent comparison of 

Google Consumer Surveys to existing probability- and non-probability-based surveys, it was 

shown that the system “can be used in place of more traditional Internet based panels without 

sacrificing accuracy.” [MMS12] It should be noted that this practice may not be as suitable for 

scientific contexts as it is for market research purposes. Furthermore, it is arguable whether 

recruiting respondents by offering them access to web contents in return for their data is 

beneficial for the overall quality of the collected data. Respondents might just want to finish the 

survey as quickly as possible to get to the promised contents, choosing answers randomly and 

haphazardly. From users’ perspective, the survey editor leaves little to no room for survey 

modifications. For instance, while there are several different types of scale questions, it is only 

possible to create 5- or 7-point semantic differential rating scales, but no scales where each 

point is labeled individually or with a custom number of points. Considering that many of the 

question types provided are simply variations of the same kind of question, many common types 

are not represented at this point, for example matrix questions or rankings. While 

Consumer Surveys may be useful for the quick generation of short (one question) surveys, it falls 

short when it comes to conducting surveys in a more traditional way. However, the tool might 

prove to be valuable for pre-tests preceding an actual study. Since the service is still being 

developed further and new features are added, it remains to be seen how it can hold up against 

the competition. 

2.3 Evaluation of Available Solutions 

There exist a multitude of solutions for web-based survey design today ranging broadly in 

price, scope of features, accessibility, flexibility, and capacity. The systems introduced in 

Section  2.2 merely present a fraction of what is available, but nonetheless reflect very well the 

different dimensions on which individual solutions may differ. In the following, the range of 

functionality covered by both commercial and non-commercial web survey design tools shall be 

briefly evaluated drawing on the essential system features and characteristics described in 

Section  2.1 and listed individually and in more detail in Appendix  A.1 (p. 117). 

General Aspects and Questionnaire Building Blocks 

Overall, there seems to be a trend towards web-based SaaS solutions, which have the 

advantage of being platform-independent and can be centrally managed and updated by the 

respective third-party providers. In these systems, surveys are directly designed and managed 

online, typically including hosting services that relieve the users from having to set up their own 

web server and getting acquainted with the associated technologies. Due to the increasing 

spread of mobile web-enabled devices, online surveys are also easily accessible for respondents, 

which can help increase response rates. On the other hand, online services often lack the 

support of more specialized technologies used in market research, like conjoint analyses, and 

more advanced data analysis techniques. Both can more commonly be found in classic offline 

software systems, which tend to offer more specialized solutions. With a current trend towards 

cloud computing, web-based solutions may experience increasing privacy concerns in the future. 

In an effort to balance out feature richness and complexity, all systems introduced in the 

context of this work opt for more or less clean and sleek graphical interfaces supporting novice 
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as well as advanced users. While WYSIWYG interfaces are not necessarily the norm, point-and-

click is the main mode of interaction in all tools with some solutions like SSI Web and 

SoSci Survey explicitly providing extensive scripting opportunities for users experienced in web 

programming. This leads to a lot more room for customization and implementation of more 

complex and non-standard question items and survey logic. Typically, though, the provided 

blocks for building questionnaires17 – at least in the free tool versions – are rather unremarkable, 

covering the essentials, but rarely more. 

All systems allow users to create both one- and multi-paged surveys18 with closed- and open-

ended question items. With the exception of Google Consumer Surveys, the tools also provide 

the means to create hybrid items, supporting for example the widespread practice of combining 

a set of pre-defined answer categories with an “other” option allowing respondents to enter 

their own reply. In comparison to the other systems, Consumer Surveys is generally the least 

well-equipped, which can probably be attributed to the fact that it is still fairly new on the 

market. Furthermore, since Google is renowned for its stylized, simple interfaces, the 

minimalistic set-up of Consumer Surveys could also be attributed to the company’s branding. It 

must be noted that, while the item types provided by the different systems are essentially 

similar, there seems to be no consistent use of the respective terminology and often items 

representing variations of the same category are named differently19. For example, Qualtrics has 

a category “Text Entry” containing the concrete types “Single Line”, “Multiline”, “Password”, 

“Essay”, and “Form”, whereas SSI Web merely offers the item type “Open-Ended” for free text 

input, allowing users to define themselves how many lines or entry fields should be displayed. 

SoSci Survey and Consumer Surveys both do not categorize the item types they offer, making it 

sometimes difficult to understand when to use which type. Generally, presentation styles are 

often mixed up with item types instead of clearly separating the two. Images and descriptive, 

stand-alone text elements are supported by most systems; however, surprisingly only one of the 

covered tools supports the integration of audio and video elements in surveys. This may be due 

to the associated demands on server capacities and possible issues arising from embedded 

multimedia assets, for instance conflicting file formats, streaming modalities, and buffering 

times. Advanced interface elements like draggable bars and sliders, sortable lists, and even more 

eccentric item types like hot spot images and heat maps, on the other hand, seem to be more 

widely available. Furthermore, almost all systems feature some sort of dynamic display logic, 

including display and skip logic for individual question items and pages, randomization of 

questions and answer categories, and content piping, most prominently inserting text from a 

previous item’s answer into a new item. 

Questionnaire Design and Testing 

One major difference between the described systems is the supported project size and 

scalability available for free. While obviously all tools offer more or less unlimited capacities if 

the user is willing to pay accordingly, except for the mostly non-commercial SoSci Survey, all 

systems put restrictions on their non-paying users. SSI Web and Google Consumer Surveys, for 
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 See Chapter 3| for an extensive overview of web survey design elements. 
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 Note: Qualtrics uses the term "block" to denote what is essentially being used to create multi-page survey layouts. 
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instance, exclusively publish surveys against payment, whereas Qualtrics allows one active 

survey with a maximum of 250 responses, and SurveyMonkey restricts all free-of-charge surveys 

to a maximum of ten question items and 100 responses. 

Most systems have an integrated library of survey and/or item templates available, 

sometimes allowing users to create and maintain their own libraries on top of the existing ones. 

A questionnaire (or, in Consumer Surveys’s case, item) preview is typically available in the survey 

editing environment. A couple of tools even provide a dedicated testing mode, allowing users to 

see background information and effects on survey logic and presentation while filling out their 

questionnaire. Although arguably a pretty important feature, the import of surveys from 

externally created files (e.g. Word, or Excel), is rarely ever addressed, and export options are 

often restricted to a few formats, at least for free users. Considering that many questionnaires, 

even today, are still planned with pen and paper in the beginning and may have to be distributed 

to some respondents or clients in other formats than an HTML website, this seems a little 

restrictive and unhandy. 

Project and Panel Management 

With the exception of SSI Web, which requires users to purchase an additional survey 

management module in order to run and manage surveys within the system’s environment, 

most of the introduced tools have the capacities to directly host created surveys on their 

servers. Google Consumer Surveys obviously follows a slightly different approach, in which single 

question items are hosted on third-party publishers’ websites in order for respondents to gain 

access to restricted contents. Similar to other tools, however, Consumer Surveys users do not 

have to set up their own server or find another web service provider to host their surveys. The 

other systems provide users with a link to the survey that they can then distribute themselves, 

sometimes being supported through a panel management system that allows them to send out 

e-mails to whole groups of respondents at once. Qualtrics has a feature that allows the 

automatic handling of invitations and reminders, for example on a daily basis. Nowadays, 

however, systems relying solely on e-mail invitations might encounter issues in contacting panel 

members due to spam filters. While some tools provide facilities to post invitations on social 

networks and via Twitter, there might still be room to explore new ways of communicating 

invitations. Generally, advanced panel management features like dummy runs collecting fake 

data samples, soft and phased launches, the selection of respondent groups based on certain 

demographical features or other variables, and MI systems are hardly available for free.  

Data Monitoring, Reporting, and Analysis 

Basic means of simple data pre-processing and visualization are provided by most systems. 

For example, response rates can be visualized both while the survey is still running and once it is 

completed, and responses of different groups of respondents can be shown in comparison. 

Sometimes more advanced analysis features like cross-tabbing are available. However, most 

tools simply provide export formats supporting commonly used third-party software like SPSS 

instead. This is further supported by some solutions through the option to define custom 

variable names and thus provide additional semantics for the data that is collected, which can 

facilitate later data processing and re-use. These options are unfortunately often somewhat 

hidden and difficult to access, and sometimes not implemented at all. 
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Privacy Concerns and Mobile Surveying 

It is hard to find information on the systems’ measures taken in order to secure researchers’, 

respondents’, and clients’ survey data. SoSci Survey seems to be the only tool that offers 

respective settings. Surprisingly, mobile web surveying is not explicitly supported by any of the 

tools, although it is an addition to web surveying that is expected to gain a lot more importance 

in the future, but can be problematic if the survey design is not adequately adapted to the 

smaller device (cf. [Fu07]). 

2.4 Implications for a DSL Approach 

This chapter started with a discussion of the most essential features that web survey systems 

should or could possibly contain, including functionality to support the design and testing of 

questionnaires, project and panel management, and data recording, analysis, and presentation. 

Five tools representing the diversity of available solutions were introduced and critically 

examined, before being evaluated against the defined feature list. It was shown that while some 

steps in the survey process like questionnaire design, distribution, and data collection, are 

generally well supported, questionnaire preparation and drafting, testing and piloting, and post-

collection activities like data analysis receive little to no attention. These impressions largely 

correspond with the findings of Vehovar et al. [Ve12], who analyzed the entirety of web survey 

solutions listed on WebSM for basic observations like pricing, UI, and language support, as well 

as existing features. According to their findings, drafting in particular often has to be done 

externally in word processors, and non-final questionnaire versions exchanged via e-mail before 

the final version is agreed upon and implemented with the respective tool. Additionally, they 

introduced an experimental setting, in which students were shown to prefer developing and 

collaborating on their surveys in an integrated online environment rather than with the help of 

makeshift offline solutions. 

Considering the web survey systems introduced in this chapter, it is interesting to see how 

different the individual products essentially are, even those resembling each other on the 

surface. The amount of features offered and especially the flexibility vary a lot between the 

individual solutions. What is especially noteworthy is that just because a tool is professionally 

developed, already very successful, or available at a higher price – assuming that full 

functionality is required –, it is not necessarily better or easier to use than a non-commercial 

solution. More specialized tools like SSI Web may be good at what they were built for, but 

renege on their promise when it comes to ease-of-use and accessibility. Others with very 

polished and nice-to-look-at interfaces may be too restrictive in order to be truly useful in 

different scenarios. Most systems provide a very clean and tidy UI that still has all the 

functionality and features an advanced user might hope for. Qualtrics is one of the few tools 

that come close to successfully combining usability and flexibility without appearing too complex 

for novice users. Most alternatives are affected by certain limitations regarding customization 

that remain either completely unresolved or are addressed through scripting environments that 

can be rather unattractive for non-programming users. 

There are a couple of points to be taken away from the rather extensive inspection of web 

survey design tools carried out in this chapter. The main task of a survey design tool is, of course, 
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to support the quick and easy design and distribution of questionnaires. In addition, many tools 

support associated tasks like web hosting, panel management, and data collection and 

visualization. While these are certainly important to a full-fledged web survey design solution, 

these points shall not be the focus of this work. Instead, the DSL will target the core task of 

creating web-based questionnaires, including typical design elements, questionnaire building 

blocks, and survey logic. At the same time, the language shall be designed to support the 

preparation of collected data for later processing and re-use. Something that is arguably already 

quite well done in existing software is finding an appropriate representation of the overall 

questionnaire layout and structure. However, all commercially-available solutions seem to focus 

on primarily visual interfaces with a WYSIWYG or similar, allegedly intuitive touch. It could be 

interesting to consider a textual interface as provided by DSLs, which would allow users to focus 

more on the actual questionnaire contents and overall logical design decisions rather than on 

the specific on-screen design, which could be completely decoupled from the survey creation 

process and undertaken by someone experienced in web design. This would lead to a separation 

of concerns between content creation and design, which could help speed up the overall survey 

design process. 

Some tools seem to make no difference between the choice of a question type and its 

arrangement and overall presentation. While some solutions like SurveyMonkey seem to head in 

the right direction by first letting the user select the question type, then offering in-depth 

settings relating to that specific kind of item, sometimes users do not want or need to make a lot 

of design decisions all at once. The textual representation of a survey model that a DSL could 

provide might help relieve some of that pressure and possible confusion. For instance, users 

could choose to just enter the most basic code for an item, and come back to build on it later, or 

leave it be. Also, in the systems described earlier, oftentimes items are presented to the user as 

a kind of preview of what they will look like in the finished survey. While this approach 

undoubtedly has some advantages, it again distracts from the task at hand, which is to define 

the contents of the question item. Such items are inherently all similarly structured and made up 

of the same components, like question stem, instructions, and answer categories20. This could be 

adequately reflected in a DSL, allowing users to concentrate on content rather than design. In 

contrast to GUI-based approaches, there is no hierarchy of windows or dialogs in a DSL editor, 

making special features like variable naming more accessible, while offering only those 

commands that are actually useful in a certain context. Altogether, a DSL for the design of web-

based surveys does not necessarily have to replace existing solutions, but could be a useful 

addition to the other approaches. 
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3| Requirements on a Survey Design DSL  
As opposed to many other modes of information collection, surveys are generally more 

methodical in their approach, requiring preparation and care in order to elicit useful data for 

statistical analysis and processing. Information is primarily gathered by asking people questions, 

be it through face-to-face or telephone interviews, paper questionnaires, or computer- and web-

based surveys. Due to the difficulty of surveying every single entity of a population, data is 

usually only collected from a representative subset. While early surveys concentrated mostly on 

the collection of objective observations and facts, the interest in subjective states and personal 

opinions has been growing over time (cf. [Po10][Gr09]). Consequently, researchers started to 

pay more attention to the actual survey design, including question wording, structure, and 

overall layout. Additionally, the survey mode has a great impact on the way questions can be 

presented to respondents: While in face-to-face and telephone surveys, interviewers typically 

read the questions to respondents and put down their answers, participants in mail as well as 

self-administered computer- and web-based surveys generally read and answer questions by 

themselves. In these cases, respondents usually cannot check with an interviewer when they are 

unsure about the intention of a question item. Therefore, it is very important to aim for easy, 

clear, and precise wording of both questions and answers using vocabulary that respondents are 

familiar with. It can be beneficial for respondents’ understanding of an item to provide 

additional instructions. Furthermore, respondents need to understand what kind of answer they 

are expected to provide. For instance, it can sometimes be unclear whether a question demands 

for a single answer or multiple answers. This can be clarified in the instructions, but should also 

be reflected in the design of the answer options and the item’s overall arrangement. In HTML-

based web questionnaires, items demanding a single answer usually have a list of radio buttons 

containing the answers. Multiple choice questions, however, provide answers as checkboxes. 

Apart from the visual differentiation between the round radio boxes and the square checkboxes, 

radio groups are inherently restricted to a single answer, while checkboxes allow multiple 

answers. Nowadays, many respondents are used to this logic due to their experience with 

computer applications and websites, and tend to transfer that knowledge to paper 

questionnaires. However, the different types of answer designs should always be explained since 

it cannot be assumed that all respondents have the kind of expertise to recognize the semantics 

behind differently shaped response elements and some arrangements may appear ambiguous. 

For example, drop-down lists used in web-based questionnaires typically only allow for one 

answer to be selected, but can be set to allow more. However, this does not affect the 

presentation and many respondents will not recognize the difference between a single- and 

multi-select drop-down list, or know how to select several answers at once. 

Overall, there exist no definite formal guidelines or common terminology for the structure of 

questionnaires, question items, and the different types of answer categories that can be used. In 

the following, the specialties of web-based questionnaires as opposed to other survey modes 

will be briefly discussed, followed by an attempt to provide a general overview of typical 

questionnaire elements and terminology, as well as dynamic questionnaire elements. 
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3.1 Peculiarities of Web-Based Surveys 

The terms Internet, online, web-based, and web survey can be commonly found in survey 

literature and are often used interchangeably. However, while oftentimes the terms are being 

used to denote the entirety of survey modes that can be carried out online, including web polls, 

e-mail surveys, and questionnaires embedded in websites, other times they relate to only the 

latter. In that sense, in the context of this thesis, the terms web-based and web survey are used 

to describe a survey that is carried out with the help of a questionnaire “that is hosted on a 

website and is accessed via a web browser” [Po10], while Internet or online survey encompasses 

all online survey modes. Although web-based surveys are typically accessed from a computer, 

the increasing use of web-enabled mobile devices like smartphones and tablet computers is 

expected to lead to an increase in mobile web-based surveying [Fu07]. In fact, recent research 

indicates that mobile web surveys may replace classic web-based surveys altogether in years to 

come – if associated shortcomings can be resolved: Bohn, Döring, and Maxl report that 

participants of a field experiment putting mobile web surveys up against regular ones preferred 

the mobile solution, however also stated that the new technology was “difficult to handle”, 

“complicated”, and thus “annoying” [BDM12]. Moreover, it has been shown that, due to the 

differing input modalities, responses can be affected negatively in mobile web surveys [PH10]. It 

is thus important to consider the specific demands and restrictions of mobile devices, namely 

smaller screen and keyboard size, as well as additional input opportunities through touch 

surfaces when designing web-based surveys, which are also accessible from those devices next 

to more traditional desktop web browsers. 

Obviously, web-based surveys in general still have a lot in common with older survey modes, 

but also introduce some attributes of their own. Couper characterizes them as self-

administered, computerized, interactive, and distributed rich visual tools [Co08] (see Tab.  3|1 

for an overview). This leads to a number of advantages, but can also cause issues that need to be 

taken into account when choosing this specific survey mode: 

Tab. 3|1. Web-based surveys have a specific set of characteristics unlike that of any other 
survey mode [Co08]. 

Characteristic Description 

Self-administered Carried out by the respondent without the presence of an interviewer to 

give additional instructions or guidance 

Computerized Has the potential to be as powerful as modern CAI software 

Interactive Potentially dynamic, responsive, and active, engaging the respondent 

Distributed Accessed through a number of different devices with different hardware, 

software, and individual configurations 

Rich visual tools Can easily present information with the help of colors, graphics, and 

multimedia assets 

A general advantage of web-based surveys is that due to the large variety of web survey 

solutions (cf. Chapter  2|), it is possible to build and host web-based surveys at a relatively small 
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cost. They are also comparatively easy to distribute and convenient to respond to as the desired 

target group can be more or less directly addressed and respondents are free to choose when 

and where to fill out the questionnaire. This means that a high number of data sets can be 

collected in a relatively short amount of time, leading to potentially faster turn-around times 

[DSC09][BSW04]. The lack of an interviewer role, although not exclusive to web-based surveys, 

has the advantage of reducing the overall survey costs as well as interviewer effects such as 

interviewer bias and the social desirability effect, which leads respondents to provide answers 

that they think the interviewer would approve of. Furthermore, respondents are able to take as 

much time as they need to fill out the questionnaire, may feel less distracted, and can quit and 

resume the survey at their own discretion. What is important, though, is to keep respondents 

engaged and motivated while filling out the questionnaire. This can be achieved, in part, through 

the use of interactive and dynamic elements, and multimedia assets, which are not available in 

most conventional survey modes, for instance progress bars, input validation, and error 

messages. Furthermore, like computer-based surveys, web-based surveys have a number of 

special input elements at their disposal that have been shown to increase respondents’ 

engagement [DSC09][Co08], for example draggable sliders and user-sortable lists. Surveys can 

also be dynamically adapted to better address individual respondents by feeding in responses 

from previous questionnaires, piping answer texts, and randomizing question and answer 

category order. Finally, data collection and parts of data processing and presentation can be 

automated, saving researchers a lot of time. 

On the other hand, web-based surveys may take longer to generate, depending on the 

respective programming demands and available tool support. Tweaking and customizing surveys 

to accommodate individual respondents is unfortunately associated with a higher error rate as 

testing becomes more difficult [Co08]. Skipping algorithms in particular are known to be highly 

error-prone and can later result in difficulties with data analysis [BSW04]. Respondents’ varying 

hardware and software set-ups and orientations may also affect how surveys are displayed: 

From screen resolutions to operating systems to browsers and system settings, it has to be 

assumed that almost no two respondents work under the exact same conditions. This lack of 

instrumental standardization can possibly influence response rates and individual replies, and 

must be met by comprehensive responsive survey design. In general, web-based surveys are 

associated with higher nonresponse and dropout rates [DSC09][BSW04], which can be partly 

attributed to the fact that they are self-administered and respondents may find it easier to leave 

the survey since they are not directly being supervised by an interviewer. Furthermore, it is 

often noted that the limited capacity of web servers can pose a risk to web-based surveys as 

servers might crash, leaving respondents unable to access the survey [DSC09]. This is why it can 

be useful to send out phased invitations in an effort to evenly spread out server traffic over a 

period of time. 

Web-based surveys can also be differentiated by a number of further characteristics, such as 

whether they are open to the public or restricted to a certain group of respondents 

(cf. [BSW04]), but since these do not directly affect the survey design process, they will not be 

further discussed. 
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3.2 Questionnaire Elements 

Stemming from the days of paper-based surveys, both paper and web questionnaires can be 

hierarchically broken down into up to three elements: pages, blocks, and (question) items. 

Naturally, paper questionnaires inherently consist of one or more pages, each in turn containing 

one or more blocks of questions or a number of stand-alone question items. With the 

introduction of computer- and later web-based surveys, this basic structure was largely 

maintained, although slight alterations are possible due to the new medium’s higher flexibility in 

presentation, for example via seemingly “endless” pages, which are shown only in part and can 

be scrolled through. The three main structural elements of questionnaires shall be investigated 

more closely in the following. 

3.2.1 Pages 

In web surveys, other than in classic paper-based survey modes, the term “page” may 

appear somewhat ambiguous and can easily be confused with other terms like “screen”, 

“window”, and “form” that are actually related to the physical device and browser the 

questionnaire is displayed in and the underlying HTML construct, respectively. Since physical 

devices used to access web questionnaires and their screen size can differ greatly – especially 

considering mobile web-enabled devices and the variety of desktop computers, laptops, and 

netbooks available today – it is hardly safe to assume that the contents of a survey will be 

displayed in the same way to each and every respondent. Similarly, the browser window 

containing the questionnaire, apart from being restricted to the bounds of the screen, can be 

resized as well as manipulated in many other ways that affect the presentation of its contents. In 

line with Couper, the term screen shall henceforth be understood to denote “the information 

that can (typically) be seen without the need for scrolling, given a typical or minimum set of 

browser settings” [Co08]. The conception of pages in paper-based questionnaires is similar since 

normally, only one page can be seen at a time. However, in web-based surveys, the concept of a 

page is rather derived from that of a web page, meaning the contents of a browser window at a 

time, regardless of whether everything is visible at once or whether the user has to scroll or 

swipe to expose parts of the document. 

Forms are specific to HTML documents and actually denote parts of a web page that allow 

users to enter information and send it to a web server. They contain HTML input elements like 

text fields, radio buttons, checkboxes, and buttons to submit or reset the data, as well as other 

elements like texts and images. The differentiation between the terms becomes especially blurry 

when talking about single- versus multi-page layouts (cf. Section  3.4.1). The latter can be 

realized both through several web pages containing individual forms as well as one document 

with one form that is displayed in several “virtual” pages. Therefore and to avoid any confusion, 

in this context, the terms page and form can be understood synonymously. 

3.2.2 Blocks 

The grouping of question items into blocks is often used in paper-based questionnaires to 

mark sections of a survey that logically belong together with regards to contents 

(e.g. demographics), even if they are distributed over several pages. This makes it easier for 
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respondents to understand the context of a question item. However, it is also possible that a 

page contains several blocks of items at once. Overall, blocks are considered an optional 

questionnaire element, used mainly for structural purposes. With the introduction of web-based 

surveys, due to the different understanding of pages (see Section  3.2.1, above), blocks have 

become somewhat obsolete as pages can be arbitrarily long and contain all items of a thematic 

category, even if users have to scroll to see some of them. Blocks are therefore sometimes used 

in web-based questionnaires in a similar fashion as pages, essentially presenting respondents 

with one set of questions at a time21. This can provide a basis for the implementation of skip 

logic in order to leave out questions or blocks that are not applicable based on a respondent’s 

previous answers (cf. Section  3.4.2). In single-page web questionnaire layouts, blocks are 

obviously still useful to provide respondents with a visual cue as to which questions belong 

together. 

3.2.3 Items 

Items are the most essential part of questionnaires as they account for the main part of their 

contents and are responsible for collecting the desired information. Often referred to simply as 

“questions”, it is actually a number of individual elements that form a questionnaire item, the 

question (or, more neutrally, “request for an answer” [SG07]) being only one of them. Saris and 

Gallhofer identify eight elements that can be contained in a survey item [SG07] (cf. Tab.  3|2). 

Most of the categories (namely introduction, motivation, information regarding content, 

information regarding definition, instructions to respondent, and instructions to interviewer) 

refer to instructional information and could be represented by a single overarching category as 

they tend to partly overlap or include each other altogether. Apart from the request for an 

answer, all elements are basically optional and could be omitted. This is also true for answer 

categories since there are open-ended questions asking for free text input, which consequently 

do not provide any pre-defined answers (cf. Section  3.3.1).  

Tab. 3|2. Categorization of questionnaire item elements according to Saris and 

Gallhofer [SG07]. 

Category Description 

Introduction Indicates the topic of the question 

Motivation Explains the broader purpose of the research to 

encourage the respondent to answer the question 

Information regarding content Clarifies or explains something about the content of 

the survey item, e.g. argues for or against a certain 

point of view 

Information regarding definition Defines a certain concept that is used in the survey 

item, e.g. a technical term 

Instructions to respondent Tells respondent what to do 

Instructions to interviewer Specific information for the interviewer to keep in 

                                                 
21

 The Qualtrics research suite (see Section 2.2.3), for example, exclusively uses the term block instead of page. 
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Category Description 

mind while asking the question (only applicable to 

face-to-face interviews) 

Request for an answer The actual question or request for a certain 

information from the respondent 

Answer categories / response scales A list or other representation of options to choose an 

answer from 

A more compact categorization is introduced by Dillman, Smyth, and Christian [DSC09], who 

differentiate only between the “question stem”, additional instructions, and answer spaces or 

choices (cf. Tab.  3|3). The question stem is reserved for the actual question or request for an 

answer. Additionally, respondents may receive further instructions and explanations regarding 

the question and are finally presented with either a set of answer categories or an empty space 

to record their own answer. The advantage of this less specific approach is that it is completely 

up to the surveyor to decide what kind of information should be put in the instructions. It is 

arguably a lot easier to differentiate just between question and instructions, whereas having to 

split up the instructions into a number of categories might prove to be tricky at times. 

Considering a possible representation of a survey item within a questionnaire, the three 

different categories can then be clearly visualized differently. 

Tab. 3|3. A compact categorization of elements in a questionnaire item [DSC09]. 

Category Description 

Question Stem Contains the actual question or request for an answer 

(analogous to “request for an answer”, cf. [SG07]) 

Additional Instructions, Definitions, and 

Examples 

Contains everything that will help respondents 

comprehend the meaning of the question or key 

concepts 

Answer Spaces or Choices A list or other representation of options to choose an 

answer from or an empty space to record free answers 

Items typically communicate with respondents via two means: text and images. Very rarely, 

other media like audio and video are used. Text is the main mode of communication, frequently 

used to formulate questions, instructions, and answer categories. However, sometimes images 

are used to support or emphasize the information contained in the text, or replace the text 

altogether. For example, when researching how a certain product design is perceived by 

respondents, it is almost mandatory to present an image of the design. Furthermore, graphics 

can be used instead of or in addition to text to denote answer categories that might be difficult 

to describe in words only, for example body types or levels of pain (cf. [Bi90]). At other times, 

however, the use of images should be critically scrutinized. For instance, when using images to 

merely visualize a certain concept like health, the image might influence respondents’ answers 

due to psychological effects like social comparison: An image depicting a terminally ill person 

might make respondents feel better about their own state of health, whereas an image of an 
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extremely fit person working out might have the opposite effect (cf. [Fe54]). Images should 

therefore only be used where they are either required as part of the question or add 

information that cannot be conveyed by text alone. An image should never merely be added as 

an illustration that does not serve any purpose other than to look nice. 

3.3 Question Types and Answer Categories 

Question items can generally be assigned to one of two larger categories, depending on the 

types of answer categories they provide: open-ended or closed-ended. Items of the two 

categories are also known under a variety of similar names, for example open and closed 

categorical requests for an answer, open- and closed-ended question formats, and open- and 

closed-answer formats [DSC09][SG07][Po08][Fi03a][Fi03b]. The two categories essentially differ 

in how much freedom they grant respondents in answering the question, how much guidance 

they provide, and how the answers are structured. Both can appear in different variations, are 

useful for different purposes, and one cannot generally be preferred over the other. The two 

categories with their subtypes and application fields shall be more closely investigated in the 

following. 

3.3.1 Open-Ended Questions 

Open-ended question formats do not have pre-defined answer categories, but provide 

respondents with a space to formulate a reply in their own words. In web-based surveys, this 

can be a simple text field, a larger text area, or a combination of several fields, for example for 

the bundled collection of demographic information or for fill-in-the-blank text questions. 

 

Fig. 3|1. An open-ended item designed to indicate the size of the textbox does not restrict 
the length of the answer. 

The advantage of this type of question is that people are free to express their own thoughts 

without being forced too much into researchers’ or clients’ frame of reference, terminology, or 

general horizon [SG07][DSC09]. Instead, they may use their own words, allowing them to make 

distinctions and express nuances that pre-defined answer categories cannot cover [BSW04]. This 

can result in much richer and more detailed information, which is especially valuable when 

researching mostly unexplored topics or trying to gain a deeper understanding of a topic and 

obtaining quotable material [DSC09][Fi03a][BSW04]. In this way, it is possible to uncover 

uncommon but interesting insights and perspectives, often making researchers aware of ideas 
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and conceptions that they did not take into account before. Obviously, the individual answers to 

an open-ended question may differ significantly from each other, both in terms of length and 

content. Responses must thus be coded manually before they can be analyzed, for example by 

tagging them with standardized keywords, which requires a lot of additional work in comparison 

to closed-ended questions [DSC09][Fi03a]. At the same time, the lack of answer categories may 

increase respondents’ cognitive load, potentially resulting in rather short, spontaneous answers 

with low informative value, or respondents skipping the question altogether [DSC09][BSW04]. In 

web-based surveys, the latter can be prevented by forcing certain fields to be filled out before 

the survey can be submitted. Response length in web-based surveys has been shown to be 

influenced by the size of the answer box, instructions pointing out the importance of the 

question to the study and associated research, and an explanation that the length of the answer 

may exceed the size of the box [Sm09]. The latter can also be indicated through visual cues like a 

scroll bar at the side of the text area (cf. Fig.  3|1, p. 33). In any case, the quality of the data 

depends largely on respondents’ capability to express themselves [Po08]. Respondents may, for 

instance, have difficulty formulating an appropriate answer in surveys that are not written in 

their native language. Furthermore, respondents’ educational and social background may 

influence their level of eloquence and thereby the quality of their answer. In web-based surveys, 

this is even more of an issue since there is no way to automatically let respondents know if their 

response seems ambiguous or incomplete. In these cases, it might be hard to find appropriate 

categories to code the answers. Valuable information can also easily be overlooked as 

researchers might dismiss unique answers that do not fit with the rest all too quickly [BSW04]. 

All in all, open-ended questions are most useful for questions where no answer categories 

can be defined or where a topic is meant to be explored in more depth and detail. For instance, 

many surveys end with an open-ended question allowing people to put down some final 

thoughts on the topic, which may not have been covered by the previous questions. These 

questions can be a lot more revealing than closed-ended formats when it comes to getting 

respondents’ subjective assessment of a situation, product, person, or event. However, open-

ended questions are not quite as applicable when answers must be statistically comparable, for 

instance for purposes of rating a service or product. Individual open-ended questions may differ 

in the expected answer format as well as restrictions on input length and type (e.g. characters or 

digits). While inherently very similar, some typical distinctions between different types of open-

ended questions shall be briefly discussed in the following. 

Single- and Multi-Line Text Fields 

Although basically the same, there is a difference between open-ended questions asking for 

a single-line answer and questions asking for a multi-line answer. Single-line text fields are most 

often used in questionnaires when asking respondents for information that does not require a 

full-sentence answer, for example when collecting demographic data like name and age. Multi-

line text fields, on the other hand, typically require a longer, more elaborate answer. They can 

be of arbitrary size, which typically reflects the expected answer length. In web-based surveys, 

single- and multi-line answer spaces are therefore represented through different HTML 

elements: text fields and text areas. The two elements mainly differ in size, aiming at giving 

users a visual clue as to how long their answer should be. 
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Lists 

Sometimes it is necessary to ask respondents to list a number of items. This can be done in 

numerous different ways, which can be equally useful depending on the circumstances. If 

surveyors just want to explore possible answers to a question, they may leave it up to the 

respondent how many items he would like to list. In this case or if the number of listed items is 

expected to be fairly large, the easiest way to collect answers would probably be by providing a 

text area that does not restrict respondents’ answer lengths and possibly ask respondents to 

separate individual items by a comma or other distinguishable symbol. In dynamic web-based 

surveys, respondents are sometimes presented with a small number of answer fields with the 

option to add more on demand. This helps save space on the screen, making the questionnaire 

look less cluttered. However, sometimes it may be sufficient to merely collect a small set of 

items as this forces respondents to reflect more on their choice, possibly filtering out answers 

that are less valuable to the research question in the first place. In those cases, it is 

recommendable to provide a set number of answer fields to make sure respondents do not 

provide larger answer sets. The answer spaces may be numbered, either to provide an inherent 

ranking to the answers, or to show respondents how many items they have already listed. This 

can also help making answer sets easier to analyze and compare across respondents. 

Numerical Questions 

Some questions explicitly require the input of numerical values, which later ensures the easy 

analysis and comparison of the data. In such cases, it is very importance that respondents be 

clearly instructed and guided on which kind of answer format or data type to use. Dates, for 

instance, can be written down in a variety of ways, some of which additionally differ depending 

on cultural and personal preferences. Unfortunately, differing data formats and types cannot 

easily be compared and evaluated. In fact, researchers might have to hand-code all values into 

one common numerical format before being able to use the data at all. In order to save the 

effort, respondents need clear instructions and visual clues as to which format they should use. 

Computer- and web-based surveys have the advantage of being able to inherently restrict field 

input to a certain data type or format, validating the input right from the start. HTML5 even 

offers the input type “number” for numeric fields, which can be restricted to a certain range of 

numbers. However, at the point of writing not many web browsers support this new kind of 

form element. Alternatively, a similar restriction can be achieved through the use of JavaScript 

validation. Unfortunately, this approach comes with its own risks and challenges 

(cf. Section  3.4). 

Just like text fields, numerical answer fields can be combined into lists or so-called constant 

sum fields. Also known as automatic calculation tools [DSC09], constant sum fields are a special 

numerical question item, typically asking for several numerical values, and automatically 

generating the sum for all entries. This sum may be restricted to a certain value, for instance 

when asking for different percentages that should add up to 100%. Theoretically, it is possible to 

provide other calculations based on values provided by respondents, although such forms are 

less common. 

In survey literature, numericals are sometimes listed as closed-ended or hybrid questions. 

This is because, while respondents are not provided with a written set of pre-defined answer 
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options, their response is somewhat restricted by the fact that they are only allowed to enter 

digits. Furthermore, some numericals restrict the range of numbers that can be used for an 

answer, for example when asking for respondents’ year of birth. Thereby, while not listing each 

possible date, the set of answers is inherently closed. In the context of this thesis, however, 

numericals shall be regarded as open-ended due to their syntactical likeness to single- and multi-

line open-ended items. 

3.3.2 Closed-Ended Questions 

As opposed to open-ended questions, closed-ended question formats provide respondents 

with a list of answer categories to choose from [DSC09][Fi03a]. The purpose of this is to define 

the domain and dimensions to which respondents’ answers should be restricted. Additionally, 

answer categories for questions of this type can be numerically coded, semantically enriched, 

and standardized for statistical analysis purposes, making answers across respondents 

comparable [BSW04][Fi03a]. Closed-ended questions are easier to fill out than open-ended 

questions as respondents do not have to formulate their answer, and easier to analyze due to 

data standardization [BSW04]. However, while the use of closed-ended questions does not 

require the extra effort of coding individual answers like open-ended questions, they are 

somewhat more difficult to construct as a set of mutually exclusive and complete answer 

categories has to be prepared in advance. That means answer categories may not overlap, and 

should all represent the same general concept [SG07]. 

 

Fig. 3|2. An example of a poorly constructed closed-ended item with answer categories that 
are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive [DSC09]

22
. 

The questionnaire item shown above (Fig.  3|2), an example introduced by Dillman, Smyth, 

and Christian [DSC09], asks “From which one of these sources did you first learn about the 

tornado in Derby?”, providing the answer categories “Radio”, “Television”, “Someone at work”, 

“While at home”, and “While traveling to work”. These answer categories are clearly not 

mutually exclusive and do not represent the same kind of concept as, for example, someone 

might very well have heard about the tornado on the radio while traveling to work. While some 

of the categories represent media outlets that might have broadcast the news of the tornado, 

others represent situations in which the respondent might have heard about the event, which 

                                                 
22

 Note: The input elements used in this item may seem confusing to respondents as they seem to indicate a multi-
select rather than a single-select item. This “mistake” may be attributed to the fact that the example stems from a 
paper questionnaire, in which input elements are not always used in accordance with web standards. 
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does not relate to the question. Furthermore, the given choices of news sources and situations 

do not cover all possibilities. If questions are not well formulated, they might lead to superficial 

and/or biased answers [BSW04]. Also, if respondents do not find the provided answer categories 

satisfying, that might lead to nonresponse [Po08]. Dillman and his colleagues suggest turning the 

question into two separate items, one asking for the news source, and the other asking for the 

place where the person was when he first heard about the tornado [DSC09]. A more exhaustive 

set of answers to the question regarding the source would then be “Radio”, “Television”; 

“Internet”, “Newspaper”, and “Another person”. Finally, it should be noted that the 

comparability of the answers might be illusory due to respondents’ potentially differing 

interpretations of the question. This is another reason to enforce good question design from the 

very start. 

Closed-ended questions are most useful when researchers want respondents to give an 

answer based on their consideration or evaluation of a closed set of answers [DSC09]. There 

exist many different types of closed-ended questions, including choice, scale, and ranking 

questions. The basic difference lies in the way the answer categories are scaled and presented. 

The following differentiation, mainly based on [SG07] and [DSC09], encompasses the most 

common types of closed-ended questions. 

Questions of Choice 

Simple choice questions, as opposed to scales, for example, usually present respondents 

with an unordered set of (nominal) response categories, asking them to compare the different 

options and finally choose one or, in some cases, all that apply, or a subset of a certain size 

[DSC09][SG07]. Thus, there is a differentiation between single- and multi-select question items. 

The size of the set of answer categories is arbitrary, but it has been shown that larger answer 

sets have a negative impact on respondents’ cognitive load [DSC09]. Answers in choice questions 

represent different categories rather than numerical or preferential values like in rankings. In 

single-select questions, it is especially important that these answer categories be mutually 

exclusive. For example, when asking for a respondent’s gender, there is only one possible 

answer: If a respondent is male, he cannot be female at the same time, and vice versa. 

 

Fig. 3|3. An example of a forced-choice question item, which can be used in exchange for a 
multi-select item. 
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Furthermore, it can be useful to replace multi-select with forced-choice questions, meaning that 

instead of asking respondents to “check all that apply” out of a list of answer options, each 

category is presented as a single-select yes/no item (cf. Fig.  3|3, p. 37). The advantage of this is 

that respondents have to make an active decision about each item. It has been shown that 

respondents’ answers to forced-choice questions in web surveys differ from those to multi-

select items with respondents taking longer to answer and endorsing more options in forced-

choice questions [Sm06][SCD08]. This suggests that respondents put more consideration into 

their answers when being forced to make a yes/no choice, essentially rendering forced-choice 

more valuable than check-all items. 

In web-based surveys, differently shaped input elements provide a visual clue as to what 

kind of choice question a respondent is dealing with. Single-select items typically list their 

answer categories as round radio buttons, while multi-select items are realized through 

rectangular checkboxes. Both items are readily available in HTML and can be used to technically 

restrict respondents from selecting more than the allowed number of answer categories. Drop-

down lists are also sometimes used, mostly for single-select items, offering a way to save space 

when presenting a long list of answer alternatives. However, they require more work to answer 

as respondents have to first click on the box, then potentially scroll down a list of items, 

compare them, and finally pick one. Although they do not negatively affect survey completion 

rates, the number of non-substantial answers, or the overall survey completion time, drop-down 

lists have been shown to lead to higher nonresponse and longer response times [He07]. 

Furthermore, Healey notes that respondents using scroll mice may end up accidentally changing 

their answer in the drop-down list when trying to scroll down the page. Theoretically, drop-

down lists can also be used for multi-select items, allowing respondents to mark several items in 

the list. However, this may not seem intuitive to respondents and it is likely that they will 

eventually only choose one item. Thus, drop-down lists should generally be used with care, 

mostly when there are too many answer categories to simply list them as a radio group and/or 

when respondents know the answer to the question before opening the drop-down list and can 

easily recognize it amongst the items, for example when being asked to choose their native 

country from an alphabetically sorted list. 

Rating Scales 

As opposed to choice question items, answer options in rating items are ordinally scaled, 

meaning categories represent an intrinsic ordering [SG07][DSC09], for example levels of 

customer satisfaction ranging from “highly dissatisfied” to “highly satisfied” or numerical values 

(e.g. “On a scale from 1 to 10, …”). These types of questions are mostly used to measure 

subjective judgments, asking respondents to rate a single item or a list of items. There exist a 

number of differentiations between various kinds of rating scales and their presentations: 

unipolar and bipolar scales, semantic and semantic differential scales, vertical and horizontal 

scales, and sliders. 

Unipolar scales “measure gradation along one dimension where the zero point falls at one 

end of the scale” [DSC09], whereas bipolar scales have two dimensions (typically positive and 

negative) with the zero point in the middle. Therefore, bipolar scales measure not only the level 

of the rating, but also its direction. Just like any other types of scale, bipolar scales may contain 
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an odd or even number of options. Sometimes a middle point is purposely avoided, forcing 

respondents to lean towards one side of the scale rather than possibly hastily picking the middle 

category so they do not have to think about the item in question any longer. It has been argued 

whether it is truly reasonable to use even scales since some respondents might actually feel 

indifferent about the item in question and find it hard to come up with a rating, leading to 

nonresponse or random selection of a category [BSW04][Po08]. At the same time, the middle 

point of a scale is often not equal to the middle point of the answer continuum, leading to 

possible confusion amongst respondents who may still interpret it as such [Po08]. Both odd and 

even scales remain being used successfully and one cannot generally be preferred over the 

other. However, the number of answer categories should generally not be greater than six for 

even scales and seven for odd ones [DSC09]. It is possible to introduce a separate answer 

category representing indifference or inapplicability (N/A). 

 

Fig. 3|4. Semantic differential scales only label the end points of a scale rather than each 
individual scale point. 

Semantic scales provide an individual text label for each scale point, while semantic 

differential scales only present a label for the first and last category of a scale. The latter can be 

useful when scales are very long or when it is hard to find appropriate labels for each individual 

scale point, but also not necessarily important. Fig.  3|4 shows an example where respondents 

are being asked to rate the quality of a product on a scale from “poor” to “excellent”. Although 

there are no labels for the scale points between the two extremes, it will still be clear to 

respondents that the other options are expressing an increasingly more positive sentiment from 

left to right. However, not all respondents might interpret the middle points in the same way, 

possibly corrupting the comparability of answers [Po08]. Where it is important that respondents 

all interpret the different options exactly in the same way, pure semantic scales may be 

preferable. In web-based and other self-administered questionnaires, it is common practice to 

label each scale point to avoid misunderstandings [DSC09]. 

Scales are inherently single-select items and may look and behave the same as regular 

single-select items. It is possible to visualize scales horizontally or vertically, and several 

consecutive scale items may be combined into a scale matrix (cf. Section  3.3.3). More 

uncommonly, scales can also be realized as sliders or bars respondents can drag towards the 

desired answer. This can, for instance, be used to record answers to questions asking for a 

percentage, which would require at least 100 individual answer categories to allow respondents 

to give a precise answer. For the most part, it is beneficial to provide visual analogue scales 

(VAS), which allow respondents to specify an answer along a continuous (i.e. analogue) line with 

labels to the left and right, but no scale points. Alternatively, a combination of regular Likert 
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scales and VASs can be used in order to receive more precise answers as it has been shown that 

respondents alter their answers more often when presented with finer gradations [FR12]. 

However, slider scales may present a challenge to respondents who are not familiar with these 

types of input mechanics as they cause an increased cognitive load. Consequently, it appears 

that the use of VASs can lead to higher break-off rates and response times, particularly for 

“participants with less than average education” [FRT11]. 

Generally, it is very important to choose an appropriate scale length and provide clear and 

unambiguous labels, adequately representing the scale dimension(s). Scales should be well-

balanced, meaning that the individual scale options should be spaced equally, both in terms of 

visualization and semantics. It is possible and often useful to simply use numeric values instead 

of textual labels. 

3.3.3 Hybrid Question Formats 

Apart from open- and closed-ended questions, there are also question types combining 

characteristics of both. Furthermore, individual items of both open- and closed-ended formats 

may be combined to form a single question. The different kinds of hybrid questions shall be 

briefly introduced in the following. 

Questions with an “Other” Category 

The simplest and probably most common way to combine open- and closed-ended 

properties within one question is to take a regular single- or multi-select item and add an 

“Other” answer category with a text field. This format allows “respondents who do not fit into 

the provided response categories to specify a different category they do fit in” [DSC09], helping 

to keep the list of answer categories short while at the same time giving respondents the chance 

to add answers left out by the researchers. An “Other” category is most useful when possible 

answer categories may be anticipated, but cannot be definitively and comprehensively defined 

[Po08]. Respondents are encouraged to answer a question, even if the provided answer 

categories do not seem to apply to them. However, this type of question should not be abused 

as a shortcut to save time when defining answer categories for a question. The key answer 

categories should always be provided. 

Ranking Questions 

Ranking questions may be regarded as a special form of choice questions, considering that 

they present a closed set of categorical answer options, asking respondents to rank either the 

full set or a selected portion of it, for example the “Top 3” or “Top 5” items. However, ranking 

items can be presented in a number of different ways, often using a mix of open- and closed-

ended question characteristics: A relatively easy yet effective way to realize rankings is by 

putting a small (open-ended) text field next to each (closed-ended) answer category and asking 

respondents to type in the number of the rank for each item manually. Alternatively, it is also 

possible to present rankings as matrix items with the numbers of the ranks as the columns and 

the items to be ranked as the rows (cf. Fig.  3|5, p. 41). In both cases, it can be difficult to 

validate respondents’ input and make sure they do not use a rank twice or type in ranks that are 
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higher than the number of items to be ranked. Order effects can also not be ruled out, unless 

the order of the answer categories is randomized. 

 

Fig. 3|5. One way to present a ranking question is in the form of a matrix. 

In web-based surveys, rankings are sometimes presented as a list of elements that can be re-

arranged via up and down buttons or drag-and-drop, which can help circumvent the issue of 

validation. If the list is randomized or if the answer categories have to be dragged to their ranks 

from a separate container, this approach can also prevent order effects. However, drag-and-

drop items rely heavily on JavaScript, which may be disabled on some respondents’ devices. A 

general problem with rankings is that the more categories there are to be ranked, the more 

respondents’ cognitive load increases since every possible pair of answer categories must be 

compared with each other. To work around this issue, it is possible to break down rankings into 

a series of comparisons of two. However, large sets of categories require an even larger number 

of pair comparisons, which might then lead to survey fatigue. It has also been shown that 

respondents can easily identify the top and bottom elements of a list, however, find it hard to 

rank items that they regard as “somewhere in between”. When it comes to large sets of items, it 

can thus be recommendable to ask respondents to choose a smaller subset to rank (e.g. the five 

top items out of ten) instead of the whole set. It is important to make informed and well-

justified design decisions when creating ranking questions. 

Matrices 

Often the same basic kind of question is used repeatedly within a questionnaire, for instance 

forced-choice questions in which users have to state whether they are familiar with a certain 

product or service. In order to avoid a large number of repetitive questions and to save space, 

these questions can be accumulated into one item, presented in a matrix or table style 

containing the answer categories as columns and the elements in question as rows (cf. Fig.  3|3, 

p. 37). Matrix formats are typically used for single-select items, but can also be used to 

accumulate multi-select questions, open-ended questions, or even a combination of the above. 

For example when asking for the demographic data of all members of a household, the answer 

fields could be listed in a matrix form with the categories name, age, and occupation, allowing 

free text input for the name, but providing drop-down lists for age and occupation. Single-select 

matrices can also be used to realize ranking questions with the additional restriction of only 

allowing one field to be selected per row and column. Finally, some matrices allow respondents 
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to add an “other” column, akin to the “other” answer category introduced earlier. That way, 

respondents can add additional elements that they would like to include. 

3.4 Dynamic Survey Design 

While overall formatting choices like font and color schemes as well as the selection of the 

most applicable question type for each item are more or less the same for paper-based and 

web-based questionnaires, there are a couple more design decisions with regards to web 

surveys. This includes the general decision of how the questionnaire should be presented: as a 

single page or spread over multiple pages. While both styles have strengths and weaknesses, a 

multi-page layout is always a good basis for the design of dynamic survey elements like skip and 

display logic, branching, and text piping, which can appear on all layers of a questionnaire. This 

section provides an overview on advantages and disadvantages of scrolling and paging designs 

as well as common dynamic questionnaire elements. 

3.4.1 Paging vs. Scrolling Designs 

With the advent of computer- and especially web-based surveys, the segmentation of 

questionnaires into pages was no longer required since computer screens basically provide 

unlimited space. Users might have to scroll down or use a sliding mechanism to view parts of a 

document that are initially hidden, but there is no such thing as a natural pagination in web 

questionnaires. In single-page web-based questionnaires, all items are displayed on one page 

and the questionnaire typically consists of a single form, which is not submitted until all items 

have been answered. There also exist hybrid scrollable formats, in which responses are saved 

before the survey is submitted, and inapplicable items are dynamically grayed out [DSC09].  

 

Fig. 3|6. Multi-page layouts split up the contents of a questionnaire over several pages, 
displaying one or more items or blocks per page. 

Altogether, the use of pages in computer- and web-based surveys is optional and to a certain 

degree random, but nevertheless a common occurrence. This is because the presentation of a 

questionnaire in small chunks as opposed to one large document provides a more sophisticated 

and user-friendly experience, relieving respondents’ cognitive load by letting them focus on one 

question or block of questions at a time. The questionnaire may be distributed over several 

forms or still be contained in a single HTML file, but presented to respondents in several steps, 
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similar to installation wizards (cf. Fig.  3|6, p. 42). In extreme cases, each question is presented 

on its own page – a style that developed from computer-assisted interviewing techniques 

[Co08] –, but it is more common to present several items or blocks on one page. In any case, 

instead of having to scroll up and down through a document, respondents are typically 

presented with navigational buttons to move forward and backward through the questionnaire. 

Responses may either be sent to the server at the completion of each page or at the end of the 

questionnaire, which is usually also when required items are validated. It should be noted that 

large amounts of required items can lead to frustration since respondents need to revise the 

whole form if a single item has been missed. Mechanisms highlighting or redirecting 

respondents directly to the missed items can be helpful. 

The main advantage of multi-page questionnaire layouts is that they save respondents from 

having to scroll a lot, allow data retrieval from partially completed surveys, and provide better 

support for other dynamic questionnaire elements like branching. However, it has been shown 

that there is a higher correlation between answers to items that are presented on the same 

page and differing screen sizes may lead to one respondent seeing all items at once while 

another might still have to scroll [CTL01][TDS09]. Therefore, even more care should be taken 

when designing multi-page questionnaires and generally, it is most useful to present only those 

items together that actually belong together. Obviously, multi-page layouts take longer to 

complete than single-page designs. This can be counteracted by increasing the number of items 

displayed on each page, however, this seems to reduce data quality and respondent satisfaction 

[TDS09]. Therefore, Toepoel, Das, and van Soest recommend using no more than four to ten 

items per page, taking into account the different hardware set-ups of users. Overall, 

Peytchev et al. could not detect any difference in response or break-off rates when comparing 

single- and multi-page layouts [Pe06]. However, if paging designs lead to respondents assuming 

that the questionnaire is going to be very long, that can have a negative impact on break-off 

rates. The implementation of progress bars or similar indicators showing how much of the 

survey has been completed and how much is still to come can provide relief, but their success 

depends largely on respondents’ expectations and is generally more beneficial in shorter surveys 

that respondents also expect to be short [Ya10]. 

3.4.2 Responsive Design for Web-based Surveys 

With the increasing spreading of mobile web-enabled devices, these types of platforms are 

becoming increasingly interesting for web surveying purposes. However, common designs of 

web-based questionnaires that are tailored to computer screen resolutions usually cannot be 

viewed in the same quality on mobile devices: resolutions are too large, contents become 

unreadable if the web form is sized down to fit the screen, and navigation is difficult to handle. 

The same basic issues apply to regular websites when accessed from smartphones or tablet 

PCs, for example, and web designers have had to find solutions that can be viewed equally well 

on a variety of devices. While some designers make do with separate solutions for different 

devices, others recognized the need for a more comprehensive, flexible website design, and 

addressed it through the use of fluid grids (cf. [Ma09]) and the client-side technique of 

responsive web design. Ethan Marcotte, who coined the term, argues that “rather than tailoring 
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disconnected designs to each of an ever-increasing number of web devices, we can treat them as 

facets of the same experience.” [Ma10] Thus, the basic HTML structure of a website remains the 

same for each output device, while the actual presentation depends on the physical 

characteristics of the respective device. Taking into account different screen resolutions, for 

example, the individual content elements of a website may be displayed horizontally or 

vertically, or completely rearranged, and elements enlarged or scaled down to better fit the 

screen. These adaptations are achieved through so-called media queries: conditional comments 

checking for certain features to provide different settings for different output media, which can 

be incorporated in regular CSS files. In combination with fluid grids, this guarantees a high level 

of flexibility across the whole spectrum of display devices. 

Since web-based surveys are largely based on regular HTML web pages, responsive web 

design can easily be applied to the documents containing the questionnaires. This ensures that 

web surveys can equally well be accessed from desktop computers of differing set-ups and 

mobile web-enabled devices. 

3.4.3 Skip Logic and Branching Questionnaires 

Many questionnaires incorporate questions that do not apply to all respondents. For 

instance, respondents of a mobility survey that do not own a car can hardly answer questions 

like “What brand of car do you drive?” Therefore, so-called screening questions (e.g. “Do you 

own a car?”) are often used to find out whether one or more follow-up questions are relevant 

for a specific respondent. If not, the respondent is then directed to the next applicable question 

item, or items that do no longer apply are marked as such (cf. [Co08]). This helps prevent 

respondents from getting frustrated with having to read questions that do not relate to them. In 

self-administered paper-based questionnaires, this kind of routing was done through 

corresponding instructions like “If no, go to item X.” Web-based surveys, however, have the 

advantage of being able to dynamically adapt the contents they are displaying. Therefore, 

especially in multi-page web questionnaires, screening questions are often combined with an 

internal trigger that activates or deactivates questions or even whole blocks and pages as they 

become relevant or irrelevant, respectively. The affected elements are typically hidden from the 

respondent and skipped while he navigates through the questionnaire. In single-page designs, it 

is also possible that such items are simply grayed out and disabled, but still displayed, in order to 

avoid sudden changes of the presentation that might confuse respondents. Rarely, this 

technique is also applied to single answer categories. 

Skip logic – also referred to as branching, routing, or filtering (cf. [DRC99])– can be realized 

client-side through JavaScript, which again bears the risk that scripts may be disabled on the 

respondent’s device. To address such cases, textual instructions should be provided, guiding 

respondents through the questionnaire. While skip logic can be quite useful for the design of 

branching questionnaires that take respondents along different paths, item order is highly 

important to ensure it is going to work properly: Trigger items must come earlier in the 

questionnaire than the affected item(s) since otherwise respondents might end up answering 

questions that later become irrelevant. Therefore, many web survey solutions only allow the 

skipping of items that are displayed on another, later page. 
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3.4.4 Text Piping 

Another technique for dynamic survey design that was introduced more recently with the 

rise of computer- and web-based surveys is text piping. It is mostly used to insert the answer to 

one question chosen or entered by the respondent into another question item, for instance as 

part of that item’s question text or one of its labels. The latter allows users to create an item 

with answer categories that are entirely based on a respondent’s answers to a previous question 

or questions. For example, a first item might be asking for social media services the respondent 

uses. The chosen answer categories might then be transferred to another item, asking which of 

the social media services used by the respondent is his favorite. Like skip logic, this technique 

helps create a more personal and concise questionnaire experience, avoiding the presentation 

of answer categories that are already known to not apply and thus relieving respondents from 

having to read through large and possibly repetitive answer categories that are irrelevant to 

them. Beyond basic piping of answer text, some survey tools like Qualtrics allow users to also 

pipe text from panel fields or test scores23. 

3.4.5 Numbering, Progress Indicators, and Randomization 

There are a couple of minor dynamic elements that are commonly used in web-based 

surveys. One of the most common features is item numbering, which is a relic from paper-based 

questionnaires, in which it was used to guide respondents through the questionnaire and help 

with routing, which could not be automated then. Nowadays, numbering is largely superfluous 

since web surveys have the means to automatically guide respondents through the 

questionnaire, making sure items are answered in the correct order. However, it is still often 

used, mainly to provide a clear structure to the questionnaire, for example by marking sub-

questions differently than the main questions. In questionnaires implementing skip logic or 

other forms of dynamic changes of content, the numbering should change accordingly in order 

to avoid missing numbers or other effects that might confuse respondents. 

Another common element of web-based surveys is a progress indicator, often implemented 

in the form of a bar at the top of the page that fills up more and more with every page finished. 

As discussed previously, such progress indicators can have a positive effect on respondents’ 

motivation, but only under the right circumstances [CTL01][Ya10]. That is, if respondents receive 

positive encouragement and the questionnaire is not too long. Furthermore, random ordering of 

blocks, question items, or answer categories can help prevent undesired order effects and is a 

feature that is offered by many web survey solutions. 

3.5 Summary of Domain Characteristics and  
   General Criteria 

This chapter presented a closer inspection of the survey design domain, introducing the 

peculiarities of web-based surveys and discussing essential structural questionnaire elements as 

well as common question and answer types, and dynamic elements. In the following, the 

                                                 
23

 Note: In addition to the creation of questionnaires, Qualtrics’s survey editor also supports the creation of (e.g. 

multiple-choice) tests. 
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domain-specific characteristics that need to be reflected in a DSL for the design of web-based 

surveys shall be briefly summed up and supplemented by the addition of general language 

engineering criteria, presenting a conclusion to the domain analysis. 

3.5.1 Domain Characteristics and Specific DSL Requirements 

The basic building blocks of web-based surveys are pages, blocks, and question items. While 

blocks are purely structural questionnaire elements and are often used in web surveys in a 

similar fashion as pages, the different types of question items are the key functional and 

semantic elements building up a questionnaire. Questionnaires can implement a scrolling or 

paging design, the latter of which can help reduce nonresponse and break-off rates. 

Questionnaires may contain three basic types of items: open-ended, closed-ended, and hybrid 

question formats. While open-ended formats like single- or multi-line text input fields allow 

respondents to formulate their own reply to a question, closed-ended formats present 

respondents with a set of pre-defined, mutually exclusive and extensive answer categories. 

Hybrid formats combine characteristics of both open- and closed-ended items, for instance by 

adding an input field to a single-select question, allowing respondents to add answers that may 

not be reflected in the offered categories. Furthermore, individual items can be presented in 

different ways, for example horizontally or vertically aligned, as a group of radio buttons or a 

single drop-down box, static or dynamic. These layout decisions can be regarded as separate 

from the actual choice of item type. Finally, web-based surveys provide the advantage of 

allowing to present contents dynamically. This applies to all levels of questionnaire elements and 

entails a number of design techniques, background logic, and JavaScript-enhanced elements. 

The most common dynamic survey elements are skip logic – which can be applied to pages, 

blocks, and items – text piping, and an overall responsive layout. This means that the 

questionnaire can be equally well displayed on all kinds of web-enabled devices, including 

desktop computers, notebooks, tablets, mobile and smart phones. 

3.5.2 General DSL Criteria 

Apart from domain-specific characteristics, a number of general language engineering 

principles need to be kept in mind in order to guarantee a sound language design. These 

principles, based on Walter’s interpretation of Kleppe (cf. Tab.  3|4) [Wa12], are applicable to not 

only DSLs, but software languages in general, that means all “language[s] that [are] created to 

describe and create software systems” [Kl09]. As opposed to the concrete elements of the 

domain described earlier, these principles present rather non-functional requirements on a DSL. 

Tab. 3|4. Some general criteria for the design of software languages are summed up in the 
following, based on Kleppe’s “Guidelines for Creating a Concrete Syntax Model” [Kl09]. 

Criterion Explanation 

Simplicity A language should be easy to learn, and thus easy to use. It 

should not contain any unnecessary embellishments. 

Consistency The language design needs to suit the respective domain, 

and must not contradict itself. 
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Criterion Explanation 

Flexibility Language commands should be designed to be used flexibly. 

Homogeneity Related concepts should be mapped to the language in a 

similar fashion, and be kept together. Unrelated concepts 

should be represented differently. 

Color Color should be used sparsely and sensibly. 

Testing The language design should be tested on actual language 

users. 

Most importantly, a new language and especially a DSL should strive to be as accessible and 

easy to learn and use as possible. That means the concepts represented in the language need to 

reflect the common terminology of the respective domain, making them more familiar and 

intuitive for language users. For the domain of survey design, for instance, it makes no sense to 

introduce new terms for classic survey elements like single- and multi-select items, nor should 

the language reach for the levels of abstraction of a GPL if the target group mainly comes from a 

non-programming background. Therefore, the language’s semantics should be in line with 

natural expressions rather than programming statements. By definition, a DSL needs to be 

tailored to the domain it is supposed to represent, taking into account the specialties of that 

domain. A survey design DSL is bound to look different than an e-commerce DSL or a language 

for digital game design, but each one will strive to be homogeneous in itself. This includes the 

similar representation of concepts and entities that are closely related in the actual domain, and 

the decidedly different representation of concepts that do not belong together. Kleppe also 

notes that color should be used with care and only where it serves to provide information [Kl09]. 

This includes the accentuation of keywords and similar code enhancements. Finally, languages 

need to be tested by actual representatives of the targeted domain, the future language users. 

Their input can help shape the final language design and improve the accessibility and ease-of-

use provided by the DSL. 

3.5.3 Towards a DSL Solution 

By nature, a domain-specific language supporting the creation of web-based questionnaires 

pursues several goals: first of all, rather than competing with existing web survey solutions 

(cf. Chapter  2|), which put a main focus on an accessible GUI and intuitive user-interface 

interactions, the DSL will aim to present an abstract view on the questionnaire allowing for quick 

and easy changes of both structure and contents, separate from layout and design. Supported 

by a semantic data structure, language users will be able to concentrate their efforts on what 

data they would like to collect rather than how to collect it. Such a textual approach can either 

stand alone or serve to enrich existing environments as an additional view, enhancing and 

complementing visual questionnaire representations. This allows for a clear separation of 

concerns, letting researchers focus on the actual contents of the questionnaire while providing a 

pre-defined layout that, if need be, can be customized by experienced web programmers. 

Furthermore, the implementation of a textual interface specifically supports the crucial survey 

drafting phase, which is often carried out collaboratively before the actual questionnaire is 

designed, but is hardly addressed by most commercially-available solutions. Since 
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questionnaires are commonly drafted in word processing tools, a textual DSL reflects that 

approach. With the help of the appropriate generators, questionnaire structures and contents 

described in the DSL can be automatically translated to a number of output formats, including 

amongst others visualizations and HTML documents. An explicit implementation of the survey is 

thus no longer necessary, which can save a lot of time and money in the survey design process. 

The domain-specific nature of the language allows users to focus on the essential by providing 

them with a clear format and limited commands tailored to the concrete problem area. 

Furthermore, as opposed to many visual survey editors, the underlying semantics of question 

items that can be used for data processing and analysis are laid open and can be changed at any 

time. 

The basic questionnaire elements identified in this chapter must be represented in the DSL 

in a way that is congruent with the terminology commonly found in the domain. At the same 

time, details of the presentation like answer category alignment and labeling as well as question 

order, numbering, and distribution over one or several pages need to be at users’ fingertips at all 

times without being forced upon them. This can be supported through default item 

arrangement and easily accessible options to switch on and off paging or scrolling designs as 

well as item numbering. Similarly, a basic default questionnaire design should be provided for 

testing purposes and in order to let users focus on the actual contents of the survey rather than 

presentation. The option to add custom designs should, however, remain open. 
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4| A DSL for Web Survey Design 
In order to achieve a sound and well-shaped language design, it is advisable to follow a set of 

pre-defined steps that take into consideration the individual characteristics of the language to 

be designed and its respective use context. To this end, the language design and implementation 

process of this work follows the three-tiered language engineering workflow proposed by 

Walter, which is described in more detail in Section  1.2.2 [WM11][Wa12]. Following the 

definition of the DSL requirements, determined by the domain-specific characteristics as well as 

general language engineering criteria (Chapter  3|), the workflow entails the creation of two 

reference artifacts: the reference output and the language reference model. Presenting 

exemplary instances of the language’s front and back end, the two artifacts help shape and 

refine the overall language design. While the output reference, in this case implemented in 

HTML, represents an extensive preview of what the DSL should be capable to produce, the 

reference model shows what that output might look like as a program written in the language-

to-be. Naturally, changes in one reference artifact are reflected in the other and the final 

versions are the product of a long and iterative design process. 

Serving later as the reference for the language implementation, the production of the 

reference artifacts shall be the main focus of this chapter. However, DSL requirements and 

reference artifacts have a bidirectional relationship that may not be immediately obvious from 

the written accounts provided in the context of this thesis. In reality, the definition of domain 

requirements and the creation of the reference artifacts actually determine each other 

(cf. Fig.  1|1, p. 7), and are therefore developed iteratively. In order to make the relationship of 

the two steps more transparent, the basic concept for the DSL implementation shall be 

described first before elaborating further on the reference documents. Overall, this chapter 

strives to put into perspective how the knowledge of the survey design domain can be mapped 

to a language through the abstraction of its main concepts, including basic building blocks, 

questionnaire logic, and presentation styles. 

4.1 Language Concept 

In order to finalize the DSL requirements, as Walter notes, “proper abstractions of the 

domain need to be found” [Wa12]. Here, this entailed the definition of a set of fundamental 

terms describing the domain of survey design (cf. Chapter  3|). These terms build a domain 

vocabulary based on common terminology, which serves as the basis for the actual language 

definition. This helps unify concepts that are addressed differently by different domain experts 

or in literature, but essentially mean the same, making the language less fuzzy and more precise. 

Misconceptions and ambiguities can thereby be avoided, and the language becomes more 

accessible even to users that are initially strangers to the domain. The DSL designed in the 

context of this work is called SurveMe in a play on the word survey and the order “Serve me!” As 

such, the language aims to “serve” both novice and advanced users, including domain experts 

and programmers, by providing adequate abstractions of the survey design domain and its 

entities that can be used in a natural-feeling way to plan and describe the overall structure, 

concrete contents, and behavior of custom questionnaires. The previously identified 
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questionnaire structure and terminology provide a starting point for the overall language 

concept and semantics, which shall be described and discussed in the following. 

4.1.1 Basic Questionnaire Structure 

Survey design has the advantage of being a domain with fairly well-defined boundaries and 

structures, which lend themselves to being abstracted and mapped to a simple and easy-to-use 

language. The maturity of the domain and its commercialization has led to a consensus amongst 

users regarding terminology and common domain concepts. As described in Section  3.2 and 

depicted in Fig.  4|1 (below), the basic set-up of a questionnaire is arranged hierarchically with 

the questionnaire providing the frame for one or more blocks, which can each contain one or 

more question items. 

 

Fig. 4|1. The questionnaire elements’ inherent hierarchy needs to be reflected in the 
structure of the DSL as well as output documents created with the help of the language

24
. 

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire is a document containing structural elements like blocks and question items, 

contents like texts and images, as well as basic instructions for the desired presentation logic. 

The concept of questionnaires is rather abstract as a questionnaire basically equals to a DSP, a 

program written in the DSL. This means that as soon as a user creates a new DSP and fills it with 

content he creates a questionnaire without having to explicitly state that he wishes to do so. 

There is an important difference between questionnaire contents and layout, two concerns that 

need to be separated. Content generation is the main focus of the DSL, while a default layout 

based on the HTML output reference is provided with the DSL editor. Different layout styles can 

be designed and imported as CSS files, or provided through additional generators in the future. 

                                                 
24

 Note: For the sake of common comprehensibility and unambiguity, the visualizations of the basic language 
structure and concepts introduced in this chapter are based on simple UML notations (Reference: 
http://www.uml.org/, last accessed: 17 February, 2013). 

http://www.uml.org/
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Content-wise, users can choose a title and header text for their questionnaire document. The 

header allows users to provide, for instance, a repeated statement of consent, or additional 

information about the survey, the researchers involved in it, and its context and scope. Finally, 

each questionnaire must contain at least one block element. 

Blocks 

Blocks, as mentioned before, are primarily structural elements that are used to keep a group 

of related items together. In the context of SurveMe, however, blocks are also essential to the 

creation of paging designs, together with items. By default, blocks of items in a questionnaire 

document are simply displayed underneath each other on the same page. However, language 

users may also opt for a paging design based on either block or item elements, i.e. a separate 

page is created for each block or item. Similar to the questionnaire document, each block can be 

assigned its own title describing the theme of the contained group of items. An introductory text 

can also be added in order to provide more information or instructions regarding the block, or to 

create a text-only block. Plain text blocks can be useful to create welcome messages or final 

statements at the beginning or end of the survey, respectively. Finally, each block may contain 

one or more question items. While the use of each type of block content is generally optional, a 

block needs to contain at least an introduction or an item, but it cannot be empty. 

Items 

The third structural questionnaire element besides the questionnaire as a whole and blocks 

are items. Although oftentimes referred to as questions, items actually contain several 

elements: a textual request for an answer – which can but does not have to be formulated as an 

actual question –, optional further instructions and help on how to fill in answers, and one or 

more answer categories. Like blocks, items can be used as the basis for paging designs. Apart 

from providing structure, items are generally also interactive elements, allowing and sometimes 

explicitly demanding user input, which can later be submitted to a server and further processed 

or analyzed. 

4.1.2 Answer Categories 

Each questionnaire item contains one or more answer categories, which can be divided into 

three groups according to the item type: open-, closed-ended, or hybrid. Open-ended 

questionnaire items provide answer spaces, leaving it up to the respondent to formulate his own 

reply. Closed-ended items, on the other hand, provide pre-formulated answer options for the 

respondent to choose from, while hybrid items typically combine closed answer options with 

open answer spaces, allowing respondents to add further details to their reply. Slightly varying 

categorizations and classifications can be found in literature (e.g. [BSW04][DSC09][KP10][SG07]) 

and individual item types are sometimes further divided into subgroups or listed together based 

on select criteria. However, for the DSL implementation presented in this thesis, the concepts 

shall be generalized as described above. 

In order to keep the language clean and at the same time flexible, SurveMe only has the two 

basic types of open- and closed-ended items, which can be combined to form hybrid answer 

categories. Open-ended items can contain three basic types of answer spaces: text fields, text 
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areas, and so-called numericals. It is possible to create open-ended items containing several 

types of answer spaces at once, which allows users to build lists or ask for a set of related 

information at once, for example demographic data. Closed-ended items, on the other hand, 

may contain single- or multi-select answer options, scales, rankings, and matrices. These types of 

answer options cannot be combined within an item. However, text fields can be added to 

answer options from closed-ended items, forming hybrid options that allow respondents to 

specify an answer that may not be reflected in the provided categories. On a technical level, 

however, the item is still treated as closed-ended. 

 

Fig. 4|2. Eight concrete types of answer categories shall be represented in the language, 
which can be divided into two main categories: open-and closed-ended. 

Within the language, answer categories of closed-ended and open-ended items, 

respectively, have a comprehensive common structure, although individual item types can 

generate very different graphical output. The eight concrete types of answer categories 

represented in the DSL are shown in Fig.  4|2 (above) and shall be discussed individually in the 

following. 

Text Fields 

Text fields are the most basic kind of answer category used in open-ended items or in 

combination with closed answer categories, creating hybrid items. A text field is a single-line 

answer space of fixed size, which can be restricted to a certain character limit. In that case, the 

remaining number of characters is shown next to the text box. Furthermore, a text field can be 

annotated with a descriptive label and tagged with a semantic concept that is later used as the 

data variable name for that field. If used in a closed-ended item, text fields allow users to specify 

an additional answer category they would like to choose and that is not yet represented. 

Text Areas 

Similar to text fields, text areas present a space for respondents to formulate their reply to 

an open-ended questionnaire item. They can have a label, semantic concept, and character 
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limitation. However, text areas generated from the DSL are bigger than text fields, spreading out 

over multiple lines. While they are assigned a fixed visual size, the internal character limitation 

of a text area may exceed that size, in which case a scrollbar is added to its side to indicate that 

the answer space is not restricted to the size of the field. 

Numericals 

Finally, there is a special answer category for open-ended items asking for numerical values. 

Numericals look and work exactly like text fields with the exception that they only accept 

numerical input rather than characters, which is ensured through on-the-fly input validation. 

They are marked with a corresponding note stating that “numerical input only” is allowed. In 

addition to a label, semantic concept, and maximum number of digits, users can specify a 

minimum and maximum accepted value, for example to ensure that the year of birth is entered 

correctly. 

Single-Selects 

Single-select items allow respondents to choose exactly one out of a certain number of pre-

defined answer alternatives. The individual options can contain a text label and/or image as well 

as a single-line text field for additional annotations. Users can further define a semantic concept 

for each option and mark it as pre-checked. Single-select answer categories can be arranged 

vertically, which is the default style of presentation, horizontally, or as a drop-down list. 

Multi-Selects 

Like single-selects, multi-select items contain pre-defined answer alternatives with a 

descriptive label and/or image and can optionally have a text field for individual additions, be 

tagged with a semantic concept, and pre-selected. The main difference between the two types 

of items is that multi-select items allow respondents to choose more than one answer category, 

providing an opportunity to “check all that apply”. Multi-select options are aligned horizontally 

by default, but can also be specified to be arranged vertically. 

Scales 

Inherently very close to single-select items, scales present a closed set of answers from 

which respondents may only choose one. However, rather than presenting a set of nominal 

answer categories, scales by definition contain ordinal (or “ordered”) options, for example 

“poor – average – good” or “1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5”. SurveMe supports three types of scales, which are 

all horizontally aligned: regular, semantic differential, and slider scales. The default regular and 

the semantic differential scale types can contain up to ten scale points, all individually adjustable 

like the answer options in other closed-ended items. As opposed to single- and multi-select 

items, however, it is also possible for users to simply specify the desired amount of scale points 

and make them visible, which creates an automatically labeled numerical scale. For semantic 

differential scales, typically only the left and right extreme values are specified. However, scale 

points can also be applied and displayed without a label. Slider scales allow for more dynamic 

user-interface interactions as they present a kind of VAS with a draggable handle that can be 

adjusted to one of a higher number of scale points. 
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Rankings 

Although generally considered a hybrid form of question, rankings are being treated as 

closed-ended items in SurveMe due to their overall similar structure. Rankings contain a set of 

pre-defined answer categories that respondents have to put in order according to specified 

criteria, for example from favorite to least favorite. The language offers two types of ranking 

items: sortable and matrix-style rankings. Both are created by defining a list of answer 

categories, composed of a text label and/or image and optionally annotated with a semantic 

concept. While sortable rankings present a more dynamic style of user-interface interaction, 

some respondents might have difficulty understanding how to interact with such items. 

Therefore, the more classic matrix-style ranking is available as an alternative. Matrix rankings 

present the categories to be ranked as row and the individual ranks as column labels of a matrix 

of radio buttons. Only one button per row and column can be selected by respondents, ensuring 

that there is a one-to-one pairing between categories and ranks. 

Matrices 

Like rankings, matrices are usually listed as a hybrid type of questionnaire item. Due to time 

constraints, however, they are only available in SurveMe in a somewhat restricted form as 

closed-ended items. Here, Matrix items can be used to group related single-select questions or 

requests together in order to avoid unnecessary repetition. While the rows contain the different 

objects in question, the columns mark the actual answer alternatives. For example, a question 

might be “Do you use the following social media services?” with the objects “Facebook”, 

“Twitter”, and “YouTube” as the rows and the answer categories “Yes” and “No” as columns. 

According to this differentiation, matrix items contain separate listings for row and column 

categories, both of which are formally described with a label text and/or image and an optional 

semantic concept. 

4.1.3 Questionnaire Logic and Presentation 

Besides structural and interactive elements, there are also design decisions that affect the 

overall presentation of a questionnaire as well as internal structures that will not be obvious to 

respondents but need to be made visible for language users without complicating the overall UX. 

Such concepts have to be considered in the language design and shall be introduced in the 

following. 

Paging vs. Scrolling Designs 

In graphical survey editors, paging designs can easily be designed by adding page breaks 

where needed. Considering a textual DSL, however, the concept of pages on top of blocks and 

items can be overwhelming for language users, who first of all have to figure out the difference 

between the different types of elements, and then have to remember to manually add 

commands for page breaks. On top of the increased effort, problems might ensue when users 

create pages for some items, but not for others, or need to quickly change from a paging to a 

scrolling layout. In order to save users’ time and cognitive efforts, SurveMe provides a global 

setting allowing users to switch from a scrolling to a paging design, based on either blocks or 

items. While questionnaires are assigned a scrolling layout by default, paging designs can be 

activated at any time on questionnaire-level. 
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Block and Item Numbering 

Similar to the question of paging versus scrolling design, users have to make a general 

decision whether they would like to consecutively number blocks and items. While it would be 

possible to simply add a number or letter at the beginning of each item’s request for an answer 

that would mean an incredible effort on the users’ part. Even more so when items or blocks 

have to be added or removed at a later point, changing the numbering of all following elements. 

Therefore, this type of decision is also handled at questionnaire-level where users are able to 

switch on block and item numbering separately. By default, blocks are assigned numbers and 

items letters, except for special constellations like questionnaires with a paging design based on 

items with unnumbered blocks. In that case, items are assigned numbers to allow for more than 

26 individual items in the questionnaire. In general, each block’s items are numbered separately, 

that means the first item of each block is item a), the second item b), and so on. 

Item Presentation 

Different item types allow for different presentation specifications. For example, while 

single-select items can be arranged in drop-down boxes, this does not work for multi-select 

items and is completely unfit for matrices and rankings. Therefore, all types of items come with 

a default style of presentation, and those that allow different alignments or variations can be 

adjusted on item-level via the according modifiers. In some cases, the change of an item’s 

presentation style can affect what kind of information users are allowed to provide for the item. 

Slider scales, as opposed to regular scales for example, do not support individually labeled 

options. 

Questionnaire Logic 

Internal logic can be really useful for the design of dynamic and responsive web-based 

surveys. While the underlying rules can be fairly complex and are usually rightfully concealed 

from respondents, language users need to have access to options such as skip logic and text 

piping. Users do not have to understand what happens on a lower, technical level, but need a 

way to express the behavior they wish for in an easy and straightforward fashion. Therefore, 

essential questionnaire logic is provided on item-level via highly abstracted and simple language 

constructs that do not interfere with the structural composition of the questionnaire. Other 

items and individual answer options or spaces (i.e. text fields or areas) can be referenced via 

their respective semantic concept. This enables language users to insert answers from other 

items into new items’ requests for an answer or answer labels. 

Furthermore, items can be marked as required, meaning they will be validated upon 

submission of the questionnaire. If a “required” item has not been answered, an error message 

will pop up and ask respondents to provide an answer before re-submitting the questionnaire. 

The reason items are not required by default and marking them as such has to be done on an 

individual basis is that there is a general understanding in survey literature that respondents 

should not be forced to provide an answer to an item if they do not wish to do so (cf. [BSW04] 

and [SG07], for example). Instead, explicit opt-out answer categories should be provided, which 

can be realized in SurveMe through so-called N/A (“not applicable”) options. 
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Optional Semantic Enhancements 

Semantic concepts, as previously mentioned, can be assigned to every individual item and 

answer option or space. The concepts, which have to be unique, are not visible to respondents, 

but provide an unambiguous internal variable representing the element. They are also essential 

to the use of questionnaire logic (see above). 

Similar to items, instructions can be presented in different ways, namely visible or hidden. By 

default, instructions are displayed to respondents like regular text; however, they can be set to 

be hidden via a modifier. Hidden instructions are not immediately visible but a “?” button is 

presented next to the request for an answer. If respondents click on the button, the instructional 

text is displayed. 

4.2 The HTML Reference Output 

The language concept described in Section  4.1 is the result of careful consideration and 

analysis, not only of the survey design domain but also of concrete domain reference artifacts. 

Specifically, this entails the implementation of a reference output document as well as a DSL 

reference model. The first shall be the focus of this section, the latter will be introduced 

subsequently. 

While programs written in a DSL are sometimes directly executed with the help of a 

dedicated interpreter, it is more common to process DSPs with a generator. The generator 

basically “translates” the document written in the domain-specific language to a suitable, 

typically executable output format. For the purpose of creating a DSL for web-based surveys, 

HTML was chosen as the output format and a prototypical HTML generator implemented 

(Section  5.3). The generated code is primarily targeted towards the top two most commonly 

used web browsers at the time of writing, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome25. Due to its 

continually declining usage rates and well-documented lack in full CSS support26, Microsoft’s 

Internet Explorer (IE) is largely disregarded for the time being. It is, however, possible to test and 

adapt the generated code in other browsers as well as create further generators targeting 

additional output formats in the future. This could entail plain text files enhanced for printing or 

word processing purposes, executable computer-based interviewing formats, and formats 

tailored to operating systems for mobile devices like Android and iOS. 

The reference output artifact serves as a draft for what language users are supposed to be 

able to create with the DSL. Therefore, this reference artifact needs to contain a representation 

of all domain entities, including possible variations, and their relationships and effects on each 

other. In the context of this work, the possible future output of the language was captured in an 

example web-based questionnaire created with the help of popular, widely-spread web design 

tools and technologies. The fully functioning questionnaire contains all item types and answer 

categories as defined in the language concept as well as examples of dynamic elements and 

                                                 
25

 Cf. http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp for recent statistics (last accessed: 16 January, 2013). 
26

 The following overview of web browser support for CSS3, for example, clearly indicates that IE is lagging behind 
other modern-day browsers: http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css3_browsersupport.asp, last accessed: 18 January, 
2013. 

http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css3_browsersupport.asp
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questionnaire logic. Together with the language reference model, the reference output 

document shows how the individual language elements are going to be represented, and can 

later serve as the basis for the derivation of language processing rules. These rules form the 

output generator that can generate files from DSPs that are tailored to the target platform. 

Furthermore, the creation of a reference output artifact helps shape the actual DSL and can 

inspire the implementation of additional elements or structures. Every output format has its 

own specific strengths and weaknesses, capabilities and boundaries that reflect back on the 

language. Considering the domain of web-based survey design, for instance, HTML provides 

adequate representations of common form elements that can be used in questionnaires, but 

taken is rather limited when it comes to the creation of dynamic elements and an interactive UI 

design. Fortunately, this can be balanced out through the use of additional web technologies like 

CSS and JavaScript. The technologies used to implement the reference output are introduced in 

the following subsection, followed by insights into the basic HTML structure and questionnaire 

style as well as special adjustments and enhancements of the language design due to the chosen 

output format. 

4.2.1 Technologies Used 

While HTML clearly lends itself to be the output format for a DSL for web-based survey 

design, the markup language on its own is not powerful enough to create questionnaires with 

the required functionality, including dynamic behavior and contents. Therefore, a mix of several 

common web technologies, introduced in the following, was used to create the reference output 

document. 

HTML5 

Being the most widely used markup language for the design of web pages and other web 

browser contents, HTML was chosen as the primary DSL output format. As such, it was used to 

lay out the basic questionnaire structure and elements as well as provide individual elements 

with semantic markup. The new HTML5 standard, a W3C Candidate Recommendation27 as of 

December 2012, was partly implemented in order to allow for future adaptations of and 

additions to the language’s output capabilities. The main advantages of HTML5 are that it is 

designed to maintain an equal display quality across all kinds of web-enabled devices, supports 

new markup elements like <video> and <audio> for media playback purposes as well as new 

form controls and local storage. However, at the point of writing, the standard is not yet fully 

supported by any of the dominating web browsers and remains a work in progress. Still, the 

global document structure including the new HTML5-specific document type declaration was 

adhered to, providing the foundation to use the standard to its full potential in the future. 

CSS3 

The latest standard of CSS, namely CSS3, was used to design a style and overall layout for 

questionnaire documents. For that purpose, a CSS document was created, which defines the 

document’s color scheme, font styles, and individual, element-dependent presentation 

                                                 
27

 A Candidate Recommendation, according to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), is “a document that . . . 
satisfies the Working Group's technical requirements“ (Web: http://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/tr#q74, 
last accessed: 14 January, 2013). 

http://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/tr#q74
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specifications, for example making elements hide or float. The prototypical document is 

provided as the default questionnaire style with the DSL editor, but can be easily replaced with 

users’ own customized styles. Like HTML5, CSS3 is still under development and not fully or 

equally well supported across modern web browsers. One of the main novelties of the new 

standard, media queries were successfully implemented to support a responsive layout that 

automatically adapts itself to a range of different devices and screen resolutions. Other 

additions to the standard include rounded edges, alpha transparencies, 3D element 

transformations, and a number of pseudo selectors, which can be used to affect the way 

individual elements are being presented on the screen. 

jQuery 

The free-to-use open-source JavaScript library jQuery as well as a number of associated plug-

ins were used to introduce dynamic questionnaire elements and behavior, including draggable 

sliders, sortable lists, skip logic, and text piping. The purpose of jQuery is to “[simplify] HTML 

document traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web 

development”28. The library, which is CSS3-compatible and works with all major browsers, can 

help speed up the development process by providing a number of pre-defined JavaScript 

functions and commands and is already used by every second website today, according to 

W3Techs29. Similar to how CSS files can help separate the graphical formatting of a website from 

its basic structure, jQuery allows to decouple JavaScript effects and Ajax from the HTML, keeping 

the code clean and easier to maintain. For the prototype, jQuery functions and commands were 

directly integrated into the reference output document in order to prevent manual changes or 

additions to the code that might interfere with the questionnaire’s functionality. It is also 

possible to extract the relevant JavaScript code and insert it into a file of its own, which could 

then be customized or exchanged for another version just like the CSS file. 

PHP 

Finally, a small PHP script was used to handle respondents’ input data upon submission to 

the server. For the purpose of demonstrating the correct functionality of all input elements in 

conjunction with questionnaire logic and validation rules, a list of the field names and input data 

is displayed upon pressing the submit button. In the future, this data can be harnessed through 

the implementation of more sophisticated scripts, storing it in databases and making it available 

for processing and statistical analysis techniques. 

4.2.2 HTML Structure and Questionnaire Styling 

While there exist many concrete HTML content elements such as lists, images and input 

elements, as well as others referring to the overall document construct, like head and body, 

there are two that lack any semantic meaning: div and span containers. As defined by the W3C, 

“[t]he div and span elements, in conjunction with the id and class attributes, offer a generic 

mechanism for adding structure to documents” [W399]. As such, they provide hooks for basic 

and advanced CSS styling as well as JavaScript-directed interactive document behavior. 

                                                 
28

 Web: http://jquery.com/, last accessed: 16 January, 2013. 
29

 Web: http://w3techs.com/blog/entry/jquery_now_runs_on_every_second_website, last accessed: 16 January, 

2013. 

http://jquery.com/
http://w3techs.com/blog/entry/jquery_now_runs_on_every_second_website
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Furthermore, the two container elements can be used to group related contents together, 

position them on the page, and add extra information. To benefit from these advantages, 

especially where there are no fitting semantic elements available, large parts of the reference 

output document are built on hierarchically arranged div containers. The basic structure of the 

HTML document’s body, depicted in Fig.  4|3 (p. 59), largely follows that of the questionnaire 

structure described in Section  4.1.1 and shall thus only be briefly outlined in the following, 

succeeded by a quick discussion of the default questionnaire style. 

 

Fig. 4|3. The basic structure of the HTML output document is described through nested div 
containers. Gray elements can be used repeatedly in a questionnaire, while white elements 

only appear once. 

The body of the reference output document consists of a number of unique and non-unique, 

i.e. re-usable, nested div container elements. The overarching survey_document contains a 

header and a content area. The former is reserved for the questionnaire title, the latter 

contains the actual HTML survey. The survey_main_form container can hold an arbitrary 

number of block elements and is concluded by submit and reset buttons to either send the 

completed form to the server or reset it to its original state. Each block can contain a title and 

one or more survey_items. Regardless of the actual item type, each item’s basic layout is the 

same: question and instructions texts, followed by a fieldset containing the answer 

categories. This is where the different item types as well as alignments reveal themselves. While 
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many are arranged in tables, sortable lists for example make use of the actual ol (ordered list) 

HTML element and others arrange their answer categories using further div containers. Keeping 

the automatic output generation in mind, it makes sense for some item types like single-selects 

to use tables when arranging their answer categories horizontally, but divs when arranging 

them vertically. This is because users can define either a text or image as the label or combine 

both for each category, potentially creating elements of differing height or width that might not 

align well if not forced into a certain frame. Furthermore, in order to be able to directly address 

individual questionnaire elements via CSS or jQuery, each block, item, and answer category is 

assigned a unique id. 

 

Fig. 4|4. The default questionnaire layout is a simple centered design using a gray color 
scheme. 

A basic version of the default questionnaire style, defined in CSS, was kindly provided by 

Dr. Mathias Funk from the Technical University of Eindhoven, Netherlands. This basic version 

was enhanced and expanded upon in the process of creating the reference output document as 

well as the DSL. The default style is supposed to provide language users with a clean and 

unobtrusive visualization of their survey design without having to come up with their own design 

definitions first. Users are thus given an idea of what the final questionnaire and the individual 

items could look like and lets them test the different features. This allows for a faster survey 

design and realization process than standard approaches requiring a manual implementation of 
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the design. The default style (cf. Fig.  4|4, p. 60) is quite neutral and characterized by a 600px-

wide centered layout with a simple grayscale color scheme, setting apart the background, 

blocks, and individual items. Recent findings from the field of HCI indicate that light fonts on a 

darker background are harder to read than dark fonts on a lighter background [Zu07], especially 

on a computer screen. Therefore, a light gray was chosen as the main questionnaire document 

color, contrasted with a charcoal font. To emphasize each item’s request for an answer, an 

inverted color scheme is used for questions and instructions. Furthermore, blocks of items 

belonging together are contained in an inconspicuous yet distinct white frame. The page header 

with the questionnaire title is separated from the rest of the document by a horizontal line and 

hierarchically lower sections of the document are characterized by smaller font sizes. Finally, the 

arrangement of answer categories contained in divs is controlled in the CSS, too. 

While the default questionnaire style allows DSL users to quickly generate ready-to-use 

questionnaires that they can then directly distribute to respondents, some may wish to change 

the overall questionnaire layout or specific details of the presentation. This can be done by 

replacing or extending the default style sheet with a customized or completely different layout 

specification. Minor modifications of the color scheme, font style, arrangement and visibility of 

certain questionnaire elements can thus be done rather quickly, requiring only little knowledge 

of CSS. Scripting a fully independent CSS specification that includes specifications for a 

responsive design, on the other hand, may require the help of a professional. 

4.2.3 Exemplary Adjustments and Enhancements 

As indicated earlier, the choice of the DSL output format also has a backward effect on the 

language design itself. This is because the tools and technologies involved in the design of the 

reference output provide certain features and functionalities that can positively affect and 

enrich the scope and feature palette of the language in a way that the language engineer may 

not anticipate when he first inspects the domain on a purely abstract level. Compromises 

between conceptual purity, feature richness, and usability ensue. 

Here, the chosen output format of the DSL is HTML, which is used along with CSS and 

JavaScript. It is mostly due to the use of these two technologies that a number of enhancements 

and the introduction of dynamic questionnaire behavior are even feasible. Dynamic survey 

design and interactive elements can have a positive effect on respondents’ motivation to 

complete a questionnaire and their attention to detail (cf. [Co08][Po10]). While plain HTML can 

display basic client-side interactivity, for example changing a radio button’s state from 

“unchecked” to “checked” when a user clicks on it, and displaying it accordingly, further scripting 

is necessary in order to achieve more sophisticated levels of interactivity and dynamics. A couple 

of examples showing the impact of the output format on the language design and scope shall be 

introduced in the following. 

Content Highlighting and Other Basic Respondent Support Techniques 

Users can get frustrated when being confronted with bad interface design, faulty input 

recognition, or imprecise usage requirements. It can therefore be advisable to, on the one hand, 

guide users and provide them with inconspicuous leads as to what they are supposed to do. This 
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can include color cues, dynamic user-regulated content adjustments, and intelligent input 

support. On the other hand, sometimes it is necessary to restrict user input in a way that leaves 

little to no room for error without giving the impression of taking away users’ freedom. Here, a 

first step can be to enhance the presentation of the questionnaire in a way that actively 

supports respondents in filling out the form. Therefore, in the reference output document, a 

combination of CSS and jQuery is used to highlight text fields and areas on focus, that means 

when respondents click on them, and color table rows in alternating shades highlighting them on 

mouse-over (cf. Listing  4|1 and Fig.  4|5). For that purpose, when the mouse is moved over a 

table row, a new class associated with a different background color is added to the HTML 

element, and removed as soon as the mouse is moved away. This helps respondents keep track 

of which table row they are at, which can be especially useful when working on longer matrix or 

matrix-style ranking items. 

 

Listing 4|1. Every other row in a table is marked with a class associated with a different 
shading, creating a striped table effect. 

 

Fig. 4|5. The striped table effect in combination with dynamic highlighting helps 
respondents keep track of where they are at within the table. 

Furthermore, user interactions with hybrid items are supported by associating a mouse click 

in a text field that belongs to a radio button or checkbox with changing that input element’s 

state to “checked”, and jumping into the text field when the radio button or checkbox is 

selected, vice versa. Furthermore, if the text field is associated with a radio button and another 

answer category from the same group is subsequently selected, the text field is automatically 

emptied. 

To provide assistance and further guidance to respondents, it is possible to create 

instructions for each item that elaborate on the question or the provided answer categories. 

Sometimes these texts can be very long or repeat themselves over several items, which may 

lead to respondents feeling distracted or, even worse, annoyed. Therefore, instructions can be 

marked as hidden. The associated div container then receives the class toggle_help and an 

image of a question mark is shown next to the request for an answer (cf. Listing  4|2, p. 62 and, 

for example, Fig.  4|5). This leaves it up to respondents to decide if and when they require help 

01 // color all even table rows in another shade 
02 $(".striped tr:nth-child(even)").addClass("alt");  
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with an item. Respondents can toggle the instructions text by clicking the “?” button, which 

triggers a sliding mechanism. 

 

Listing 4|2. Hidden instructions can be toggled via pressing a „?“ button that is displayed 
next to the question text. 

Concerning user input restrictions, for example, the DSL allows for two types of ranking 

items: sortable lists and matrix rankings. While the former may be fairly intuitive to use, the 

latter’s similarity to regular matrix items may confuse respondents and lead them to think that 

they can select any rank for each answer category. In reality, however, this is not the case. Each 

rank can only be paired with exactly one object to be ranked, that means only one radio button 

per row and column can be checked. In order to avoid respondents from mistakenly attributing 

the same rank to several answer categories, both rows and columns are manipulated via jQuery 

to act like radio groups, in which only one element can be selected. 

Advanced Item Types 

Initially, the HTML form element was intended for the creation of small contact or log-in 

forms for websites rather than such long and often complex documents as questionnaires. 

Therefore, not all typical questionnaire items are represented in HTML, especially not in the 

exact way that they may be required for a certain questionnaire. Item types that go beyond the 

basics available in plain HTML, for example sortable lists and draggable sliders, are therefore 

often implemented with the help of additional scripts and plug-ins. To this end, several jQuery 

plug-ins were used in the making of the reference output document, including jQuery UI. This 

plug-in, according to the creators’ website, provides a “curated set of user interface interactions, 

effects, widgets, and themes built on top of the jQuery JavaScript Library”, including many that 

can be used effectively in web-based surveys like so-called “sortables”, sliders, and progress 

bars. Furthermore, a customizable style sheet for the graphical presentation of those elements is 

provided along with the plug-in. 

The slider scale item is largely based on the jQuery UI slider, which was adapted to display 

the currently selected scale point on the scale’s handle and continually update the value while 

the handle is being dragged (cf. Fig.  4|6, p. 64). Furthermore, language users can define the 

smallest and highest scale value, which can be displayed at the left- and right-hand side of the 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT USED TO TOGGLE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS */ 
02 // load images for instructions button -   
03 // the image is dynamically resized in CSS 
04 $("img[class='help']").each(function(){ 
05    $(this).attr("src", "images/question-mark-icon.png"); 
06 }); 
07  
08 // hide instructions with class "toggle_help" when  site loads;   
09 // make them visible when "?" button is pressed 
10 $(".toggle_help").hide(); 
11 $(".help").click(function(){ 
12   $(this).parents().children(".toggle_help").slideToggle("slow"); 
13 }); 
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slider if no other extrema are defined. Similarly, the sortable list item was created using 

jQuery UI’s sortable element, which allows for list elements to be re-arranged via drag-and-drop 

with list numbers dynamically adapting to the change (cf. Fig.  4|7). Based on Johansson’s 

instructions for “Styling Ordered List Numbers” [Jo11], CSS3 techniques including state-of-the-art 

selectors and box-sizing30 were used to achieve a list style that seamlessly integrates with the 

overall questionnaire design. 

 

Fig. 4|6. The slider scale item was created using the jQuery UI plug-in. 

 

Fig. 4|7. Just like slider scales, sortable lists are based on an element type provided by the 
jQuery UI plug-in, but enriched with state-of-the-art CSS styling. 

Unfortunately, being no standard HTML form elements, the data from advanced items 

created with the help of technologies like JavaScript and CSS cannot just as easily be passed to 

the server. Furthermore, items like the sortable list element do not simply create a single data 

value, but a list of values, the order of which is what actually matters. In order to harness data 

from such items, a workaround solution has to be found. Here, hidden input fields are used to 

temporarily store respondents’ data and later submit it to the server. To this end, the current 

slider value is constantly updated not only on the slider handle but also within the slider’s 

hidden input field (cf. Listing  B|1, p. 123) and a custom JavaScript function updates the order of 

each sortable list whenever changes are made to it (cf. Listing  4|3, p. 65, and Listing  B|2, p. 124). 

                                                 
30

 Box-sizing is used to “define certain elements to fit an area in a certain way“(Web: 

http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/default.asp#box, last accessed: 21 January, 2013). 

http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/default.asp#box
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Listing 4|3. A custom JavaScript function makes sure that the current order of each sortable 
list is stored in the list’s hidden input field. 

FormWizard and Dynamic Design 

Another important jQuery plug-in that helped realize the full functionality of questionnaires 

created with the DSL is jQuery FormWizard. This plug-in allows the creation of paging designs 

from forms without having to split up the code over several documents. Instead, the individual 

wizard steps are generated from div or span elements marked with a certain class that can be 

freely chosen. For the reference output document, questionnaire blocks were used as the page 

indicator, but the actual DSL allows for paging designs based on either blocks or items. 

Furthermore, combined with the jQuery BBQ plug-in, FormWizard supports both backward and 

forward browser navigation through the survey. Other features provided by the plug-in that 

could be used to further improve the supported questionnaire functionality in the future include 

multiple routes through a questionnaire, form submission on each step, and client-side 

validation through the integrated jQuery Validation plug-in. 

HTML4 and CSS2 already support the use of media types, for instance “screen” and “print”, 

which can be used to tailor the presentation of a document to different output media using 

alternative style sheets. This functionality is extended in CSS3 through media queries. According 

to the W3C reference, “[a] media query consists of a media type and zero or more expressions 

that check for the conditions of particular media features.”31 These features, for instance, can 

include screen width and height. Depending on the dimensions of the output medium, the 

presentation of the document contents can be adapted to better fit certain devices. This 

technique was used to create a prototypical dynamic survey design, automatically adapting the 

presentation to different resolutions. Theoretically, this technique could be used to allow for the 

generated questionnaires to be equally well displayed on desktop computers as well as smaller, 

mobile devices. However, respective tests and device-specific adaptations were not made in the 

context of this thesis due to time constraints and a larger focus on the language implementation 

itself. 

                                                 
31

 Reference: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/, last accessed: 22 January, 2013. 

01 // store sortable values' order in hidden input field 
02 jQuery.fn.storeRanking = function() { 
03  var IDsInOrder = this.sortable("toArray"); 
04  var NamesInOrder = []; 
05            
06  $.each(IDsInOrder, function(index, value){ 
07      var myName = $("#" + value).attr("name"); 
08      var myRank = index+1; 
09  
10      NamesInOrder[index] = (myRank + "_" + myName); 
11  });            
12  $("#hidden_value_" + this.attr("id")).val(NamesInOrder) 

.trigger("change"); 
13 }; 

http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/
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The prototype contains two presentation formats – one for regular computer screens and 

one for smaller screens – that affect the width of the header and content areas of the HTML 

document as well as font and image sizes, and visibility of certain elements (cf. Listing  4|4). 

 

Listing 4|4. CSS media queries allow to specify different presentations of the same 
document tailored to output devices that, in this case, differ in screen size. 

Questionnaire Logic 

Apart from certain questionnaire elements and item types that are not inherently provided 

by HTML, the lack of support for questionnaire logic is another major issue. This includes 

dynamically adapting the actual contents of a survey, for instance by hiding or skipping items or 

blocks that are no longer applicable to the respondent, adding additional items, and piping 

answer texts. jQuery plug-ins like FormWizard can help bridge this gap, however, it is often 

necessary to customize the logic in order to make it work in a specific context. The support for 

survey and questionnaire design, in particular, appears to be rather poor. Therefore, both skip 

logic and text piping were implemented manually, using elaborate custom algorithms. 

First of all, in order to allow for one item’s answer to be piped to another’s question or label 

text, a placeholder with a reference to the piping item is added where piped text is supposed to 

go in the HTML markup. Items containing such a reference are not displayed until the concrete 

answer text for all its placeholder references is available, i.e. until the respondent chooses an 

answer option or enters text into the answer space belonging to all required piping items 

(cf. Listing  4|5, p. 67). The answer categories of piping items are marked with the custom class 

01 @media screen and  
(max-width: 599px) { 

02     #header, #content { 
03        width: 90%; 
04        margin: 0 auto; }    
05   
06     .survey { 
07        font-size: 0.7em; } 
08  
09     #header .title { 
10        font-size: 1.7em; } 
11   
12     .description { 
13        display: none; } 
14   
15     img.help { 
16        width: 12px; 
17        height: 12px;   }    
18       
19     .reset, .submit,  

   .submit_cancel { 
20        font-size: 0.8em; }  
21       
22     textarea { 
23        width: 95% } 
24 } 
 

01 @media screen and  
(min-width: 600px) {   

02     #header, #content { 
03        width: 600px; 
04        margin: 0 auto; } 
05     
06     .survey { 
07        font-size: 0.9em; } 
08     
09     #header .title { 
10        font-size: 2em; } 
11     
12     .description { 
13        font-size: 0.8em; 
14        font-weight: normal;          
15        vertical-align: top; } 
16      
17     img.help { 
18        width: 15px; 
19        height: 15px; }      
20 } 
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pipeText. Now, if respondents provide an answer to a piping item, the answer text is 

immediately transferred to all placeholders referencing that item and the referencing items are 

made visible. To this end, individual JavaScript functions handling the preparation of the text to 

pipe and the actual piping were written for all item types (see, for example, Listing  B|3, p. 124). 

This is because some items, for example multi-selects, have to send information on all selected 

answer options at once rather than just a single option’s data value. Furthermore, the behavior 

of one and the same item type can differ depending on how it is presented. For instance, 

vertically or horizontally aligned single-select items do not allow respondents to completely 

deselect their answers, but only to change from one category to another. That means, when 

respondents click on a piping radio button, that button’s text can directly be sent to the 

respective areas where it is to be inserted. Drop-down lists, on the other hand, can be reversed 

to their default state, which does not contain any text to be piped. If that happens, referencing 

placeholders need to be emptied and the associated items hidden as they contain incomplete 

information. 

 

Listing 4|5. In order to pipe an item’s answer text to other items, HTML markup references 
are used in conjunction with elaborate JavaScript functions. 

A similar approach was taken in order to realize skip logic. This refers to a respondent’s 

answer to one item affecting the relevance of other items, blocks or whole pages in a survey. For 

example, if the respondent is asked whether he uses a certain service and the answer is no, then 

no further questions regarding that service need to be asked, cf. Fig.  4|8 (p. 68). At this time, the 

DSL and HTML generator prototypes support only the skipping of individual items, but it is 

thinkable to extend that functionality to blocks and pages in the future. Skip logic is defined 

through the relationship between a single answer and another item. Therefore, items that can 

be affected by certain answer categories are marked with a reference to that answer’s semantic 

concept. They are always displayed but grayed out and disabled as long as they have not been 

triggered, so that one item can trigger another on the same page without disrupting the layout 

or changing item numbering. Furthermore, answer categories affecting the presentation of 

other items are simply marked as triggers (cf. Listing  4|6, p. 68-69). That way, if respondents 

select such an answer category, all affected items can be triggered at once. If the answer 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO PREPARE DOCUMENT FOR TEXT PIPING */ 
02 // search document for placeholder references;  
03 // mark piping items' answer categories 
04 var pipedName; 
05 $(".insertAnswer").each(function(){ 
06  pipedName = $(this).attr("data-from"); 
07  $("[data-concept='"+pipedName+"']").find("input, textarea, select") 
        .each(function(){ 
08          $(this).addClass("pipeText"); 
09  }); 
10   
11  // hide referencing items until all piped text is inserted  
12  $(this).closest(".survey_item").hide().addClass("hideMe") 
        .disableElements();  
13 }); 
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category is later deselected, the process is reversed and affected items are grayed out again. 

Again, triggers of different types have to be realized individually due to their varying behavior 

(see, for example, Listing  B|4, p. 125). 

 

Fig. 4|8. Skip logic refers to a respondent’s answer to one item affecting the presentation of 
others, for example if that answer renders further questions inapplicable. 

 

 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO PREPARE SKIP LOGIC */ 
02 // if item is triggered by another, mark trigger accordingly 
03 $(".survey_item[data-myTrigger^='triggeredBy_']").each(function(){   
04  var myTrigger = $(this).attr("data-myTrigger") 

.replace("triggeredBy_", "").trim(); 
05  var triggerOption = $("[value='"+myTrigger+"']"); 
06  
07  triggerOption.addClass("trigger"); 
08  triggerOption.closest(".fieldset").addClass("triggerItem"); 
09  
10  $(this).addClass("greyOut").disableElements(); 
11 }); 
12  
13 $(".survey_item[data-myTrigger^='triggeredByField_']").each(function(){ 
14  var myTrigger = $(this).attr("data-myTrigger") 

.replace("triggeredByField_", "").trim(); 
15  var triggerField = $("input[type='text'][name='"+myTrigger+"'],  
      textarea[name='"+myTrigger+"']"); 
16  
17  triggerField.addClass("trigger"); 
18  triggerField.closest(".fieldset").addClass("triggerItem"); 
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Listing 4|6. Items that are triggered by a certain answer contain a reference to the 
respective other item, whereas answer categories affecting the presentation of other items 
are marked as triggers. 

Questionnaire Validation and Error Messages 

Client-side input validation for required questionnaire items was realized manually in an 

effort to provide suitable validation rules and error messages for all item types. Based on 

Cherne’s tutorial on “Validating Forms” [Ch09], all required items on a page are validated as 

soon as respondents hit the “next” button at the end of a page or the “submit” button at the 

end of the questionnaire. If one or more required answers are missing, a message pops up 

informing the respondent that “You did not answer all the required questions on the last page – 

please answer the items that have been marked.” The presentation then skips back to the first 

item on the last page that was missed and all items that are not properly filled out are marked 

with a red frame around the answer categories and an error message explaining what is missing. 

For example, the single-select item depicted in Fig.  4|9 has not been filled out. The item is 

therefore marked and a clearly visible request to “Please choose one of the above options” 

appears underneath the answer categories. Different error messages were implemented for the 

respective item types in order to provide individually fitting help to respondents. 

 

Fig. 4|9. An error message is shown under items that fail validation upon submission of the 
questionnaire. 

On the technical side, error messages for required items are inserted as div containers in 

the HTML and hidden unless an item validation fails. A jQuery validateElement() function is 

called on all elements whenever a new page of the questionnaire is opened or respondents try 

to submit data to the server. The elements to be validated are the individual answer options or 

fields of items that are not currently grayed out or hidden, i.e. radio buttons, checkboxes, drop-

down or other list entries, and all text fields and areas. If the validation fails, respondents cannot 

go to the next page or submit the questionnaire, respectively, until they answer the invalid 

items. The validation function (cf. Listing  B|5, p. 126) contains different validation rules for the 

different item types. For example, a multi-select item is valid as soon as at least one checkbox is 

selected, whereas drop-down lists are valid only when an option other than the default one is 

19  
20  $(this).addClass("greyOut").disableElements(); 
21 }); 
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selected, and open-ended items are valid when they contain any data other than whitespace. As 

soon as an invalid item is correctly filled out, the error message or messages and marking of the 

item are removed. In order to guarantee such instant updates, all elements in the same 

fieldset container as an invalid element are re-validated whenever that element is 

manipulated. This is especially important for items like matrix rankings, which are special in that 

changes to the ranks can lead to one answer option becoming valid and another becoming 

invalid at the same time. 

4.3 The DSL Reference Model 

Along with the HTML reference output document, a second artifact is created: the so-called 

language reference model. This document presents an exemplary program written in the 

language to be created, describing a first draft of the language structure and design. Later, it can 

serve as a guide to derive the abstract language syntax. Like the reference output, the language 

reference model needs to contain examples of all domain entities and relationships that are to 

be covered by the future DSL. Furthermore, general software engineering criteria, as described 

in Section  3.5.2, need to be reflected in the language design. The purpose of this step is to find 

adequate and concrete representations of the domain requirements identified during the 

domain analysis (Chapter  3|). 

In the context of this work, the language reference model was realized in the form of an 

exemplary concrete instance of the overall language concept. Since the HTML reference output 

and the language reference model are basically two views on the same contents, they were 

developed simultaneously and iteratively in order to account for changes to and new insights 

from one model affecting the other. Therefore, the language reference model was created on 

the basis of the same exemplary questionnaire as the reference output. This allows for direct 

comparisons between the rather abstract textual DSL and the more concrete and graphical web 

questionnaire view. Furthermore, the language reference model was designed with the goal of 

providing language users with an abstract representation of the survey design domain that is far 

less complex and thus easier to learn and understand than the languages commonly used in web 

design. Through the language design, future language users shall be enabled to quickly and 

easily create their own web-based surveys without having to deal with a multitude of 

interleaving web technologies, complex lower-level coding structures and associated issues. Like 

most DSLs, the benefit of the language is that it focusses on the essential, while shielding users 

from the superfluous, helping to unite design and implementation, and enable fast feedback 

cycles. In the following, the realization of the basic language concept as well as the general 

language engineering requirements in the language design shall be discussed and shown in a 

number of examples. A full list of keywords used in the language can be found in Appendix  B.2. 

4.3.1 From the Language Concept to a Basic Structure 

The basic idea behind the design of a language reference model is to find an adequate 

textual representation of both common domain entities and structures while keeping in mind 

the demands and expectations of future language users. The purpose of the DSL created in the 

context of this work is to provide a tool for the design of web-based surveys that allows for a 
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separation of concerns in terms of survey contents and design. The focus of the language itself is 

on the creation of contents and structure, while the layout can be adapted or changed 

separately (cf. Section  4.2.2). Therefore, the goal was to design a language that reflects the 

structure and composition of actual questionnaires, including common domain vocabulary and 

structures. Writing a program in the DSL should reflect looking at an actual questionnaire 

document, for example in a web browser, and feel as natural to language users as composing 

survey contents in a regular text editor. To this end, the language reference model was designed 

to present a textual counterpart of the HTML reference output and is composed according to 

the language concept introduced in Section  4.1, influenced in parts by the underlying HTML 

structure. 

 

Fig. 4|10. The structure of actual questionnaires and the HTML reference output 
document… 

 

Listing 4|7. …is reflected in the language design (note: the strings in the code excerpt are 
partly shortened in order to save space). 

01 title "Survey Title Goes Here" 
02  
03 numberBlocks 
04 numberItems 
05  
06 header "This is a general text that will always appear at the top of  

each page..." 
07  
08 block "This is the first block of questions." {   
09  item Demographics "Please tell us your name and age" { 
10      instructions (help) "The first two fields are standard open-ended  

questions..." 
11      textfield "First Name" Field1 limit 15 
12      textfield "Last Name" limit 30 
13      numerical "Age" min 1 max 99 limit 2 
14  } 
15 // ... 
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Concerning the language concept, the sample DSP clearly references the basic questionnaire 

structure as described in Section  4.1.1: The language reference model represents an instance of 

a questionnaire that is further divided into blocks and items. In turn, items can contain different 

types of answer categories that are presented in a homogeneous format, differing only between 

open- and closed-ended items. Similarly, where keywords are used in the language, the 

terminology is equivalent to the domain vocabulary identified in Chapter  3| and abstracted in 

the language concept. Comparing excerpts from the reference output (see Fig.  4|10) with the 

DSL reference model (see Listing  4|7), the contents of both documents are arranged in the same 

order. Apart from the plain questionnaire contents and structural commands, the reference 

model contains additional information that is not directly visible in the graphical representation. 

For example, document characteristics like block and item numbering (cf. Listing  4|7, ll. 03-04) 

are handled globally while field restrictions like character limit or minimum and maximum value 

can be adjusted individually for each element (cf. ll. 11-13). Overall, the language reference 

model strives to be easy to read and understand for domain novices and experts alike. 

4.3.2 Realization of Language Design Requirements 

In order to create a suitable language tailored to a certain domain, it is important to keep in 

mind the purpose of the DSL and the context in which it will be used. Of course, there are 

certain goals that every domain-specific language should or does strive for. These goals include, 

for example, ease-of-use and domain-focus. However, the respective context in which a 

language will be used can have great impact on how the domain-specific as well as the general 

language engineering requirements (cf. Section  3.5.2) can and must be realized. In the following, 

examples from the language reference model will be used to demonstrate how the general 

language engineering principles were implemented in the language design. 

Simplicity 

Many researchers and other survey creators still draft and refine their questionnaires in 

offline text editors before implementing them with the help of professionals or dedicated survey 

design tools. One major reason for this seems to be a lack of technological knowledge and the 

subjective perception that it is easier to change and manipulate questionnaire contents in a text 

file rather than a graphical editor, let alone programming code (cf. [Po10]). This separation 

between survey design and implementation can significantly slow down the overall survey 

creation process, especially when questionnaires are hand-coded by third-party service 

providers. Survey design tools like SurveyMonkey and Qualtrics try to bridge that gap with a 

seemingly intuitive and easy-to-use graphical interface. However, considering that large portions 

of questionnaires consist of text, a textual survey editor may feel more natural and thus easier 

to use to non-programming users. At the same time, a survey design DSL can also help to speed 

up the questionnaire implementation as a separate step by providing a language of limited 

vocabulary that is directly tailored to the survey design domain. While initially time has to be 

invested to learn the language, a DSL is arguably simpler and, once it has been learned, yields 

much quicker results than GPLs. 

In order to make the language attractive and easy to learn for both users with and without a 

programming background, an effort was made to map the domain vocabulary to the language 
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and use as few additional keywords and structures as possible. This includes making the use of 

many elements optional, allowing language users to generate a first, simple questionnaire in 

mere seconds. For example, a minimalistic DSP can contain as little as a questionnaire title, one 

block, and one item (cf. Listing  4|8). Furthermore, keyword and modifier names were chosen to 

reflect a natural use of the domain vocabulary and language in general. This was done with the 

intention of making programs written in the DSL as easy to read as regular text documents 

describing survey contents. Additionally, the editing environment provides user support through 

static semantics analysis and code completion suggestions. 

 

Listing 4|8. SurveMe is designed so that first results can be seen within seconds. 

Consistency 

While web technologies like HTML, JavaScript, and PHP allow for many interesting ways to 

adapt the presentation of web contents, it is important not to let details of the presentation and 

the temptation of a broader and deeper feature palette get in the way of the domain focus. That 

focus lies on the construction and generation of contents for web-based questionnaires and, as a 

DSL, SurveMe provides an abstract textual representation of all fundamental concepts. If the 

language contained further structures, for example allowing users to manipulate the 

presentation of each individual element, it might soon become as complex as the technologies it 

is meant to replace. This is not desirable and while compromises cannot always be avoided, 

every change to the language design or broadening of the scope has to be carefully questioned 

and evaluated. For instance, in the early stages of the language design, the DSL was meant to 

contain an additional structural element: the page. Like blocks and items, pages were meant to 

be used to group contents together and create custom paging designs. However, the use of such 

an element would have meant additional work for language users as each page would have had 

to be created and updated manually. This would have been especially time-consuming when 

creating questionnaires with individual pages for each item (cf. Listing  4|9, p. 74). Additionally, 

language users might have been confused by the difference between pages and blocks, and 

when to use which. An additional structural element could have also created more room for 

error, for example if language users tried to mix the different element types in one document. 

To avoid these complications, a global trigger was introduced to create paging designs based on 

either blocks or items. Thus, paging designs can be enabled, switched, and disabled in the 

header of the DSP document instantaneously. Furthermore, while the basic block-item hierarchy 

still needs to be respected, item-based paging designs can be created even from all items being 

contained in a single block. Although the introduction of a global trigger may not reflect and 

possibly disrupt the natural structure of questionnaires reflected in the language, it can save 

users a lot of time, prevent errors, and allows for quicker and more flexible changes to the 

01 title "My First Survey" 
02 
03 block { 
04  item Name "What is your name?" { 
05     textfield 
06  } 
07 } 
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overall document structure. In that sense, this concept makes intelligent and justifiable use of 

the advantages of an abstract, higher-level domain representation. For the same reason, block 

and item numbering is also handled globally rather than through arguably more intuitive manual 

numbering of the individual elements. 

 

Listing 4|9. The choice to replace the additional structural element page (left) with a global 
trigger (right) to create paging designs is a necessary compromise to the exact textual 
mapping of the questionnaire structure that can save space and time. 

Flexibility 

Just as in natural everyday languages, different DSL users may prefer to use different 

expressions to say the same thing. While some like to form full sentences, others may prefer to 

use abbreviations, “slang” and jargon terms, and short commands. Similarly, while some like to 

experiment with a language, others just want to stick to the basics, without any embellishments. 

A good language design should always account for diversity in usage styles, but at the same time 

keep the language clean and precise. For the SurveMe language reference model, a special effort 

was made to provide a small basic vocabulary that could be used to create a multitude of 

different questionnaires. Default versions of item types are available without having to dig 

deeper into the language syntax and semantics. For example, the keyword singleSelect stands 

for a vertically aligned set of answer options presented as radio buttons. It is possible to 

explicitly specify the alignment via different modifiers. While the horizontal and dropdown 

modifiers change the alignment and presentation of the answer categories, respectively, the 

vertical modifier is inherently associated with the default presentation. That means, it does 

not have to be used for the item to be presented in that way, but it can help language users to 

remember which alignment they chose for an item. Multi-select alignment as well as ranking 

and scale types are handled in the same way. Also, the language provides certain features that 

are purely optional, for instance skip logic and text piping. These techniques are not necessary 

for the creation of simple questionnaires, and can therefore be ignored by novice users until 

they have become familiar with the basic language structures. Item and block numbering as well 

as paging designs also do not have to be incorporated in the survey design process. In addition 

01 title "Survey Title“ 
02  
03 page { 
04  block {  
05      item Item1 "..." { 
06          //... 
07      } 
08  } 
09 } 
10  
11 page { 
12  block { 
13      item Item2 "..." { 
14          //... 
15      } 
16  } 
17 } 

01 title "Survey Title" 
02  
03 createPageForEach item 
04  
05 block {   
06  item Item1 "..." { 
07      //... 
08  } 
09   
10  item Item2 "..." { 
11      //... 
12  } 
13 } 
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to the above, it is possible to, for example, implement synonymous names for certain item types 

that are known from common survey terminology or to provide short-cut commands for 

advanced language users in the future. While the former can make learning the language easier 

for users accustomed to a certain nomenclature, the latter can help further speed up the survey 

creation process. 

Homogeneity 

Arguably one of the most important principles of (software) language engineering is 

homogeneity. This requirement stands for a coherent language design that consistently maps 

related language concepts to identical or closely similar representations. Unrelated concepts, on 

the other hand, should be represented in clearly distinguishable forms. This makes it easier for 

language users to recognize related elements and to consequently learn and make proper use of 

the language in general. 

 

Listing 4|10. Closed-ended items (left) and open-ended items (right) are represented in 
slightly different formats, but each item type in itself follows a consistent syntactic style. 

The basic language concept of the DSL created as part of this thesis provides the basis for 

such a homogeneous language design: The questionnaire document, block, and item elements 

create a hierarchical structure that builds the scaffolding for the survey contents. Each structural 

element is further divided into several smaller content elements, which are reflected similarly in 

the language if they have a similar semantic meaning. For example, block titles and items’ 

requests for an answer are both strings of text that can simply be written behind the respective 

element’s keyword, while other contents of the two elements are written in their bodies. Similar 

types of answer categories are also represented in the same ways. That means, the two groups 

of open-ended answer spaces and closed-ended answer options look slightly different, but each 

group has a distinct, overarching representation style. Open-ended items can contain as little as 

01 item AllFavFlavors "Please check  
all kinds of ice-cream you  
like this time." { 

02  vertical multiSelect { 
03      - "Vanilla" Vanilla 
04      - "Chocolate" Chocolate 
05      - "Strawberry" Strwbry 
06      // ... 
07  } 
08 } 
09  
10 item SurveyLove "Please tell us  

just how much you love this  
survey!" { 

11  scale { 
12      - "1" NotAtAll 
13      - "2" NotVeryMuch 
14      - "3" ALittleBit 
15      - "4" ILikeIt 
16      - "5" VeryMuch 
17  } } 

01 item Demographics "Please tell  
us your name and age" { 

02  textfield "First Name" limit 15 
03  textfield "Last Name" limit 30 
04  numerical "Age" min 1 max 99 

limit 2 
05 } 
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one keyword denoting the type of answer space to be used. However, it is also possible to 

provide a semantic concept, label, and information on the character limit for an answer space, 

as well as minimum and maximum values for numericals. Closed-ended items require a slightly 

more detailed specification of their answer options. At the same time, options have the same 

syntax for all kinds of closed-ended items, even matrices which require the separate 

specification of rows and columns. Each option contains at least a text label and/or an image, 

but can optionally also have a semantic concept as well as an attached text field for further 

elaboration. Furthermore, the terms block and item that language users know from setting up 

the questionnaire structure are re-used as page indicator values and in the block and item 

numbering triggers. 

Color 

Color can help make certain aspects of a language easier to understand and add to the 

overall clarity and readability of programs written in a DSL. This can, for instance, be achieved 

through syntax highlighting, which typically emphasizes keywords, strings, and numerical values 

in different colors and font styles. For the SurveMe language prototype, no custom syntax 

highlighting was implemented as the default highlighting provided by the Eclipse development 

environment proved to be sufficient. The same basic color scheme was used for the creation of 

the language reference model. Should the DSL editor be realized as a stand-alone application in 

the future, it is thinkable to further enhance the syntax highlighting if need be. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the overall concept for the SurveMe DSL was introduced, giving a first 

impression of the domain abstraction as well as the overall language scope and structure. 

Keeping in mind the internal construct of web-based questionnaires, structural elements like 

blocks and items were mapped to a hierarchical language design, completed by element-specific 

contents. Furthermore, a semantic differentiation was made between closed-ended and open-

ended answer categories, and additional concepts related to the dynamic presentation of 

questionnaires included. Altogether, the language concept provides an overview of how the 

domain knowledge and concepts were abstracted and mapped to the language design. 

The DSL design process was primarily affected by the two language artifacts created in 

preparation of the language implementation: the HTML reference output and the language 

reference model. Both were introduced and described in detail with an emphasis on their 

particular influence on the language design. Presenting concrete exemplary instances of the 

future front- and back-end of the language toolset, both the reference output document and the 

language reference model were designed to cover the entirety of concepts abstracted by the 

language and were developed simultaneously and iteratively. The HTML reference output 

document, on the one hand, provides an impression of what questionnaires generated with the 

help of the DSL might look like and how the different domain concepts covered by the language 

are visualized. On a technical level, special functionality and enhancements of the language 

supported by this specific output format in conjunction with other common web technologies 

were detailed and shown in exemplary code excerpts. The DSL reference model, on the other 

hand, can be seen as the textual counterpart to the reference output and similarly covers 
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examples of all elements and relationships supported by the future language. The 

representation of the basic language concept in this concrete instance of a DSP was shown, and 

examples for the realization of general language engineering principles in the language design 

provided. 

Together, the two reference artifacts serve as the basis for the actual language 

implementation, which will be covered in the next chapter. This entails, first of all, the derivation 

of a concrete language syntax, a generalized mold for the creation of DSPs like the language 

reference model. Furthermore, high-level processing rules describing the transformation of 

programs written in the DSL to the HTML output format as well as validation rules for the 

support of language users have to be implemented. 
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5| Language Implementation 
In previous chapters, both concrete and general requirements on a DSL for web-based 

survey design have been investigated (Chapter  3|) and the language modeled through the 

creation of two exemplary instances of the language toolset’s front- and back-end (Chapter  4|). 

Having thereby approached the language design on a rather conceptual level, these two artifacts 

can now serve as the basis for the concrete DSL implementation. While the third tier of Walter’s 

language engineering workflow [WM11][Wa12], namely the “language definition”, only provides 

for the derivation of the language syntax and processing rules, the realization of the SurveMe 

DSL and associated tool support can actually be broken down into four steps: 

1. Grammar definition 

2. Generation of language artifacts (automated) 

3. Definition of code generator 

4. Enhancement of language editor 

Like with any other language engineering process, the first step towards the implementation of a 

DSL is the grammar definition. To this end, the concrete syntax for the SurveMe language was 

declared in the Xtext grammar language (Section  5.2). The corresponding meta-model (i.e. the 

abstract syntax) as well as other language artifacts like the parser and parts of the IDE 

infrastructure, on the other hand, were automatically created by the framework. Thirdly, in 

order to produce fully functional, interactive and dynamic questionnaires with the help of the 

language, the domain-specific concepts defined in the grammar had to be mapped to the target 

platform, namely web browsers. This was achieved through the implementation of an HTML 

code generator containing rules for the translation of all individual DSL entities (Section  5.3). 

Finally, the SurveMe editor, another automatically generated byproduct of the language 

implementation process, was enhanced to better support language users. While there are many 

possible ways to do this, for the prototypical implementation, the focus was on code validation 

and corresponding feedback. Therefore, a number of custom validation rules were defined for 

the language, supporting the creation of semantically and syntactically correct DSPs in the 

SurveMe language (Section  5.4). 

This chapter aims to provide further details of the implementation of SurveMe. This includes 

an overview of the technologies used in and more insights into the realization of the four steps 

described above. 

5.1 Technologies Used 

Being a well-established and widely recognized technology that is constantly developed 

further, Xtext was chosen as the main tool for the DSL implementation. The framework and all 

corresponding technology shall be briefly introduced in the following. 
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5.1.1 Xtext 

Xtext is an open-source framework for the development of general purpose as well as 

domain-specific languages, developed by German IT company itemis. As opposed to plain parser 

generators, Xtext provides an extensive language infrastructure including default 

implementations of a generator and language editor, which can be tailored to fit. Embedded in 

the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), the language workbench provides comprehensive IDE 

integration and support for the developed languages. This comprises a text editor with 

customizable syntax highlighting, code completion, and quick fixes, providing the necessary 

infrastructure for the implementation of a unique development environment for DSLs. 

Furthermore, due to Xtext’s EMF integration, it can be used together with other EMF-based 

technologies and frameworks. The framework’s grammar language, itself a DSL implemented 

with Xtext, uses a simple Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) notation for context-free 

grammars that is extended with structural elements, and is specifically tailored to the creation of 

textual DSLs. 

SurveMe, the DSL for web-based survey design conceptualized in Chapter  4|, was 

implemented with the help of the Eclipse Xtext/Xtend 2.2.1 Distribution (Indigo)32, the latest 

release at the time the project started. This software development kit (SDK) also includes the 

Xtend code generation language as a part of Xtext and specifically supports the generation of 

DSLs for the Eclipse platform. In order to avoid possible inconsistencies and incompatibilities, 

upgrades to later releases were purposely evaded. 

5.1.2 Xtend 

In conjunction with the Xtext language development framework, the statically typed 

programming language Xtend is provided as the basis for the creation of code generators. Xtend 

is yet another DSL written in Xtext and compiles to Java source code. The language looks and 

reads similar to Java and fully supports Java generics, but also introduces some simplifications 

and extended functionality, for instance local type inference, multiple dispatch methods, and 

the renouncement of statements. Furthermore, so-called template expressions can be used for 

string concatenation in order to define arbitrary programming code to be generated from an 

Xtext grammar. Templates are framed by three single quotes on each side and can contain one 

or more lines of code with nested and interpolated expressions. The latter are contained in so-

called guillemets (also known as «French quotes») and can serve to insert expression rules 

generating dynamic values into a string or implement control structures. Xtend code generators 

can be created for any language defined in Xtext, mapping the language concepts to an existing 

other language, i.e. defining translations based on Java constructs. 

In the context of this work, Xtend was used to implement a prototypical code generator for 

an HTML representation of DSPs written in SurveMe. As such, the generator is called by the Xtext 

builder every time a language user creates or makes changes to a DSP file, and produces a fully 

functional HTML questionnaire with the contents specified by the user. 

                                                 
32

 Download: http://download.itemis.com/distros/eclipse-SDK-3.7.1-Xtext-2.2.1-win32.zip, last accessed: 28 January, 

2013. 

http://download.itemis.com/distros/eclipse-SDK-3.7.1-Xtext-2.2.1-win32.zip
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5.1.3 Eclipse Platform and IDE 

Xtext provides integrated support for the implementation of customized IDE features for the 

language editor, including syntax highlighting, code completion, and static analysis. A Java class 

stub is provided for the implementation of validation rules, which can be extended and adapted 

to the individual demands of a language. The respective rules are automatically called by the 

framework during the validation phase. Java is an object-oriented GPL and one of the most 

commonly used programming languages worldwide, according to TIOBE Software’s 

“Programming Community Index for January 2013” [Ti13]. The compatibility of the language 

with a wide range of platforms, devices, and networks as well as its efficiency and security 

contribute to its overall popularity. In the context of this work, Java was used to implement 

language-specific check methods in order to catch possible errors and prevent language users 

from the incorrect use of language concepts and structures, for example the indication of invalid 

or incompatible references for text piping. Language users are thus further supported and 

guided in the creation of DSPs, allowing them to use SurveMe without fear of making mistakes 

that could lead to the creation of faulty or non-functional output. 

5.2 Grammar Definition 

The concrete syntax of a language “defines the notation with which users can express 

programs” [Vö13], that means it serves as an interface for language users and is thus crucial to 

the overall language design. As such, a syntax consists of a set of rules and can take different 

shapes, for example, it can be textual, graphical, tabular, or a mix thereof. The syntax rules of a 

DSL define how the language is structured and what code written in the language will look like, 

including definitions regarding keywords, symbols, and overall layout. To define and revise these 

rules is a fundamental step in the creation of any language. To this end, the SurveMe syntax 

rules were largely derived from the DSL reference model and the HTML reference output 

introduced in Chapter  4| and declared in the EBNF-based Xtext grammar language.33 The 

language reference model in particular served as an influence for the abstraction of general 

syntax rules and semantics in this work. It shall further be noted that the definition of the 

concrete syntax had a backward effect on the reference artifacts, just like the artifact generation 

had previously affected the overall language design. Consequently, slight alterations were made 

both in terms of terminology and syntax, improving the overall consistency and homogeneity of 

the language. Along with the grammar definition, the code generator and processing rules 

introduced in Section  5.3 and  5.4 were simultaneously developed in order to provide an 

opportunity for instant language testing and modifications. 

The abstract syntax tree (AST) of languages written in Xtext is automatically derived from the 

grammar definition in the form of an Ecore meta-model. This additional data structure provides 

an abstract view on the “semantically relevant information expressed by a program” [Vö13]. In 

other words, it represents what the language looks like to the compiler on a rather technical 

level, ignoring details of the notation like keywords and whitespace. In order to avoid 

reiterations of the same basic concepts, a detailed discussion of the abstract syntax shall be 

                                                 
33

 Note: This does not imply that SurveMe is in any way dependent on HTML. Questionnaires defined in the language 

can theoretically be transformed into a variety of output formats, depending on the provided generators. 
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foregone at this point since a more generic look at the language has already been provided in 

Section  4.1. Instead, this section will focus on details of the concrete syntax implementation for 

SurveMe, pointing out unique language features, design choices, and semantic meaning behind 

the language constructs. 

5.2.1 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires are the top-level language construct in SurveMe and thus defined as the 

entry rule of the DSL. A questionnaire has to contain a title and one or more blocks. On top of 

that, it may optionally contain a reference to a style sheet as well as triggers for paging designs, 

block and item numbering, and a header text (cf. Listing  5|1). A questionnaire is created through 

the specification of its contents. That means it is not necessary to explicitly declare a 

questionnaire element in the language. Instead, each DSP represents a single instance of a 

questionnaire. By entering the keyword title followed by a string into an empty DSP file, the 

specification of a questionnaire is started. Consequently, no keyword is required to denote the 

end of a questionnaire. This design decision, in turn, means that no more than one 

questionnaire can be defined within any single SurveMe program. The intention of this is to 

provide a more intuitive and realistic mapping of the survey design domain to a textual 

representation. Just like in real life, different questionnaires are represented by different 

documents and a document ends where its contents end. 

 

Listing 5|1. Comparison of DSL (left) and DSP (right): Questionnaires are the top-level 
language construct of SurveMe. 

Using this declaration, language users can create a fully functional web-based questionnaire, 

the scope and interactivity of which depends on the specified contents. While a questionnaire 

may contain as little as a title and a block containing a single item (for example, see Listing  4|8, 

p. 73), the language supports a variety of questionnaire item types that can be individually 

customized, providing the infrastructure to create fully personalized and dynamic surveys. 

Furthermore, the presentation of the questionnaire can be changed from the default layout to a 

01 Questionnaire : {Questionnaire} 
02  "title" title=STRING 
03  ("style" style=STRING)? 
04   
05  ("createPageForEach" 
pageIndicator=PageIndicator)? 
06  (blockNumberingOn?="numberBlocks")? 
07  (itemNumberingOn?="numberItems")? 
08   
09  ("header" surveyHeader=STRING)? 
10  (blocks+=Block)+ 
11 ; 
12  
13      PageIndicator: 
14          (block?="block") |  

(item?="item") 
15      ;  

01 title "My Questionnaire" 
02 // no style 
03 createPageForEach item 
04 numberItems 
05 
06 header "My Header Text"{ 
07 
08 block "First block" { 
09  item "Question text" { 
10     // answer categories 
11  } 
12 } 
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custom style using the style keyword and a reference to the location of a CSS file, rudimentarily 

implemented as a simple text string. 

5.2.2 Blocks 

Blocks are second-level elements in the SurveMe language hierarchy. A block is declared 

through the keyword block, optionally followed by a title string and/or the keyword 

introduction and a descriptive text as well as a list of items in curly brackets (cf. Listing  5|2). 

The primary purpose of blocks is to provide a structure to group and arrange questionnaire 

items, but they can also be used as page indicators in order to divide the contents of a survey 

into several pages. Blocks are essential to the creation of any survey as a questionnaire 

document needs to contain at least one block. A block declaration translates to a distinctly and 

visibly accentuated area in the questionnaire that frames any contained elements, providing a 

visual clue as to which groups of items belong together. 

 

Listing 5|2. Comparison of DSL (left) and DSP (right): Blocks serve as structural elements and 
can contain an arbitrary number of items. 

5.2.3 Items 

Typically accounting for the better part of a questionnaire’s contents, items represent a 

generic frame for different types of open- and closed-ended questions and answer categories. 

As shown in Listing  5|3, p. 84), a simple item declaration contains the keyword item followed by 

a unique identifier – preferably a descriptive semantic concept – and a list of text elements 

constituting a request for an answer34. This list can contain both regular strings and text piping 

references. The latter are composed of the keyword insertAnswer and a reference to the 

piping item’s ID. Furthermore, the respective item’s answer categories are declared in curly 

brackets. Additionally, items can contain a number of optional elements. For instance, the 

keyword required can be used in front of the item declaration in order to mark the item for 

input validation, and a reference to a trigger option can be defined after the request for an 

answer in order to realize skip logic. Such a reference contains either the qualified name of a 

single answer option or field or a combination of two references to a row and column 

combination of a matrix item (cf. Listing  5|3, top, ll. 09-15). Besides the actual answer spaces or 

options, an item can also contain further instructions for respondents as well as a single string 

serving as a sentence opener for the answer categories. 

                                                 
34

 Note: In the following, the term ID is used to refer to identifiers, i.e. semantic concepts, defined in the DSL, whereas 

id refers to an HTML attribute. The two are not to be confused. 

01 Block: {Block} 
02  "block" (title=STRING)?  

("introduction" intro=STRING)? 
03      "{" 
04          (items+=Item)* 
05      "}" 
06 ; 

01 block "First block"  
     introduction "This block  
       deals with..." { 
02   // block contents 
03 } 
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The composition of individual items has an effect on how they are presented in the 

questionnaire and how they are tied in with other items or affected by overall questionnaire 

logic. For instance, the example from the language reference model presented in Listing  5|3 

(bottom) shows a required item asking for respondents’ reaction to a bad buy. In order to form 

full sentences from the provided answer categories, a sentence opener (“I would…”) is provided. 

A second item asks respondents to elaborate on the chosen answer category, piping the 

selected option’s label text into the request for an answer. Semantically, this means that the 

second item will not be shown to respondents until they have answered the previous question. 

This is because the second item does not “know” what to ask for until the first one has been 

answered. 

 

Listing 5|3. Comparison of DSL (top) and DSP (bottom): The larger part of questionnaire 
contents is realized through items. In an example from the DSL reference model the text of 
one question’s selected answer category is piped to another item’s question. 

01 Item: 
02  (required?="required")? "item" name=ID (requests+=Text)+  

(hasTrigger?="showIf" itemTrigger=Trigger)? 
03      "{" 
04          (instructions=Instructions)? 
05          (answerOpener=PlainText)? 
06          answers=AnswerCategories 
07      "}" 
08 ; 
09      Trigger: 
10          trigger=[TriggerRef|FQN] ("x" columnTrigger=[Option|FQN])? 
11      ; 
12   
13      TriggerRef: 
14          Option | FreeInput 
15      ; 

01 required item DislikeIceCream "Please tell us what you would do  
if you bought an ice-cream and did not like it?" { 

02  // ... 
03  "I would..." 
04  singleSelect { 
05      - "take the ice-cream-back to the shop" Return 
06      - "eat the ice-cream anyway" Eat 
07      - "give the ice-cream to a kid" GiveToKid 
08      - "throw the ice-cream away" ThrowAway 
09      - "cry" Cry 
10      - "do none of the above" ^NA 
11  } 
12 } 
13  
14 item ReactionDislikeIC "Please elaborate on why you would choose to"  

insertAnswer DislikeIceCream { 
15  // ... 
16  textarea limit 350 
17 } 
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5.2.4 Answer Categories 

Answer categories are what distinguishes one item from another, on a semantic level. There 

are a total of eight different types of answer categories, which can be divided into two groups: 

open-ended and closed-ended (cf. Fig.  4|2, p. 52). Individual descriptions of the eight concrete 

types of answer categories can be found in Section  4.1.2. Syntactically, AnswerCategories is the 

abstract super type of ClosedEnded and OpenEnded, which means that no concrete instances of 

AnswerCategories can be created. In turn, ClosedEnded is the abstract super type of five 

different kinds of answer categories: SingleSelect, MultiSelect, Ranking, Matrix, and 

Scale. For each of these types, a set of fixed answer options can be defined, from which 

respondents may later choose one or more. Only one kind of closed-ended answer categories 

can be used within an item, for example single-select answer categories cannot be combined 

with rankings. The type OpenEnded, on the other hand, comprises three kinds of answer spaces 

for free text input – TextField, TextArea, and Numerical – which can be freely combined to 

form lists.  

 

Listing 5|4. Answer categories of the same super type, for example single-select and 
rankings, use a similar notation. 

For reasons of homogeneity (cf. Section  3.5.2), answer categories of the same direct super 

type are syntactically similar to one another. For example, since both are instances of 

ClosedEnded, the declaration for rankings and single-selects looks almost identical 

(cf. Listing  5|4). In their most basic form, both start with the respective type-specific keyword, 

i.e. singleSelect or ranking, followed by a list of answer options in curly brackets. 

Additionally, the presentation style of either type can be modified through the use of enum 

values in front of the type keyword. For single-selects, language users can specify a vertical, 

horizontal, or dropdown alignment of the answer categories. For rankings, matrix and 

sortable types are available. Matrices use a similar notation style but list options for columns 

01 SingleSelect: 
02  (align=Alignment)? "singleSelect" "{"  
03     (options+=Option)+ 
04   "}" 
05 ; 
06      enum Alignment: 
07          VERTICAL="vertical" | HORIZONTAL="horizontal" 

| DROPDOWN="dropdown" 
08      ; 
09  
10 // ... 
11  
12 Ranking: 
13  (rankType=RankType)? "ranking" "{"  
14     (options+=Option)+ 
15   "}" 
16 ; 
17  
18      enum RankType: 
19          MATRIX="matrix" | SORTABLE="sortable" 
20      ; 
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and rows separately. Scales exclusively provide the choice between custom answer options and 

the automatic generation of numerical scale points (cf. Section  5.2.6). Text fields, areas, and 

numericals also have a very similar and extremely simple notation style. The type-specific key 

word, for example textfield, is all it takes to declare an open-ended answer space. 

Additionally, all open-ended types of answer categories can have a label, unique identifier, and 

custom character limit, denoted by the keyword limit followed by an integer value. Numericals 

are special in that they may further contain a restriction on the smallest and highest value 

respondents can enter, specified through the keywords min and max in combination with integer 

values. 

Semantically, each concrete type of answer category has its own meaning and differs greatly 

in terms of presentation and the associated kind of interaction. There can even be great 

variations between individual instances of the same type of answer category, for example slider 

scales and regular scales. The concrete syntax for the individual categories is designed to let 

language users focus on the creation of contents, but also gives them power over the 

presentation style. However, the latter only results in slight notational deviations, which helps 

maintain a consistent and homogeneous language design. This can also make learning the 

language a lot easier as concepts known from one type of answer category can be found in other 

related types. 

5.2.5 Options 

Options can be used in all types of closed-ended answer categories in order to create lists of 

pre-defined answer categories for respondents to choose from. While options may be 

represented in different ways, the basic structure is always the same: The declaration of an 

option starts with a keyword in the form of a hyphen (-) reflecting a natural use of punctuation 

marks in lists. This is followed by a LabelAndImage element, which can actually contain a single 

text label, a single image, or both. Optionally, options may also have an ID, which is required in 

order to use them as triggers for other items, and they can be marked as pre-selected via the 

check keyword. Finally, options may also contain a single text field allowing respondents to add 

a reply not covered by the other provided options. This is realized through the keyword other, 

optionally followed by the declaration of a character limit for the text field (cf. Listing  5|5). 

 

Listing 5|5. Comparison of DSL (left) and DSP (right): Options always use the same notation, 
regardless of the type of answer category they are used within. 

01 Option: 
02  "-" labelAndImage=LabelAndImage  

(name=ID)? (selected?="check")?  
(otherOption=OtherOption)?  

03 
04      //... 
05 
06      OtherOption: {OtherOption} 
07          "other" ("limit"  

maxChars=INT)? 
08      ; 

01 singleSelect { 
02   - "Option A" check 
03   - "Option B" 
04   - "Option C" 
05   - "My Answer:" other  

  limit 30 
06 } 
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Despite their different roles and forms of presentation in the context of, for example, single-

select and ranking items, options always represent the available answer alternatives for an item. 

As such, they have to be transmitted to respondents in a form that conveys the informational 

value or semantic meaning carried by the individual options: text and/or images. Furthermore, 

options can also have semantic meaning within the questionnaire itself, for example as triggers 

for other items. For that purpose, they need to be unambiguously distinguishable. Since it is very 

well possible that the same text label is used more than once in the same questionnaire, 

language users can provide a unique ID for each option. This ID should take the form of a 

semantic concept since it is also used to denote the option in data sets submitted by 

respondents, and is thus relevant for statistical purposes. Should no semantic concept be 

explicitly stated, it is automatically created by the HTML generator (cf. Section  5.3). 

5.2.6 Scale Points 

As opposed to other closed-ended items, scales are not necessarily labeled with images or 

actual text. Instead, numerical values are often used to denote the individual answer 

alternatives and some scale types only use labels at the left- and right-hand side of the first and 

last option, respectively, with all other options remaining unlabeled. Rather than forcing 

language users to manually define a list of scale points or empty text labels, a dedicated 

alternative element is provided for the quick and easy generation of numerically labeled or 

empty answer alternatives: ScalePoints (cf. Listing  5|6). Realized through the keyword 

scalePoints in conjunction with an integer value, this element indicates the desired amount of 

points to be created. It is up to language users to decide whether they would like to actually 

display the scale numbers, which can be achieved by adding the keyword show at the end of a 

scale point declaration. Thereby, a variety of different kinds of scales can be created. 

 

Listing 5|6. Comparison of DSL (left) and DSP (right): Scale points can be used in place of 
options to automatically generate numerically labeled answer options for scales. 

Scale points do not have to be explicitly numbered in order to be associated with an inherent 

semantic meaning. One question from the language reference model, for example, asks 

respondents “How satisfied are you with the fact that this survey has not ended yet?”, providing 

a 10-point semantic differential scale with the extrema “Very unsatisfied” and “Very satisfied” on 

the left and right end, respectively. Respondents will automatically associate this labeling with 

an ascending measurement of their satisfaction. However, the same could also be achieved 

without numerically labeling the scale options, as is demonstrated by a similar item asking for 

respondents’ satisfaction with themselves, which makes use of the same extreme values as the 

example above, but no scale points. Here, the numerical values are only used internally for 

statistical purposes and to provide identifiers for the individual answer categories. 

01 ScalePoints: 
02  "scalePoints" noOfScalePoints=INT  

(show?="show")? 
03 ; 

01 scale { 
02   scalePoints 10 show 
03 } 
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5.2.7 Labels and Images 

Options are primarily constituted of a label text, image, or both. Thus, options’ syntactical 

construct contains a reference to the abstract type LabelAndImage, which can contain a single 

instance of a (text) Label, Image, or both (LabelImage). A text label is similarly structured as 

items’ answer requests and is composed of a list of plain and piped text, which contains one or 

more elements. Images are created with the keyword image and a reference to an image 

location, provisionally implemented as a plain string or uniform resource location (URL). 

Just like items containing piped text in their answer request, items containing labels with 

piped text are initially hidden until the text to be piped is available. Otherwise, the respective 

labels would be empty and the item unusable. If possible, image locations are resolved and the 

associated images displayed together with or instead of the text label. If it is not possible to 

resolve the image reference, it will simply be ignored in order to prevent errors in the 

questionnaire layout. 

5.3 The HTML Generator 

In order to make use out of programs written in a DSL, they are usually either executed by an 

interpreter running on the language’s target platform or transformed by a generator into a 

different format, typically GPL source code. The latter can then be compiled and run on the 

target platform. In order to implement a working generator, the domain-specific concepts have 

to be mapped to the output language in the form of what Völter refers to as “execution 

semantics” [Vö13]. These translation rules are applied to the AST that is generated as a meta-

model for each individual DSP, giving meaning to a program upon its execution. The source code 

that is to be output by the generator is typically defined in a so-called template language, for 

example Xtend. Template languages are characterized by a mix of code used to traverse the AST 

and interpolated expressions containing code to be generated. Generally, the source code that is 

output by a generator is treated as plain text, meaning the template editor itself is unaware of 

which target language is used and thus cannot provide any support for it. 

In the case of SurveMe, a prototypical generator was implemented, which translates DSPs 

into HTML code enriched with JavaScript and external CSS styling according to the HTML 

reference output described in Section  4.2. The SurveMe HTML generator is implemented in the 

form of an Xtend class called SurveMeGenerator, which implements the IGenerator interface 

and doGenerate() as the top-level method for code generation. While large parts of the 

generated code are static, such as the basic HTML questionnaire, block, and item structures, and 

the questionnaire logic implemented in JavaScript, a lot of the content-related details depend on 

the respective input model. For example, the concrete question and answer category texts and 

labels as well as the overall composition of blocks and different item types are entirely up to the 

language user. Text strings and item’s semantic concepts, for example, are therefore 

dynamically inserted into the HTML markup of the individual items. Some of the main ideas 

behind the SurveMe execution semantics shall be illustrated in the following, based on selected 

examples from the code generator. 
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5.3.1 Generating the Overall Questionnaire Structure 

As in all code generators implemented in Xtend, the doGenerate() method (cf. Listing  5|7) 

is responsible for traversing the AST of documents written in the DSL and is called every time a 

DSP is changed and saved in the Eclipse editor. The corresponding model file is represented by 

the resource parameter in the method’s parameter list, while the file system access (fsa) 

variable is used as the output stream for the generated code. The SurveMe generator creates an 

HTML file for each questionnaire document, using the questionnaire’s title as the file name35. 

The generator method generateQuestionnaire() is then called to fill the document with 

contents. This method, in turn, calls three individual methods generating the head, contents, 

and footer of the questionnaire document. 

 

Listing 5|7. The doGenerate() method traverses the AST of programs written in SurveMe 
and transforms the DSL concepts into HTML output. 

The generateSurveyHeader() method 

The generateSurveyHeader() method is responsible for creating the upper part of the 

generated HTML document. Starting with the HTML5 document type declaration and the 

opening <html> tag, the method furthermore generates the complete document head. This 

includes, first of all, a reference to the default or custom CSS layout file36 and jQuery plug-in 

references, followed by the jQuery functions and commands responsible for questionnaire logic, 

as introduced in Section  4.2. 

The code generated by this method is mostly static, except for the document title and the 

jQuery code related to block and item numbering as well as the form wizard implementation. 

Since both element numbering and paging questionnaire designs have to be explicitly enabled 

by language users, the related code is only added to the document if required (cf. Listing  5|8, 

p. 90). A first IF statement checks whether block numbering is switched on in the DSP file. If that 

is the case, the corresponding jQuery method number() is called on all HTML elements with the 

class attribute block, adding a list number to the element. Similarly, a second IF statement 

checks whether item numbering is enabled. However, as opposed to block numbering, a further 

differentiation is made: If a scrolling questionnaire design is used, items are alphabetically 

                                                 
35

 Note: The prototype does not filter user-input strings for special characters (e.g. “/“) or structures that might lead 

to issues in creating a document title. 
36

 Note: The default style sheet is expected to be found under http://localhost/SurveMeSurvey/style/ 
CSS_SurveMeSurvey.css. This can only be changed in the code generator. Alternatively, language users can define 
their own style reference in their DSP. 

01 override void doGenerate(Resource resource, IFileSystemAccess fsa) { 
02  // generate HTML file for each survey 
03  for(q : resource.allContents.toIterable.filter(typeof(Questionnaire))) 
04    { 
05      fsa.generateFile(q.title + ".html", 
06          q.generateQuestionnaire("")) 
07    } 
08 } 
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numbered37, but if a paging design built on items is applied and no block numbers used, items 

receive regular numerical list values. This is in order to allow item-based paging designs to 

contain more than 26 items at once (cf. Section  5.4.2). 

 

Listing 5|8. The jQuery functions for block and item numbering are only called if required. 

The generateSurveyContents() method 

The generateSurveyContents() method generates the body of the HTML output, 

containing the survey_document element, which in turn holds the survey header and contents, 

including the survey form (cf. Fig.  4|3, p. 59). The concrete HTML elements contained in the 

survey form can differ greatly between two questionnaires, depending on the respective DSP 

implementation.  

 

Listing 5|9. Since the concrete contents and overall arrangement of blocks and items 
(paging vs. scrolling design) are usually different for every questionnaire written in SurveMe, 
both are created dynamically with the help of additional methods. 

Therefore, an IF statement checks whether a scrolling design or a paging design based on blocks 

is used. If so, a FOR loop iterates over all blocks and calls the generateBlock() method. 

Otherwise, two FOR loops are used, the first of which also iterates over all blocks with the 

second one iterating over all items contained in a block, calling the generateSingleItem() 

method for each one. The difference here is that, in the first case, the block-item-structure 

                                                 
37

 Note: The corresponding method is called alphabetize(), which is not to be confused with items being arranged 

in alphabetical order. 

01 «IF q.blockNumberingOn» 
02 $(".block").number(); 
03 «ENDIF» 
04 «IF (q.itemNumberingOn)» 
05  «IF (q.pageIndicator != null) && (q.pageIndicator.item)» 
06      «IF !q.blockNumberingOn» 
07      $(".survey_item").number(); 
08      «ENDIF» 
09  «ELSE» 
10  $(".survey_item").alphabetize() 
11  «ENDIF» 
12 «ENDIF» 

01 «IF (q.pageIndicator == null) || (q.pageIndicator.block)» 
02  «FOR Block b : q.blocks» 
03      «b.generateBlock» 
04  «ENDFOR» 
05 «ELSE» 
06  «FOR Block b : q.blocks» 
07      «FOR Item i : b.items» 
08          «i.generateSingleItem(b)» 
09      «ENDFOR» 
10  «ENDFOR» 
11 «ENDIF» 
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defined in the DSP is maintained, whereas otherwise block declarations are largely ignored. 

Instead, individual blocks are generated for each item, using only the title – if defined – of the 

block the item belongs to according to the questionnaire declaration. This approach ensures that 

the FormWizard plug-in used to create the paging design works correctly and that the default 

layout still looks solid, even when items are distributed over several pages. 

The generateSurveyFooter() method 

The last of the survey generator methods, generateSurveyFooter(), is currently only used 

to end the HTML document by providing closing tags for the body and html elements, as well as 

a few div containers. The reason why this functionality was not simply integrated in 

generateSurveyContents()is to provide the potential for the method to be extended upon in 

the future. For instance, the new HTML5 footer element could be used to include copyright 

information or contact data. 

5.3.2 Generating Blocks and Items 

The main building blocks of questionnaires generated with SurveMe are blocks and items. 

The two types of elements can be arranged and combined in a myriad of different ways, and 

further diversified through the definition of different contents. The HTML generator uses three 

different methods for the generation of blocks and items, depending on the kind of 

questionnaire design that is applied. The three methods and their intended use are introduced 

in the following. 

The generateBlock() and generateItem() methods 

The standard methods for the generation of blocks and items are generateBlock() and 

generateItem(). The two methods are used to realize scrolling questionnaire designs as well as 

paging designs based on blocks and create div elements of the class block or item, respectively. 

Within these methods, IF statements are used to generate further div containers for only those 

element-specific contents that are declared in the respective DSP. Block titles and introduction 

texts, for example, are only generated if a title or introduction has actually been defined 

(cf. Listing  5|10, p. 92, ll. 04-14). A FOR loop (ll. 16-18) iterates through a block’s item list and 

calls generateItem() for each contained item element. If the list is empty, no items are 

created. Thereby, it is possible to create blocks that only contain text but no items. Generated 

items’ semantic concepts are inserted into the corresponding HTML element’s custom attribute 

data-concept. Similarly, if an item has a trigger, that trigger is passed to the custom attribute 

data-myTrigger. This attribute is then used by jQuery in order to provide the necessary 

infrastructure for skip logic (cf. Section  4.2.3). Since a question can be composed of plain text 

and piped text elements, the dispatch method38 generateText() is called on each element 

contained in the request list, resulting in the generation of a single string. Another dispatch 

method is used to generate the item’s answer categories, differentiating between open- and 

closed-ended types. Finally, an error message is generated for items that have been marked as 

required in the DSP. The respective messages depend on the type of answer categories used in 

                                                 
38

 Xtend’s support of polymorphic dispatch allows the declaration of several methods with the same name and 
number of parameters. The right method is called based on the dynamic run-time types of the arguments rather than 
their static types. 
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the item, are initially hidden and shown only when the validation of an item fails, and are also 

realized via dispatch methods. Section  5.3.3 provides more details on the methods used for item 

triggers as well as text string and error message generation. 

 

Listing 5|10. Block and item generating methods each create div elements containing only 
the contents that are actually defined in the corresponding DSP. 

The generateSingleItem() method 

As described in Section  5.3.1, paging designs based on items create a single page for each 

item element in a DSP file, no matter whether and how items are distributed over several blocks. 

However, block titles defined in the DSP file are maintained and essentially used as captions for 

the items belonging to a block. That means, for example, that there might be three separate 

items on three separate pages with the same caption in a generated questionnaire (cf. Fig.  5|1). 

In order to realize this style while maintaining the overall questionnaire layout, the HTML 

generator uses the generateSingleItem() method. 

The main difference to the regular block and item generation methods is that, with 

generateSingleItem(), a corresponding block is generated for each item in the questionnaire. 

That means the overall number of blocks is identical to the number of items, no matter how 

many blocks are actually declared in the DSP. Essentially, the method generates an item 

embedded into its own block, but using the block titles as defined in the questionnaire file. That 

means they will be repeated for each item in the same block. First of all, this helps maintain a 

consistent layout since items not embedded in blocks would simply not look consistent with the 

default questionnaire styling. Secondly, it makes the set-up of the form wizard easier, which 

creates the individual questionnaire pages based on HTML elements of the same class. 

01 def generateBlock(Block b) { 
02  var blockID = getBlockID(); 
03  '''<div class="block" id="«blockID»"> 
04   «IF b.title != null» 
05      <div class="title"> 
06          <span class="block_no"></span> «b.title» 
07      </div> 
08   «ENDIF» 
09    
10   «IF b.intro != null» 
11   <div class="introduction"> 
12       «b.intro»  
13   </div> 
14   «ENDIF» 
15    
16   «FOR Item i : b.items» 
17      «i.generateItem» 
18   «ENDFOR» 
19   </div> <!-- end of block -->''' 
20 } 
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Fig. 5|1. The same questionnaire can look drastically different in a scrolling (V.1) compared 
to a paging design. For items contained in the same block in a DSP, paging designs based on 

items (V.2) create a single block per item but maintain the block title. 

Block and Item Helpers 

The HTML generator uses a number of helper variables to provide unique id attributes for 

blocks and items, amongst other elements. The integer variables are initialized with a value of 1 

and accessed via getter methods, which return a string containing the type of element and the 

counter value, for example survey_item1, survey_item2, and so on. Whenever a getter 

method is called, the value of the respective helper variable is increased by 1. All methods for 

block and item generation make use of these variables as the value for the id attribute in the 

respective elements’ div containers. To this end, the value for a block or item element is 

generated only once when the respective generator method is called, and stored in a variable 

that is then used within that method. This ensures that counter method is not accidentally called 

twice for one element. Furthermore, span elements are used as placeholders for block and item 

numbers. If numbering has been switched on for an element type, the generated numbers or 

letters are inserted into the respective span containers. 

5.3.3 Generating Answer Categories 

While the generator methods for blocks and items are rather generic, there can be vast 

differences in the generated HTML constructs for the different types of answer categories. A 

total of ten generateAnswers() dispatch methods is used in order to provide specific generator 

methods for answer categories of all kinds. On a higher level, a differentiation is made between 

open- and closed-ended answer categories. Since open-ended items can contain a list of answer 

spaces, for example two text fields for respondents to enter their first and last name, an 

overarching HTML table is generated to hold the different fields. The individual answer spaces 

(text fields, text areas, and numericals) contained in an open-ended questionnaire item are 

individually generated and joined together through string concatenation with the help of a map-

join-construct (cf. Listing  5|11, l. 04). Closed-ended answer categories, on the other hand, 

cannot be combined and are thus generated one by one. 
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Listing 5|11. The generateAnswers() dispatch methods first differentiate between open- 
and closed-ended answer categories, before passing on the method call in order to generate 
the concrete types. 

Generating Open-Ended Answer Categories 

There are three generateAnswers() dispatch methods for the generation of open-ended 

answer categories: one for text fields, one for text areas, and one for numericals. All three 

generate very similar-looking code that is largely based on the HTML text input and textarea 

elements and embedded in table rows (see, for example, Listing  B|8, p. 131). For text fields and 

numericals, a separate table column is generated for the label and the actual form element, 

whereas text areas’ labels and answer spaces are positioned underneath each other in the same 

column. The character limit, which can be defined for each field, translates to the maxlength 

HTML attribute. If a limit has been defined, a span element is added to the HTML markup, which 

in combination with some JavaScript code displays and continually updates the number of 

characters left to formulate an answer. 

Generating Closed-Ended Answer Categories 

As opposed to open-ended answer categories, the generation of the five closed-ended types 

is more complex and varies greatly from one type to another. Furthermore, there can be large 

differences between variations of the same type of answer category, for example the different 

kinds of single-select items. To this end, switch cases were implemented to access different 

generation code within the same category’s method. For example, while tables are used for the 

arrangement of horizontal single- and multi-select items, their vertical counterparts are realized 

using floating div containers. Drop-down single-selects, on the other hand, are completely 

based on the HTML select element. Tables are also generated for other naturally horizontally 

aligned types of answer categories like matrices, matrix-style rankings, and scales. This is 

because the respective answer options must be evenly distributed over the width of the 

questionnaire, no matter how many there are. Furthermore, since some options’ labels include 

both text and an image while others’ only use one of the two, the table structure provides more 

control over the layout by generating separate table rows for images, text labels, and input 

elements. 

FOR loops are used to iterate over closed-ended items’ lists of answer options and generate 

the respective code, using HTML form elements like radio buttons and checkboxes in most 

cases. In a similar fashion, scale labels realized through the scale point feature and their 

01 def dispatch generateAnswers(OpenEnded oe, Item i){ 
02 '''   
03 <table role="presentation"> 
04  «oe.texts.map(t | t.generateAnswers(i)).join» 
05 </table> 
06 '''       
07 } 
08  
09 def dispatch generateAnswers(ClosedEnded ce, Item i){ 
10  ce.generateAnswers(i) 
11 } 
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corresponding input elements are generated by means of two FOR loops creating the label and 

radio button for each individual scale point (cf. Listing  5|12). That means each loop is run 

through ten times for a 10-point scale, but only five for a 5-point scale. 

 

Listing 5|12. FOR loops are used to generate the individual answer options or scale points of 
closed-ended items, including label texts, images, and the respective input elements. 

Generating HTML Identifiers and Semantic Concepts in Answer Categories 

In order to guarantee that labels and input elements are linked together – that means if 

respondents click on a label, the corresponding answer option is selected – label elements use 

the for attribute referencing the HTML identifier of the input element they belong to. To this 

end, helper variables akin to the ones generating block and item id values are used for both 

closed- and open-ended answer categories. Thus, each answer option’s id is automatically 

generated in the format closedEnded_[COUNTER] and can be accessed via a getter method. 

Since labels and input elements are generated separately for scale points, the counter variable 

needs to be reset between the two loops. This is done with the help of a setter method, 

deducting the scale point value from the counter value after the first loop has finished 

(see Listing  5|12, l. 08). Further dispatch methods used in the context of answer category 

generation but also for other questionnaire elements are introduced in the next section, 

including generators for label texts and images. 

If a semantic concept (i.e. ID in the DSL) has been explicitly defined for an answer category, it 

is used as the value for the corresponding HTML element’s name attribute. Alternatively, the 

value is generated from the label text or the containing item’s semantic concept in conjunction 

with its generated HTML id. 

01 <tr> 
02 «FOR sp : 1..scale.scalePoints.noOfScalePoints» 
03  «var closedEndedID = getClosedEndedID» 
04  <td> 
05      <label for="«closedEndedID»">«sp»</label> 
06  </td> 
07 «ENDFOR» 
08 «setClosedEndedID(closedEndedCounter-scale.scalePoints.noOfScalePoints)» 
09 </tr> 
10  
11 <tr> 
12 «FOR sp : 1..scale.scalePoints.noOfScalePoints» 
13  «var closedEndedID = getClosedEndedID» 
14  <td> 
15      <input type="radio" name="«i.name»"  
16                          value="«sp»"  
17                          id="«closedEndedID»"  
18                          class="field«IF i.required» required«ENDIF»" /> 
19  </td> 
20 «ENDFOR» 
21 </tr> 
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Generating Labels and Images 

The SurveMe syntax definition allows for the declaration of labels containing either text – 

composed of plain and piped text elements –, an image, or both. The three options are 

implemented separately, but the HTML generator does not know which kind of label 

composition was used for each option. Therefore, the label text and image values are retrieved 

with the help of two dispatch methods: getOptionImage() and getOptionLabel(), the latter 

of which refers to the label text. Depending on whether each concept was used in the DSP 

definition, the methods return the image path and label text, respectively. For example, if a label 

description only contains an image, getOptionImage() will return the image path, whereas 

getOptionLabel() will return null. The respective values are passed to variables within the 

generateAnswer() dispatch methods and inserted in the HTML markup where required. 

 

Listing 5|13. The generatePlainText() dispatch methods generate placeholders for piped 
text elements in labels and questions. 

As mentioned in Section  5.2.5, if no semantic concept has been explicitly defined for an 

answer category, the label text is used instead. Since label texts can contain piped text and the 

text to be piped is yet unknown at compile time, the questionnaire is generated, a third label-

related dispatch method is used: getPlainOptionLabel(). This method calls the 

generatePlainText() dispatch method, which creates placeholders for all piped text elements 

in the label, while leaving the plain text as is (cf. Listing  5|13). 

5.3.4 Generating Questionnaire Logic 

Besides the higher-level methods of the HTML generator responsible for the generation of 

the overall questionnaire construct and the elements contained in it, there are a few methods 

targeted toward details of the questionnaire logic, which are no less important. This section 

provides a brief overview of these helper methods, discussing their respective purpose and 

application value. 

Generating Text Piping References 

In the context of text piping, the answer text from one questionnaire item needs to be 

inserted into another item’s question or label text. Therefore, of course, actual text piping 

references need to be generated rather than plain text placeholders. To this end, there is the 

generateText() method (cf. Listing  5|14), which takes both plain and piped text elements as 

arguments, just like the generatePlainText() method (Listing  5|13). However, this method 

generates actual text piping references from piped text elements. The references are inserted 

01 def dispatch generatePlainText(PlainText t){ 
02  '''«t.text» ''' 
03 } 
04  
05 def dispatch generatePlainText(PipedText pt){ 
06  '''_pipedTextFrom«pt.answerFrom.name»_''' 
07 } 
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into the HTML markup in the form of a span of the class insertAnswer with the custom 

attribute data-from, which receives the semantic concept of the referenced item as its value. 

 

Listing 5|14. The generateText() method, as opposed to generatePlainText(), turn 
piped text elements into actual text piping references in the HTML markup. 

Generating Skip Logic Triggers 

Like text piping, skip logic relies on references to the triggering items, which are inserted into 

the HTML markup of the item to be triggered. These references differ slightly depending on 

whether the triggering element is an open- or closed-ended answer category. Therefore, the 

individual references are generated via a set of generateTrigger() dispatch methods. A trigger 

reference consists of the custom HTML attribute data-myTrigger, which receives a value 

composed of the prefix triggeredBy_ or triggeredByField_ and the triggering answer 

category’s semantic concept. 

Generating Error Messages  

If a questionnaire is validated and a required item has not been answered, that item is 

marked and an error message appears below it. These error messages look different depending 

on what kind of answer category is used in the corresponding item. Some of the messages are 

rather generic, for example the error message for single-select items simply asks respondents to 

“Please choose one of the above options.” However, other types of answer categories can lead 

to slightly more complex validation issues, in which a single answer option may cause the 

validation to fail. For instance, respondents might have answered part of a matrix ranking, but 

forgotten to rank the remaining options. To account for such cases, matrix and matrix-style 

ranking items have separate error messages for each individual answer option. Furthermore, 

each type of answer category uses a different error message and most of the messages are 

tailored to the item they are used within. This is realized through the generateErrorMessage() 

set of dispatch methods. Each method creates a div element of the class errorMessage 

containing the message text for one specific type of answer category. The element’s id value 

contains the corresponding item’s HTML identifier and – if a single answer option is causing the 

validation issue – that option’s semantic concept or plain text label. 

5.4 Validation Rules 

While the concrete syntax of any given language provides a basic specification for the 

concepts offered by the language as well as the structure and context they can be used in, it 

does not prevent language users from applying these concepts in a semantically incorrect or 

otherwise undesirable yet syntactically correct way. Just because a DSP conforms to the 

language’s structure does not automatically mean its semantics are valid. For instance, the 

01 def dispatch generateText(PipedText pt){ 
02  ''' 
03  <span class="insertAnswer" data-from="«pt.answerFrom.name»"></span> 
04  ''' 
05 } 
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SurveMe grammar definition states that the title, introduction text, and item list elements of 

blocks are all optional (cf. Section  3.3.2). However, a block containing neither text nor items is 

semantically of no value, and thus dispensable. What the rule should but cannot express within 

the bounds of Xtext’s grammar language is that a block must contain either an introductory text 

or an item list or both. Since these types of restrictions cannot explicitly or at least not easily be 

introduced in the grammar definition, language users cannot be expected to recognize and 

abide by them. The constraints that a DSP has to conform to, in addition to being syntactically 

sound, have to be made explicit in another way. To this end, language workbenches like Xtext 

provide a smart editing environment that supports the creation of custom validation rules, 

which can be used to cover language restrictions transcending its structure. These type system 

rules can then be checked on the fly while users are writing their DSP in the editor, making them 

aware of issues and errors instantaneously. 

Language-specific validation rules for SurveMe were defined in the form of Java methods 

associated to individual language constructs that were added to the validator class stub provided 

by Xtext. Methods with the @Check annotation contained in this class are used by the EMF 

validation framework to check for different kinds of constraints, triggering custom warning and 

error messages in the editing environment. The methods used in the implementation of the 

prototype can be divided into three basic categories: 

 semantic constraints, 

 layout-related constraints,  

 and element-specific constraints. 

Each category shall be introduced in more detail in the following, including exemplary validation 

rules and the motivation for their implementation. 

5.4.1 Semantic Constraints 

As indicated above, a grammar definition, being a higher-level description of a language, 

cannot keep language users from making syntactically correct statements that are semantically 

questionable or plain wrong. These types of mistakes can occur in natural languages just as well 

as in programming languages. For example, Noam Chomsky used the phrase “Colorless green 

ideas sleep furiously.” to illustrate how an English sentence can be grammatically well-formed 

but semantically nonsensical at the same time [Ch57].On the one hand, mistakes of this sort are 

often not quite as drastic as Chomsky’s example. On the other hand, even small semantic slips 

are nonetheless undesirable. In a DSL like SurveMe, even seemingly innocent inaccuracies like a 

wrong choice of wording can lead to incorrect questionnaire behavior and data. Therefore, a 

number of dedicated validation rules were defined, which shall be briefly introduced in the 

following. 

Unique Identifiers and Labels 

One of the most important concepts of SurveMe, albeit marginal on the surface, is that of 

semantic concepts, which can be defined by language users in the form of identifiers. Semantic 
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concepts can be allocated to items and individual answer categories in order to build a semantic 

structure of data that can be queried and used to adapt further questionnaires. First of all, IDs 

are used within the language itself to reference other elements in the context of text piping and 

skip logic. These references obviously have to be unambiguous in order to prevent conflicts and 

malfunctions. Therefore, item IDs have to be unique and meaningful within a questionnaire, i.e. 

within a single DSP file. Thus, while question texts and answer categories can theoretically be 

exactly the same for two items, the respective item IDs always have to be different. To this end, 

the check method checkItemNameNotUnique() (see Listing  5|15) is carried out for all item 

elements in order to ensure that the same identifier is not used twice. The method runs over all 

items contained in the same block as the item in question, returning an error message if it finds 

an item of the same name. Since the check method is called while language users are writing 

their DSPs, the affected items will be marked and the corresponding error message shown as 

soon as a duplicate instance is found. This allows language users to correct their programs on 

the spot. 

 

Listing 5|15. Several validation rules were introduced in order to ensure that IDs allocated 
in SurveMe are unique. 

If an ID is provided for an answer option or space, it is also used to generate the name 

attribute for the corresponding HTML element (cf. Section  5.3.3). For data processing and 

analysis purposes, this attribute is of essential value as it is sent to the server providing 

information that binds open-ended replies to the individual answer spaces or denotes selected 

answer options. Therefore, IDs that are assigned to answer categories have to be unique only 

within one and the same item rather than questionnaire-wide. This is ensured through check 

methods similar to the one introduced above, which are implemented for all different types of 

answer categories. However, the declaration of semantic concepts for answer categories is 

optional since some options are equally well represented through their label. If a closed-ended 

01 @Check 
02 public void checkItemNameNotUnique(Item item) { 
03  Block containingBlock = ((Block) item.eContainer()); 
04  Questionnaire q = (Questionnaire)containingBlock.eContainer(); 
05   
06  for (Block block : q.getBlocks()){ 
07      for(Item otherItem : block.getItems()) { 
08          if(!item.equals(otherItem)){ 
09              if (item.getName().equals(otherItem.getName())) { 
10                  error("[ERROR] Duplicate item name: Item names must  

be unique.", 
11                          item,  
12                          SurveMePackage.Literals.ITEM__NAME,  
13                          -1,  
14                          "ITEM_NAME_NOT_UNIQUE"); 
15                  return; 
16              } 
17          } 
18      } 
19  } 
20 } 
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answer category’s ID is not explicitly stated, the value for the respective element’s name 

attribute is simply generated from its label text or image path. The repeated occurrence of one 

and the same label description within an item can generally be seen as bad survey design, but 

due to labels’ role in creating semantic concepts for some answer options it can further lead to 

ambiguous data sets. In order to avoid this, an additional check method was introduced that 

ensures that labels within an item are in fact unique (cf. Listing  B|6, p. 130). In order to account 

for piped text within a label placeholders are used since the concrete value associated with a 

text piping reference is yet unknown at the time the DSP is defined. 

No Self-References 

When providing item or answer category references for text piping and skip logic within an 

item, it makes little sense to reference the very same item or one of its answer categories. That 

means, for example, if a user would like to use skip logic on an item A, it is impossible to have A 

act as its own trigger. Similarly, users cannot pipe the answer from A into the item’s own 

question or one of its label texts. Not only would that be illogical, it would also lead to the item 

never being shown to respondents. In order to avoid the accidental declaration of such self-

references, dedicated validation rules were introduced. For example, the rule 

checkInsertAnswerSelfReference() (see Listing  5|16) iterates over all contents of an item 

looking for PipedText elements. If such an element is found, the contained reference is 

compared to the item’s ID. If there is a match, an error message appears, informing users about 

the issue (l. 11) and asking them to “Please change item reference.” The validation rule for skip 

logic is slightly more complicated as the showIf reference points to individual options and 

answer spaces, not the containing item. Therefore, the method first identifies the referenced 

answer category’s parent item. In a second step, this item’s ID is compared to the one of the 

item containing the actual reference. Again, if there is a match, the corresponding error message 

is triggered.

 

Listing 5|16. The checkInsertAnswerSelfReference method is a validation rule that 
makes sure an item does contain a reference to itself. 

01 @Check 
02 public void checkInsertAnswerSelfReference(Item item){ 
03  String itemName = item.getName(); 
04  TreeIterator<EObject> itemContents = item.eAllContents(); 
05   
06  while(itemContents.hasNext()){ 
07      EObject o = itemContents.next(); 
08       
09      if(o instanceof PipedText){ 
10          if(((PipedText)o).getAnswerFrom().getName() == itemName){ 
11              error("[ERROR] Self Reference: An item cannot pipe its own  

answer text. Please change item reference.",  
12                      o,  
13                      SurveMePackage.Literals.PIPED_TEXT__ANSWER_FROM,   
14                      "ITEM_SELF_REFERENCE"); 
15              itemContents.prune(); 
16          } 
17      } 
18  } 
19 } 
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Correct Use of Skip Logic 

Skip logic is arguably one of the most fragile constructs implemented in the SurveMe 

language, on a semantic level. The basic syntax requires users to write the keyword showIf, 

followed by a fully qualified reference to either an answer option or space. In order to support 

references to matrices, the syntax can be extended by the keyword x and a second reference to 

an option. For example, such a reference might be showIf MyMatrix.Row1 x 

MyMatrix.ColumnB, indicating the coordinates of the triggering element in the matrix. The 

problem is that the syntax as such does not reveal that the row is actually expected to be 

referenced first and the column second. Furthermore, it does not prevent users from mixing up 

row and column references with references to regular answer options or spaces from other 

items. Therefore, while the basic syntax is quite simple and efficient when used correctly, 

unfortunately it also leaves a lot of room for mistakes. A set of validation rules had to be defined 

in order to prevent any semantically invalid trigger definitions, including: 

 Reference to a row, but no column. 

 Reference to a non-row answer category, followed by reference to a column. 

 Reference to a row, followed by a non-column reference. 

 Reference to just a column. 

 Reference to a row and a column belonging to different matrices. 

The individual check methods are rather simple, mostly making sure the type of one or both 

references provided are correct (i.e. as expected). The only rule that is slightly more complicated 

is the one checking for mismatched row and column references, see Listing  B|7 (p. 130). This 

method makes sure that the first reference is to a row option and the second one to a column 

option. If that is the case, the two references’ parent items are compared and if they are not 

equal, an error message is triggered. 

Further Semantic Constraints 

The rather critical cases of semantically wrong language usage shown above illustrate how 

important is can be to truly understand a language in order to use it correctly. Someone who is 

very well familiar with a language naturally tends to make fewer mistakes than someone who is 

new to it. However, there are also instances of careless mistakes that do not necessarily have 

any dire consequences, but should be brought to users’ attention due to their semantic 

invalidity. For example, users can mark single answer options as checked, that means they can 

mark the answer to be presented as ticked off already when the questionnaire is loaded. 

However, some kinds of items do not support this mechanism. Rankings’ answer categories, for 

instance, cannot be checked at all but rather have to be sorted. Furthermore, single-select and 

scale items only allow for one answer category to be selected at a time. Therefore, if more than 

one is marked as checked, only the last one will be shown that way to respondents. While this 

does not impair the overall questionnaire functionality, it is something that should be pointed 

out to language users in an effort to provide them with a better understanding of the DSL. The 

corresponding validation rules therefore do not return an error message, but a mere warning. 
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This brings the issue to users’ attention without forcing them to fix it right away in order to make 

their survey work. 

Similarly, references to images in drop-down lists cannot be implemented since HTML simply 

does not support this feature. Therefore, while users can declare options for drop-down single-

selects containing image references, they will not be resolved. Since that does not affect the 

overall questionnaire presentation or functionality as such, it merely results in a warning 

explaining the issue to language users. Most cases of empty strings are handled in the same way 

since a string containing no characters technically does not lead to any major issues. However, in 

the case of questionnaire titles or style and image references, for example, an error message is 

triggered if the respective string is left empty. This is because the questionnaire title defined by 

language users is also used as the title of the generated HTML document and therefore needs to 

contain at least one character or other valid symbol. Likewise, references to style sheets and 

images must not be empty since otherwise they cannot be properly resolved, destroying the 

questionnaire layout or resulting in images not being displayed, respectively. 

5.4.2 Layout-Related Constraints 

Besides the general issues caused by semantically invalid language use, the need for some 

further validation rules can emerge from the default questionnaire design. In some cases, not 

abiding by the inherent restrictions associated with a certain layout can lead to presentational 

issues. The additional check methods described in the following help avoid unaesthetic 

distortions of the defined questionnaire contents’ proportions and other resulting flaws in the 

presentation. 

Maximum Number of Items 

Generally, there is no restriction on how many items a questionnaire or block may contain, 

neither syntactically nor semantically. No matter how big or small a questionnaire is, it should be 

equally well realizable with SurveMe. However, in some very specific cases the language design 

can lead to presentational issues if there are too many items in one block and item numbering is 

turned on. That is, if a scrolling questionnaire design or a paging design based on blocks is 

applied in conjunction with item numbering, the individual items are denoted by the letters of 

the alphabet. Since the Latin alphabet only contains 26 characters, this is also the maximum 

number of items allowed in one block under the given conditions. The tooManyItems() check 

method (cf. Listing  5|17, p. 103) enforces this restriction in the SurveMe editor. First checking 

for the specific conditions under which the rule applies, it runs over all blocks in the 

questionnaire and issues an error message if more than 26 items are contained in one of them. 

Under other circumstances, for example if a paging design based on items is applied, 

questionnaire items are either numbered with numerical values or not numbered at all, in which 

case there is no restriction on the amount of items created. 

 

01 @Check 
02 public void tooManyItems(Questionnaire q){ 
03  if((q.getPageIndicator() == null && q.isItemNumberingOn())  
        || (q.getPageIndicator().isBlock() && q.isItemNumberingOn())){ 
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Listing 5|17. If a scrolling questionnaire design or a paging design based on blocks is applied 
and items are numbered, a maximum of 26 items per block is allowed. 

Maximum Number of Answer Categories 

There is no general rule as to how many answer alternatives (or scale points) a single item 

should maximally contain. However, it must be considered that the number of presented answer 

categories should in the best case fit on one screen. The more options there are, the higher 

respondents’ cognitive load will be, especially when the item requires respondents to compare 

the individual categories with each other (for example in the case of ranking items). Additionally, 

in terms of presentation, horizontally arranged items do not provide enough space for an 

unlimited amount of categories. Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest a restriction on the 

amount of answer alternatives within an item. In the context of this thesis, a limit of ten 

different answer options or scale points per item was defined and enforced through 

corresponding validation rules. In the case of vertically aligned items, the check methods only 

return warnings, whereas for horizontally arranged items they return an error message. In the 

special case of slider scales, a maximum of 100 scale points is allowed since this type of item is 

specifically designed to realize larger scales. The individual methods simply inspect the size of an 

item’s option list or its scale point value and if it exceeds the limit, the respective warning or 

error message is returned. 

Blocks Must Not Be Empty 

As indicated earlier in this section (cf. p. 97), there are some rather unpleasant effects on the 

layout if a block contains neither an introductory text nor any items. Syntactically, it does not 

even have to have a title. While at first this might be regarded as a purely semantic issue, the 

declaration of an empty block mostly leads to a disruption of the questionnaire presentation and 

is thus categorized as layout-related. The issue is addressed by a validation rule checking 

whether both the introduction text and the item list of a block are empty and, if so, triggering an 

error message asking language users to please provide at least one of the block content 

elements. Alternatively, it would be possible to simply not render empty blocks. However, the 

implemented method is preferred since it provides feedback, which can actively help language 

users to better understand the semantics of the language. Otherwise, if the block simply does 

not appear on the screen, users might be confused as to why that is the case and would not 

receive any information on the issue. 

04      for(Block block : q.getBlocks()){ 
05          if(block.getItems().size() > 26){ 
06              error("[ERROR] Too many items: A block cannot contain more  
                     than 26 (numbered) items. Try splitting your items up  

  into several blocks or turn off item numbering.",  
07                      block,   
08                      SurveMePackage.Literals.BLOCK__ITEMS,  
09                      block.getItems().size()-1,  
10                      "BLOCK_TOO_MANY_ITEMS"); 
11          } 
12      } 
13  } 
14 } 
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5.4.3 Element-specific Constraints 

Finally, a last set of language constraints is caused by the characteristics of individual 

elements, especially certain kinds of answer categories. In order to catch possibly fatal mistakes 

as well as to enforce the correct use of certain item types, the following validation rules were 

added to the language implementation. 

Scale-specific Constraints 

Scales are special in that there are several different types available, which all come with their 

own restrictions. While the basic syntax for scales allows the declaration of either scale points or 

individual scale options, left and right extreme values, and even an additional N/A option, not 

every type of scale requires or actually supports all of those features. Therefore, a number of 

validation rules were introduced in order to ensure that 

 slider scales do not have options,  

 regular scales do not have extrema,  

 but semantic differential scales do have extreme values. 

Since it would technically be possible to realize slider scales with non-numerical scale values, it 

would be difficult for respondents to navigate such scales as the individual answer categories 

cannot be seen unless the scale handle is being dragged. Therefore, this type of item is 

designated for the use as a large numerical scale. A textual description of the lowest and highest 

scale rank can be provided, though. The difference between regular and semantic differential 

scales is exactly that the latter contain such left and right extrema, whereas the former do not. 

Instead, regular scales label each scale point individually, which is rather uncommon to find in 

semantic differential scales, but still supported by SurveMe. 

Constraints on Multi-Select Alignment 

Both the alignment of single-select and multi-select answer categories can be set to one of three 

values: vertical, horizontal, or drop-down. While the former two are reasonable presentation 

styles for both single- and multi-select items, it is rather untypical for multi-selects to be 

arranged in a list format (cf. Section  3.3.2). Therefore, while it is technically possible to declare 

dropdown multiSelect answer categories, SurveMe does not support this presentation style 

and the above declaration would just lead to the default horizontal alignment of the multi-select 

item. Nevertheless, a check method was implemented in order to inform users if such a situation 

occurs. If the method detects that the dropdown keyword is used in conjunction with a multi-

select answer categories declaration, a warning is issued. In the future, it would be a useful 

addition to the language implementation to provide context-aware code completion suggestions 

in the language editor, preventing users from selecting invalid presentation modifiers in the first 

place. 

Impossible Validation 

While all items can be marked as required for validation purposes, some cannot actually be 

validated. For example, in the case of slider scales and sortable rankings, a possible valid answer 
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is already presented to respondents when the item is shown on the screen. Sortable ranking 

options are already in a certain order and the slider scale is already set to a certain starting 

value. If such items remain unchanged, it is impossible to tell whether respondents have simply 

overlooked the item or whether they made the choice to leave it in its original state on purpose. 

Therefore, using the required keyword in front of these types of items has no effect and the 

items will not be marked for validation internally. Users are informed about this fact with the 

help of the validationImpossible() check method, which returns warnings for both types of 

items if the required keyword is applied to them. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced details of the prototypical implementation of the SurveMe DSL for 

the automatic generation of web-based questionnaires. This entailed the definition of grammar 

rules and the implementation of an HTML generator and additional validation rules as well as an 

overview of the utilized technologies. 

Key concepts of the SurveMe grammar definition reflecting the basic structure of 

questionnaires were introduced, describing their syntactical composition and semantic meaning. 

The language notation was implemented in the Xtext grammar language, which is part of a 

framework of the same name. Embedded in the EMF, Xtext supports the development of 

programming languages and provides the necessary infrastructure for code generation and an 

editing environment for the finished DSL. Therefore, a custom HTML generator mapping the 

individual DSL concepts to the output format was implemented using the Xtend template 

language, which is distributed as a part of Xtext39. An overview of the execution semantics, 

which are largely based on the HTML reference output introduced in Chapter  4|, was provided, 

pointing out individual generator methods and details. Finally, in order to support language 

users in the semantically correct use of the DSL, a set of validation rules implemented in Java 

was introduced. These validation rules are applied to all programs written in SurveMe, returning 

warning or error messages upon the incorrect use of language concepts or structures. This 

ensures that DSPs written in SurveMe are not only syntactically valid, but also semantically 

sound. 

In its current state, SurveMe presents a fully functional prototypical implementation of a 

domain-specific language and the corresponding editor targeted at the design of web-based 

questionnaires. The language is designed to reflect common terminology and structures of the 

survey design domain and strives to be easy to learn and use. Supporting both questionnaire 

definition and generation, the DSL allows users to create a first questionnaire with very little 

effort. In the following and final chapter, the goals and accomplishments of this work shall be 

reviewed, including a personal evaluation and future prospects. Furthermore, the 

implementation, being a prototype, has the potential to be expanded and improved in follow-up 

projects. This may include a study for the comprehensive evaluation of the tool as well as the 

implementation of additional generators, further validation rules, and enhanced code 

completion and quick fixes in the language editor. 

                                                 
39

 Note: More recent distributions of Eclipse contain separate Xtext and Xtend instances. 
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6| Evaluation and Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis, the development of SurveMe, a domain-specific language for the design of 

web-based questionnaires, was presented. The conceptual process largely followed Walter’s 

language engineering workflow for DSLs for games [WM11][Wa12], being roughly divided into 

three steps: identification of DSL requirements, creation of reference artifacts, and language 

definition. Subsequently, a fully functioning prototype of the language was implemented with 

the intention of providing an easily accessible textual approach towards the creation of web-

based questionnaires. As opposed to commercially-available survey solutions, SurveMe does not 

encompass a full surveying environment with features like panel management and data 

monitoring facilities and analytics. Instead, the resulting language can be seen as the foundation 

for a different approach. 

In this final chapter, the presented work shall be reviewed and critically evaluated in terms 

of usability, scope, and applicability. This entails a discussion of the prototype and to what 

extent it meets the goals it set out to achieve. Prospects for future work tying in with this thesis 

shall be analyzed and presented before the chapter is concluded. 

6.1 Reflection 

This thesis set out to create a domain-specific language for the support of non-programming 

users in the quick and easy design of web-based questionnaires. As such, the language was 

designed with the intention to present adequate abstractions of common elements and 

terminology of the survey design domain as well as to fulfill general language engineering 

criteria. To this end, an extensive domain analysis was carried out, including available tool 

support and common terminology. Key features and characteristics of commercially-available 

web survey systems were identified and evaluated. Overall, common survey solutions showed a 

lack in the support of initial survey design stages like questionnaire preparation and drafting, as 

well as a strong focus on visual interfaces. The latter appears not to go well with more abstract 

system features like skip logic and text piping, commonly resulting in fallback scripting solutions. 

The subsequent analysis of the overall structure and basic building blocks of questionnaires 

resulted in an overview of common domain terms and structures. Combined with general 

language engineering criteria like simplicity, consistency, and homogeneity, a set of 

requirements on the DSL was derived. Based on these findings, the SurveMe language was 

conceptualized in the form of two language artifacts: an HTML reference output document and a 

DSL reference model. Created as exemplary instances of the future language’s back- and front-

end, the two reference documents helped shape the scope and feature palette of the DSL, 

ultimately providing a basis for the language implementation. A fully functional language 

prototype running in the Eclipse environment was implemented with the help of Xtext, 

combining a number of technologies: Aside from the Xtext grammar language, Xtend was used 

to describe the language’s execution semantics, a set of rules telling the framework how to 

translate the DSL concepts into a desirable output format. To this end, a prototypical HTML 

generator was created, utilizing further web technologies like jQuery, CSS, and PHP to support 

the generation of dynamic, pre-styled questionnaires. In order to enhance the SurveMe editor 

and thereby support language users, a set of Java validation rules was introduced, helping to 
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ensure the semantically valid use of the language. Providing a default layout as well as 

questionnaire logic and dynamic behavior, the DSL’s overall focus is on the definition of 

contents, with presentational enhancements coming second. The tool strives to unite the 

drafting and implementation phases of the survey design process, additionally supporting 

subsequent data analyses through input validation and the support of custom variable naming. 

The following section will discuss to what extent the DSL succeeds in realizing its goals, 

addressing the target group, and where it might leave room for improvement. 

6.2 Discussion 

Compared with the majority of commercially-available survey solutions today, SurveMe 

takes a decidedly different approach. While tools and services like Qualtrics, SurveyMonkey, and 

SSI Web all use mostly graphical UIs, often implementing a WYSIWYG editor, SurveMe is a 

textual DSL and, as such, itself the interface that users interact with. Many of the services 

introduced in Chapter  2| provide an environment that does not only allow the creation of web-

based questionnaires, but entails full-blown survey management and data analysis support. In 

comparison to other solutions’ features and characteristics (listed in Appendix  A|, p. 117 ff.), 

SurveMe obviously lacks the convenience of features such as web hosting, panel management, 

and data monitoring and presentation (cf. Tab.  C|1, p. 133 f.). However, the language prototype 

should probably not be measured against the same standards as full-fledged commercial 

applications since it represents a different kind of tool altogether. 

Rather than directly competing with existing solutions, the following discussion of the tool 

may provide valuable insights and new perspectives on survey design, which can potentially be 

combined with standard approaches in beneficial ways. To this end, the advantages and 

challenges that come with the use of a DSL, specifically in the context of survey design, shall be 

inspected. 

6.2.1 Benefits of the DSL Approach 

The advantages of DSLs are often most visible in direct comparison with the alternative use 

of GPLs or, in this case, web technologies used for the manual implementation of 

questionnaires. Providing an extensive working language implementation, SurveMe can help 

improve the survey development process on different levels. First of all, the language is tailored 

specifically to the design of web-based surveys, making use of common domain terminology and 

abstractions closely aligned with the domain. Relieving users from being confronted with the 

details and technicalities of a manual implementation, the language becomes less complex and 

thus more accessible to non-programming users. Especially domain experts, who are already 

familiar with the vocabulary, should easily be able to read and learn how to write DSL code. The 

language’s high level of abstraction and domain focus allows users to write much less code than 

a manual questionnaire implementation would require. Typing can further be presumed to take 

less time than clicking on elements and filling fields in a visual interface. Overall, this can help 

make users’ work more efficient. The near-natural syntax and semantics of SurveMe are 

reminiscent of the drafting of questionnaires in offline word processing programs. This step, 

which is often not accounted for by professional survey software, can thus be unified with the 
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actual questionnaire implementation, speeding up the overall survey design process. 

Communication amongst the parties involved in the questionnaire design is highly facilitated 

through the readability and easy sharing of the DSP code, which can simply be distributed via  

e-mail. 

The utilization of a DSL for questionnaire design purposes does not mean that professional 

programmers cannot still be involved in the survey design process. Programmers may profit 

from SurveMe in the same ways as non-programming users since it allows them to focus on the 

essential details of the questionnaire creation while benefitting from the automation of 

repetitive implementation tasks.40 Due to the limited degrees of freedom in programming, the 

generated code is likely to be of higher quality than manual implementations. The language 

prototype developed in the context of this work has been extensively tested and improved. 

Consequently, questionnaires generated from DSPs written in SurveMe are likely to contain 

fewer bugs and provide a more consistent questionnaire architecture than manual 

implementations. Furthermore, in the long run, the DSL code used to describe a questionnaire 

will arguably be easier to maintain or adapt than the corresponding HTML, jQuery, CSS, and PHP 

code. 

An important advantage of DSPs is that they are typically more semantically rich than GPLs 

and other technologies. In the context of web-based surveys, this is specifically interesting since 

the domain concepts and other semantics can be effectively utilized in the generation of 

questionnaire dynamics, input validation, and data processing. As described in Chapter  5|, users 

can define unique identifiers in the form of semantic concepts for both individual items and 

answer alternatives. These IDs are used within the DSL to define skip logic triggers and text 

piping references but also to identify respondents’ answers in the data set that is sent to the 

server. However, semantics also play a role in the customization of the IDE-integrated language 

editor provided by Xtext in the sense that writing DSP code can be supported through custom-

tailored validation rules (cf. Section  5.4). Syntax highlighting, code completion, and quick fixes 

can equally be enhanced. This makes manual code validation and maintenance easier since, for 

example, very precise error messages with directly corresponding quick fixes can be provided. 

The language-awareness of the IDE can improve the overall UX and, ultimately, users’ 

productivity. What is more, SurveMe is not restricted to producing HTML questionnaires, but can 

be extended in the future to support other target platforms as well. That way, questionnaire 

files tailored to paper, web, and offline computer-based surveys could be generated from one 

and the same DSP. 

6.2.2 Disadvantages of the DSL Approach 

The main issue with using DSLs, no matter in which context, is the upfront-cost associated 

with having to learn the language before it can be used. While DSLs are usually less complex and 

easier to learn than GPLs, language users still need to become familiar with a language’s specific 

syntax and semantics before being able to harness its potential. That issue applies to 

professional programmers, domain experts, and other non-programming users alike. Unlike 

                                                 
40

 Note: Alternatively, a separation of concerns between domain experts and programmers can be applied with 

domain experts drafting the questionnaires and programmers taking care of the layout. 
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graphical UIs, which can be designed to provide an intuitive layout and control structures, 

textual interfaces lack any point of orientation for novice users. When creating a new DSP in 

SurveMe, for example, language users are initially presented with a blank page and no indication 

of how to start their questionnaire definition. Providing users with an introductory tutorial, a list 

of keywords, and possibly a questionnaire template may help counteract this detriment to a 

certain extent. 

The language prototype, albeit fully functional, is not all-encompassing in the sense that it 

does not contain representations of all possible kinds of questionnaire items or logic. The survey 

design suite Qualtrics, for example, supports a number of special items like heat maps, gap 

analyses, and drill downs (cf. Tab.  A|4, p. 120) that are not covered by SurveMe. While this 

leaves room for future improvements or extensions, it is questionable whether the language 

would actually benefit from the addition of such specialized item types. After all, the main types 

of questionnaire elements can very much be found in the language and be used to realize a large 

variety of questions. DSLs in general tend to be more restrictive than GPLs due to their narrow 

domain focus. For instance, it is not possible for language users to manually implement 

additional types of answer categories if they feel the need. If the features provided by SurveMe 

are not sufficient to realize a certain survey projects, users may find themselves looking for 

alternative tools. Therefore, while DSLs’ limited scope ensures a more focused and efficient 

work process, this restrictiveness can also cause serious issues when it turns out to be too 

narrow. It would be useful to carry out extensive user tests in order to possibly evolve the 

language and shape it to meet users’ requirements even better. 

6.3 Future Prospects 

The work presented in this thesis provides plenty of opportunities for future research to tie 

in with. First and foremost, an empirical evaluation of SurveMe should be carried out in order to 

gain insights into users’ first-hand impressions of the language design and usability. It might be 

especially beneficial to let several different groups of users – programmers and non-

programmers, domain experts and novices – test the DSL with and without providing directions 

on how to use it. Results of such a study can help identify possible flaws and inaccuracies in the 

design as well as provide starting points for further language improvements and extensions. 

The HTML code that is generated from DSP files as well as the default CSS style provided 

with the prototype are currently only tailored to the web browsers Mozilla Firefox and Google 

Chrome. While the questionnaires can also be viewed in Internet Explorer, the design does not 

look quite as nice in this browser. It would thus be reasonable to adapt the code and test it in 

further browsers in order to ensure that users of different web browsers are presented with a 

comparable survey experience. Additionally, once HTML5 is more broadly and equally well 

supported by all major browsers, the generated code could be enhanced through the use of new 

elements and attributes, for example autocomplete or novalidate. Generated questionnaires 

do not currently process user data when it is sent to the server, but simply display respondents’ 

selected answer categories and written answer texts in the web browser. There is no server-side 

data validation, which is typically recommended for web forms (cf. [Co08][Po10]). Especially in 

the context of market research and UX studies, finding ways to (anonymously) associate 
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collected data with individual respondents might prove to be valuable since that way, follow-up 

surveys could be adapted based on what is already known about a respondent. For example, 

demographic data would not have to be requested repeatedly in a series of questionnaires, but 

could simply be presented to respondents to check and possibly change if need be (for example 

if a respondent’s age has changed) and the questions asked could be adapted depending on 

whether they are actually relevant for a respondent. Furthermore, it could be interesting to 

explore the potential of semantically intelligent questionnaires, which could use a combination 

of previous survey findings and knowledge about a respondent, to dynamically adapt the 

contents.  

The DSL itself can be revised and expanded on a number of different levels, from basic code 

refactoring to the addition of further item types and output generators. Improvements and 

adaptations of basic questionnaire elements could entail item variations like multi-select 

matrices, constant sum items, and advanced item types like hot spot maps. The provided 

questionnaire logic could be developed further, introducing text piping not only from items’ 

answers, but possibly allowing references to block and item numbers or semantic concepts. Skip 

logic could be extended to individual answer categories, blocks, and pages. Additionally, 

randomization of answer categories, item and block order could be introduced, possibly utilizing 

FormWizard’s multiple routing feature (cf. Section  4.2). This could help prevent order effects, 

which may otherwise occur in questionnaires. As mentioned earlier, SurveMe’s IDE support 

could be further improved through the implementation of customized code completion 

suggestions and quick fixes. The introduction of context-aware code completion could help 

language users tremendously in writing meaningful and valid code as well as speed up the 

overall questionnaire creation process since much fewer suggestions would be presented at a 

time, making it easier to find the right one. 

Moreover, it might be interesting to explore possible ways to embed SurveMe in a full-blown 

survey design environment akin to the ones introduced in Chapter  2|, i.e. providing survey 

management facilities like web hosting, panel management, and data monitoring in addition to 

questionnaire design . This could entail at least two options: creating a self-contained 

environment tailored around the DSL, or thinking of ways to integrate the language into one of 

the existing survey solutions. In the first case, the DSL would serve as the central point of such 

an environment, around which all additional features would have to be built. This would allow 

for a perfectly tailored design of the environment, but would potentially result in a lot of extra 

work. Furthermore, as the previous discussion showed, the isolated use of a DSL is associated 

with certain downsides, for example the fact that users are not able to see the changes they 

implement take effect until the questionnaire is generated again. Therefore, an approach 

combining the DSL’s textual with a graphical questionnaire view like the ones in commercially-

available survey solutions could benefit from the advantages of both. In this context, direct 

manipulation should be explored, a concept which is common in HCI but has not quite been 

translated to programming environments yet. Discussing the idea in a recent presentation, 

however, Bret Victor argues that “creators need an immediate connection to what they create” 

and that direct feedback of changes made to the code can fuel creativity [Vi12]. A survey design 

tool providing side-by-side views of the questionnaire to be generated and the underlying code 

could be very beneficial for the design and testing of dynamic web-based surveys. If a DSL like 
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SurveMe was used in such a context, it would allow users to experiment with the language and 

gain a deeper understanding of the provided functionality. 

6.4 Conclusion and Personal Remarks 

Overall, the SurveMe language prototype created in the context of this thesis presents a DSL 

that supports the definition of questionnaire documents, which are automatically translated into 

fully functional dynamic HTML web forms. While first of all providing a technical demonstration 

of a survey design DSL, it can be said that SurveMe succeeds in presenting adequate domain 

abstractions in terms of DSL concepts, syntax, and semantics. Mapping the basic structure of 

questionnaires to a textual representation while using common domain terminology for 

keywords and other language concepts, the DSL primarily targets domain experts and other non-

programming users looking for a quick and easy way to build their own web-based 

questionnaires. The language was designed in accordance with general principles of language 

engineering, fulfilling five of the six criteria introduced in Section  3.5.2: simplicity, consistency, 

flexibility, homogeneity, and color.  

Providing a notational form that is closely aligned with the survey design domain, SurveMe 

can be expected to be easy for domain experts but also other non-programming users to learn 

and use. While an initial effort has to be made in order to become familiar with the language, 

the customized validation rules provide a guideline for users helping them in creating 

syntactically and semantically valid documents. The language is designed to prevent the creation 

of non-functional or deficient questionnaires. Overall, the ease-of-use could probably be even 

more improved through further IDE support in the form of customized code suggestions, quick 

fixes, and auto-completion. While compromises are unavoidable, the language’s focus on 

questionnaire contents was successfully combined with adequate support for presentational 

customizations of user-defined questionnaires. At the same time, default presentation styles are 

available both in terms of the overall questionnaire layout as well as individual items’ design, 

allowing users to define basic questionnaires with minimal effort. For the same reason, only very 

few elements are required when writing a DSP, while most are purely optional. When looking at 

programs written in SurveMe, they look rather well-structured and homogeneous. This is largely 

due to the uniform representation of similar elements, for example text fields and text areas, 

which are both open-ended types of answer categories. Due to the limited time frame and the 

associated need for well-designed user instructions, an evaluation of SurveMe with independent 

test users was not carried out. However, such an evaluation would be highly beneficial to further 

improve the language and editor and to provide empirical confirmation of the assessments of 

the language made in this section. 

While there are still many possibilities to improve and enhance the SurveMe language 

prototype, the DSL in its current state is very much successful in fulfilling its goals. Providing an 

accessible alternative to common survey design tools which is closely aligned with the domain, 

the language can reliably support both programming and non-programming users in the creation 

of questionnaires. The abstraction of the domain entities and relationships provides a focus that 

cannot be met by GPLs or common web technologies and provides an interface that can help 

unify questionnaire drafting and implementation, speeding up the survey design process. It will 
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be exciting to see what future works can achieve on the basis of the language prototype and the 

findings presented in this thesis. 
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Appendix 
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A| Survey Design Tools in Comparison 
A.1 Overview of Features and Characteristics 

Tab. A|1. An overview of the survey design tools introduced in Chapter 2|, including 
information on their features (* marks premium features). 
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A.2 Featured Item Categories and Types 
Tab. A|2. SSI Web’s standard selection of question item is rather small, but the system 
provides adequate features in order to create custom items of all sorts. 

Item Categories Sub-Level Item Types 
CiW Question  

  Constant Sum 

 Free Format 

 Grid 

 Numeric 

 Open-Ended 

 Quota 

 Ranking 

 Select 

 Semantic Differential 

 Terminate / Link 

 Text / HTML Filler 
Exercise  

  ACA 

 ACBC 

 CBC 

 CVA 

 MaxDiff 

 

Tab. A|3. SoSci Survey’s selection of question types appears rather inconsistent and some 
items seem out of place. 

Item Types 
Auswahl (Choice) 
Dropdown-Auswahl (Drop-down Choice) 
Mehrfach-Auswahl (Multiple Choice) 
Horizontale Auswahl (Horizontal Choice) 
Auswahl-Abfolge (mit Reaktionszeit) (Choice Sequence (with Reaction Time) 
Erweiterte Auswahl (Extended Choice) 
Skala (Extrema beschriftet) (Scale (Extrema Labeled)) 
Skala (Zwischenwerte beschriftet) (Scale (Scale Points Labeled)) 
Schieberegler (Slider) 
Polaritätenprofil (Polarity Profile) 
Zweiseitiger Schieberegler (Two-sided Slider) 
Offene Texteingabe (Free Text Input) 
Offene Nennungen (Open Enumerations) 
Lückentext (Cloze) 
Ballontest (Balloon Test) 
Rangordnung (Ranking) 
Zuordnungsaufgabe (mit Reaktionszeit) (Allocation Task (with Reaction Time)) 
Getrennte Erhebung von Kontaktdaten (Separate Inquiry of Contact Data) 
E-Mail an persönlichen Kontakt (E-Mail to Personal Contact) 
Opt-In für E-Mail-Verteiler (Opt-In for Mailing List) 
Captcha 
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Tab. A|4. The question categories and items provided by the Qualtrics research suite are 
rather extensive. 

Item Categories Sub-Level Item Types 
Static Content  

Descriptive Text  Plain Text 

 Rich Text 
Graphic  Graphic 

 Graphic with Text 

 Graphic from URL 

 Graphic from URL with Text 
Standard Questions  

Multiple Choice  Select Box 

 Multiple Selection Box 

 Dropdown List 

 Single Answer, Horizontal 

 Single Answer, Horizontal, 
Graphic 

 Single Answer, Vertical 

 Single Answer, Vertical, 
Graphic 

 Single Answer, Column, 
Graphic 

 Single Answer, Column, Text 

 Multiple Answer, Column 

 Multiple Answer, Column, 
Graphic 

 Multiple Answer, Horizontal 

 Multiple Answer, Horizontal, 
Graphic 

 Multiple Answer, Vertical 

 Multiple Answer, Vertical, 
Graphic 

Matrix Table  Bipolar 

 Likert, Single Answer 

 Likert, Multiple Answer 

 Likert, Drop Down List 

 Text Entry, Short 

 Text Entry, Medium 

 Text Entry, Long 

 Profile, Drop Down List 

 Profile, Single Answer 

 Profile, Multiple Answer 

 Constant Sum, with Total Box 

 Constant Sum, without Total 
Box 

 Rank Order 

Text Entry  Single Line 

 Multiline 

 Password 

 Essay 

 Form 
Slider  Draggable Bars 

 Draggable Sliders 

 Stars 
Rank Order  Drag and Drop 

 Drag and Drop Graphic 

 Radio Buttons 

 Radio Buttons Graphic 

 Horizontal 

 Horizontal Graphic 

 Horizontal Text Entry 

 Selection Box 

 Vertical 

 Vertical Graphic 

 Vertical Text Entry 

Side by Side  Side by Side 
Specialty Questions  

Constant Sum  Draggable Bars 

 Horizontal Graphic 

 Horizontal Text 

 Vertical Graphic 

 Vertical Text 

 Vertical Text Entry 

 Vertical Graphic w/Total 

 Vertical Text w/Total 
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Item Categories Sub-Level Item Types 
Pick, Group, and Rank  Drag and Drop 

 Drag and Drop, No Columns 

 Select Box, Predefined Groups 

 Select Box, Recipient Names Groups 

 Select Box, Recipient Defines Groups 
Hot Spot  Like/Dislike 

 On/Off 
Heat Map  Heat Map 

Sliding Scale  Text Above 

 Text Below 

 Text Left 

 Text Right 
Gap Analysis  Negative 

 Positive 
Drill Down  Drill Down 

Advanced  
Timing  Page Timer 

Meta Info Question  Browser Meta Info 
File Upload  [not available in free accounts] 

Captcha Verification  Captcha Verification 

 

Tab. A|5. SurveyMonkey’s choice of item types is rather compact. 

Item Types 
Multiple Choice (Only One Answer) 
Multiple Choice (Multiple Answers) 
Comment/Essay Box 
Ranking 
Rating Scale 
Matrix of Choices (Only One Answer per Row) 
Matrix of Choices (Multiple Answers per Row) 
Matrix of Drop-down Menus 
Single Textbox 
Multiple Textboxes 
Numerical Textboxes 
Descriptive Text 
Image 
Demographic Information (US) 
Demographic Information (International) 
Date and/or Time 

 

Tab. A|6. Google Consumer Surveys provides only twelve item types. 

Item Types 
Single Answer 
Rating 
Side-by-Side Images 
Open Ended 
Multiple Answers 
Rating with Text 
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Item Types 
Image with Menu 
Numeric Open Ended 
Two Choices with Image 
Rating with Image 
Large Image Choice 
Open Ended with Image 
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B| Details of the DSL Implementation 
B.1 HTML Reference Output 
Advanced Questionnaire Items 

 
Listing B|1. Slider scale items are largely based on the slider element provided by the 
jQuery UI plug-in and enhanced by displaying the current scale value on the slider handle as 
well as saving it in a hidden input field for later processing. 

 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO CREATE SLIDERS */   
02 $(".slider_value").hide(); 
03 $(".slider").each(function(){ 
04    $(this).slider({ 
05      range:"min", 
06      min: parseInt($("#slider_min_" + this.id).text()), 
07      max: parseInt($("#slider_max_" + this.id).text()), 
08      value: parseInt($("#slider_max_" + this.id).text())/2, 
09      step: 1, 
10      animation: true, 
11   
12      // when slider is initialized, save  current value into  
13      // hidden input field associated with slider 
14      create: function(event, ui) { 
15          var initialValue = $(this).slider("value"); 
16          $("#hidden_value_" + this.id).val(initialValue); 
17      }, 
18               
19      // when user STARTS dragging handle, display current value 
20      // on handle 
21      start: function(event, ui) {  
22          $("#slider_value_" + this.id).html(ui.value); 
23          $(this).slider().find(".ui-slider-handle") 

.append($("#slider_value_" + this.id)); 
24          $("#slider_value_" + this.id).fadeIn("slow"); 
25      }, 
26       
27      // when user STOPS dragging handle, stop displaying value 
28      stop: function(event, ui) { 
29          $("#slider_value_" + this.id).fadeOut("slow"); 
30      }, 
31       
32      // while handle is being dragged, constantly update value 
33      slide: function(event, ui){ 
34          $("#slider_value_" + this.id).html(ui.value); 
35          $("#hidden_value_" + this.id).val(ui.value) 

.trigger("change"); 
36      }    
37  }); 
38 }); 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO CREATE SORTABLES */ 
02 // sortable lists can be sorted vertically and items 
03 // can be dragged within the bounds of the parent element 
04 $(".sortable").sortable({  
05  axis: "y",  
06  containment: "parent",  
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Listing B|2. Similarly, sortable lists are realized with the help of the jQuery UI plug-in, 
enhanced with CSS3 and JavaScript to save their order in a hidden input field. 

Questionnaire Logic 

 
Listing B|3. In order to realize text piping logic, item-specific JavaScript functions had to be 
written, for example for slider scales and sortable rankings as opposed to open-ended items. 

 

07  scroll: false, 
08  opacity: 0.8, 
09    
10   // upon creation of sortable, store  order of items  
11   // in the respective hidden input field 
12   create: function(event, ui) { 
13       $(this).storeRanking(); 
14   },           
15     
16   // update order of sortable list items whenever an   
17   // item is moved 
18   stop: function(event,ui){ 
19       $(this).storeRanking(); 
20   } 
21 }); 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO PIPE TEXT FROM SLIDER SCALES AND SORTABLE RANKINGS */ 
02 $("input[type='hidden'].pipeText").change(function() { 
03  var myValue = $(this).val(); 
04  var textDestination = ".insertAnswer[data-from='" 

+$(this).closest(".survey_item").attr("data-concept")+"']"; 
05   
06  $(textDestination).text(myValue); 
07 
08  $(textDestination).each(function(){ 
09      if ($(this).itemReady()) { 
10          $(this).closest(".survey_item").show().removeClass("hideMe"); 
11          if (!($(this).closest(".survey_item").hasClass("greyOut"))){ 
12              $(this).closest(".survey_item").enableElements(); 
13          } 
14      } else { 
15          $(this).closest(".survey_item").hide().addClass("hideMe") 

.disableElements(); 
16      } 
17  }); 
18 }); 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT FOR SINGLE-SELECT AND MATRIX TRIGGERS */ 
02 $(".fieldset.triggerItem").find("input[type='radio']") 

.change(function(){ 
03   if ($(this).hasClass("trigger")) { 
04    var myID = $(this).attr("value"); 
05    var triggeredItem = ".survey_item[data-myTrigger='triggeredBy_" 

+myID+"']"; 
06     
07    $(triggeredItem).removeClass("greyOut").enableElements(); 
08  } else { 
09      $(this).closest(".fieldset").find(".trigger").each(function(){ 
10          var myID = $(this).attr("value"); 
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Listing B|4. Triggers for skip logic had to be implemented separately for different item 
types. 

Questionnaire Validation and Error Messages 

 

11          var triggeredItem = ".survey_item[data-myTrigger= 
'triggeredBy_"+myID+"']"; 

12           
13          if ($(this).hasClass("matrix")){ 
14             if(!$(this).is(":checked")  

&& !$(triggeredItem).hasClass("greyOut")) { 
15              $(triggeredItem).addClass("greyOut").disableElements(); 
16             }                                     
17          } else { 
18              $(triggeredItem).addClass("greyOut").disableElements(); 
19          } 
20      }); 
21  } 
22 }); 

01 /* JAVASCRIPT TO VALIDATE DOCUMENT */     
02 var validateElement = {  
03  
04  // isValid checks for each type of element whether it is valid 
05  isValid : function(element){ 
06      var isValid = true; 
07  var $element = $(element); 
08  var id = $element.attr("id"); 
09  var name = $element.attr("name"); 
10  var value = $element.val(); 
11  var type = $element[0].type.toLowerCase(); 
12   
13  //  group items with shared validation rules together 
14  switch(type){ 
15      // text fields, textareas, and password elements must  
16      // contain data other than whitespace 
17      case 'text': 
18      case 'textarea': 
19      case 'password': 
20          if ( value.length == 0 || value.replace(/\s/g,'') 
                                                .length == 0 ){  
21              isValid = false; } 
22          break; 
23       
24      // "default" option must not be selected in drop-downs 
25      case 'select-one': 
26      case 'select-multiple': 
27          if( !value ){  
28              isValid = false; } 
29          break; 
30           
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Listing B|5. The form input validation was manually coded based on Cherne [Ch09], and 

extended to work with all kinds of questionnaire items. 

31      // at least one option must be selected in radio or  
32      // checkbox groups 
33      case "checkbox": 
34      case "radio": 
35          if($("input[name='" + name + "']:checked").length == 0){  
36              isValid = false; }; 
37          break; 
38   } 
39    
40  // show or hide error messages depending on whether element  
41  // is valid 
42  var method = isValid ? "removeClass" : "addClass";   
43  $("#errorMessage_" + name)[method]("showErrorMessage");   
44   
45  // if element is invalid, mark fieldset accordingly 
46  $("[name='"+name+"']").closest(".fieldset")[method]("error");        
47   
48  // if element belongs to question containing other elements 
49  // mark that question until all its elements are valid 
50  $("[name='" + name + "']")[method]("invalid"); 
51  
52  // select all other elements within the same fieldset and   
53  // check if they are valid, too 
54  var validation = true; 
55  $element.closest(".fieldset").find("input, select, textarea") 
                                    .each(function(){  
56      if ($(this).hasClass("invalid")) { 
57          validation = false; 
58          $(this).closest(".fieldset").addClass("error"); } 
59               
60      if (validation == true) { 
61          $(this).closest(".fieldset").removeClass("error"); }     
62  }); 
63  // if an element is changed, re-validate ALL elements in  
64  // the same fieldset  
65  var elementsInSameFieldset = $element.closest(".fieldset") 
                                    .find("input, select, textarea"); 
66  $element 
67      .unbind("change.isValid keyup.isValid") 
68      .bind("change.isValid keyup.isValid",function(){  
69          elementsInSameFieldset.each(function() { 
70              validateElement.isValid(this); 
71          }); 
72      }); 
73       
74  return isValid; 
75  }  
76 }; 
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B.2 Comprehensive List of DSL Keywords 
Tab. B|1. The DSL comprises more than forty individual keywords, which are listed and 
explained in the following. Elements marked with a * are optional. 

Keyword Purpose 

Questionnaire Structure  

title start questionnaire document, introduce survey name/document title 

style* embed custom CSS style; if not used, default CSS will be used to style 

the document 

header* text to be displayed on top of every questionnaire page 

block a) indicate beginning of new block; optionally followed by block title; 

may contain introductory text and/or items 

b) page indicator 

Block Elements  

introduction* provide general information on items in a block or create pure text 

block 

item a) indicate beginning of new questionnaire item; contains request for 

an answer, instructions (optional), and answer categories 

b) page indicator 

Item Elements  

instructions* provide further instructions for item; instructions may be hidden under 

a "help" icon 

(help)* hide instructions under “?” button 

Answer Categories  

textfield introduce open-ended, single-line input element; may optionally 

contain label, semantic concept, and character limitation 

textarea introduce open-ended, multi-line input element; may optionally contain 

label, semantic concept, and character limitation 

numerical introduce open-ended, single-line input element restricted to numerical 

input; may optionally contain label, semantic concept, minimum and 

maximum value, and digit limitation 

singleSelect introduce closed-ended input element with arbitrary number of answer 

categories (consisting of label and semantic concept (optional)), only 

one of which may be selected; can be displayed vertically (default), 

horizontally, or as drop-down menu 

multiSelect introduce closed-ended input element with arbitrary number of answer 

categories (consisting of label and semantic concept (optional)), one or 

more of which may be selected; can be displayed vertically or 

horizontally (default) 
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Keyword Purpose 

scale introduce closed-ended input element with maximum of 10 answer 

categories, only one of which may be selected; scale type can be set to 

regular (default), semantic differential, or slider 

matrix introduce closed-ended input element with maximum of 10 answer 

categories (displayed as columns) containing several items (displayed as 

rows) 

ranking introduce closed-ended input element with maximum of 10 answer 

categories; can be displayed as matrix (default) or sortable drag-and-

drop item 

Alignment  

vertical* align answer categories of single- or multi-select item vertically 

horizontal* align answer categories of single- or multi-select item horizontally 

dropdown* arrange answer categories of single-select item in a drop-down box 

Scale Type  

regular* display vertical scale with individual labels for each scale point 

semanticDiff* display scale with only a label for the left and right extrema; scale points 

can be automatically generated and displayed 

slider* displays scale as draggable slider item with (optional) display of left and 

right extrema 

Rank Type  

matrix* arrange ranking item in a matrix style; only one input field per row and 

column can be selected 

sortable* arrange ranking item in a drag-and-drop sortable list 

Answer Category Fine Tuning  

- indicate beginning of an answer category, followed by label/image and 

(optionally) semantic concept 

image insert images into labels 

check* indicate option is selected, i.e. checked off 

NA* add N/A answer option to scale and matrix items 

columns mark labels of columns in matrix items 

rows mark labels of rows in matrix items 

min(*) a) indicate minimum value of slider scale item or left extreme 

b) indicate smallest value allowed in numerical input field 

max(*) a) indicate maximum value of slider scale item or right extreme 

b) indicate highest value allowed in numerical input field 

limit* indicate maximum number of characters/digits allowed in text field, 

text area, or numerical input field 
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Keyword Purpose 

scalePoints* can be used in combination with integer to denote number of scale 

points (max.: 10) associated with scale 

show* display scale points 

other* adds “other” option to answer category (single- or multi-select) 

Questionnaire Logic  

createPageForEach* state whether questionnaire should be divided into pages based on 

blocks or items; if not used, all items/blocks show up on the same page 

numberBlocks* switch on block numbering 

numberItems* switch on item numbering 

required* marks item for validation, i.e. item has to be filled out before 

questionnaire can be submitted 

showIf* provide reference to answer category of other item triggering the 

current one (reference to row if referencing a matrix answer) 

x* provide reference to column if referencing matrix answer 

insertAnswer* pipe text from previous answer into new question, text block or label 

 

B.3 Further Validation Rules 

 

01 @Check 
02 public void checkLabelsNotUnique(ClosedEnded closedEnded){        
03  ArrayList<String> labelsToConsider = new ArrayList<String>();    
04  ArrayList<Option> optionsToConsider = new ArrayList<Option>();   
05   
06  TreeIterator<EObject> treeIterator = closedEnded.eAllContents(); 
07   
08  while(treeIterator.hasNext()) { 
09      EObject object = treeIterator.next(); 
10           
11      if(object instanceof Option) { 
12          optionsToConsider.add((Option)object);                   
13      } 
14  } 
15   
16  for(Option o : optionsToConsider) { 
17      String newLabelString = this.createLabelsToCompare(o); 
18      if(labelsToConsider.contains(newLabelString)) 
19          error("[ERROR] Duplicate label: Labels within an item must 

 be unique.", 
20                      o,  
21                      SurveMePackage.Literals.OPTION__LABEL_AND_IMAGE,  
22                      -1,  
23                      "LABEL_NOT_UNIQUE"); 
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Listing B|6. With the additional utilization of several helper methods, the 
checkLabelsNotUnique validation rule checks whether two or more answer categories 
within an item have the same label. 

 

Listing B|7. Several validation rules had to be implemented to ensure the correct use of skip 
logic references, one of which makes sure references to matrix coordinates are actually 
pointing to the same matrix. 

B.4 Further Methods from the HTML Generator 

 

24      else 
25          labelsToConsider.add(newLabelString); 
26  }        
27 }    

01 @Check 
02 public void checkRowAndColumnTriggersMismatch(Item item) { 
03  
04  if (item.getItemTrigger().getTrigger().eContainer() instanceof Rows) { 
05      if (item.getItemTrigger().getColumnTrigger().eContainer()  

 instanceof Columns) { 
06          if (!item 
07                  .getItemTrigger().getTrigger() 
08                      .eContainer() 
09                      .eContainer() 
10                  .equals(item.getItemTrigger().getColumnTrigger() 
11                      .eContainer()    
12                      .eContainer())) 
13          { 
14              error("[ERROR] Reference mismatch: Please make sure the  

     row and column you reference belong to the same item.", 
15                      item, 
16                      SurveMePackage.Literals.ITEM__ITEM_TRIGGER, 
17                      "TRIGGER_MISMATCH"); 
18          } 
19      } 
20  } 
21 } 

01 def dispatch generateAnswers(TextArea textarea, Item i){ 
02  var openEndedID = getOpenEndedID(); 
03  '''<tr> 
04      <td> 
05          «IF textarea.lbl != null»<label for="«openEndedID»"> 
                «FOR Text t: textarea.lbl.label» 
                    «t.generateText()» 
                «ENDFOR»:</label> 
            «ENDIF»<br/> 
06          <textarea name="«IF textarea.name != null»«textarea.name» 
                            «ELSE»«i.name»_«openEndedID»«ENDIF»" 
07                      class="openEnded«IF textarea.maxChars != null»  
                               limited_textarea«ENDIF» 
                               «IF i.required» required«ENDIF»" 
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Listing B|8. The three generateAnswers() dispatch methods responsible for the generation 
of open-ended answer categories have a very similar structure with the one for text areas 
being the most complex one. 

 

08                      id="«openEndedID»"                              
09                      rows=10  
10                      cols=30  
11                      «IF textarea.maxChars != 0» 
                            maxlength=«textarea.maxChars»«ENDIF»> 
12          </textarea><br/> 
13          «IF textarea.maxChars != 0» 
                <span class="charsLeft description"></span> 
            «ENDIF» 
14      </td> 
15  </tr>''' 
16 } 
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C| SurveMe Features and Characteristics 
 

Tab. C|1. The features and characteristics of SurveMe measured against the criteria of 
commercially-available survey design tools. 

 SurveMe 

Distribution  

Software  

SaaS  

Supported User Input Modalities  

point-and-click  

drag-and-drop  

script  

Basic Building Blocks  

pages  

blocks  

closed-ended items  

open-ended items  

hybrid items  

other/special item forms  

stand-alone text () 

images  

audio content  

video content  

advanced interface elements  

Questionnaire Logic  

skip logic  

display logic  

randomization 

(e.g. questions, answers, …) 

 

text piping  

Questionnaire Design and Testing  

max. number of (active) surveys (unlimited) 

max. number of responses per survey (unlimited) 

max. number of items per survey 26/unlimited 

WYSIWYG interface  
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survey preview  

survey import () 

survey export  

integrated survey library/templates () 

Project and Panel Management  

survey dummy runs  

survey distribution support  

automated survey invitations  

soft launch  

phased launch  

sample selection based on background 

variables 

 

automated reminders  

reponse/completion rate visualization  

MI system  

Data Monitoring, Reporting, and 

Analysis 

 

custom variable naming  

data pre-processing  

data visualization  

integrated data analysis  

data export  

Special Features  

special security settings  

specialized mobile web surveying 

support 

() 

scalability () 
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